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PREFACE

I HAVE attempted in this work to exphln and illustrate

tlie principles of that portion of Plane Trigonometry

which precedes de Moivre's Theorem. The method of

explanation is similar to that adopted in my Elementary
Algebra. The examples, progressive and easy, have
been selected chiefly from College and University Ex-
amination Papers, but I am indebted for many to the

works of several German writers, especially those of

Dienger, Meyer, Weiss, and Wiegand. I have carried

on the subject somewhat beyond the limits set by tl.e

Regulation* for the Examination of Candidates for

Honours in the previous Examination for two reasons:

first, because I hope to see those limits extended,

secondly, that my work may be more useful to those

who are reading the subject in Schools and to Candidate,
in the Local Examinations.

J. HAMBLIN SMITH.

Cambridge, 1870|i
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Elementary Trigonometry.

I. ON THE MEASUREMENT OF
LINES.

1. To measure a line AB we fix upon some line as a
standard of linear measiirement

. then if AB contains the
standard line p limes, ^j is called the vteasure of AJJ and the
magnitude of AB is represented algebraically by the symbol p.
(Sec Algebra, Art. 33.)

^

Since the standard contains itself once, its measure is unity,
and It will be represented by 1.

2. Two lines are commensurable when a line can be taken
as the star.-Jard of measiuvment (or, as it is commonly called,
the unit ot length) such that it is contained in each an exact
number of times.

3. If the measures of two lines AB, CD be p and q respec
Uvely, the ratio AB : CD is represented by the fraction I
(See Algeh-a, Arts. 341, 342.)

^

Examples.—1,

A !'
. l^-

^^^ "?'*^ ""^ ^^"-^^' ^'^ *° ^"*^^' ^y ^^^at number wUl
4 leet 6 inches be represented ?

2. If 7 inches be 1 ike.i as the unit of length, by what
number will 15 feet 2 indies be ivj.resenttd i

[ST.]



ON THE MEASUREMENT OF LINES.

3' If 192 square inches be represented by the number 12
what 18 the unit of linear meaHurenient ?

*

4- If 1()00 square inches be represented by the number 40,what 18 the unit of linear nieaaurement ?

5. If 216 cubic inches be represented by the number 8what 18 the unit of linear measurement ?

6. Jf 2()()() cubic inches be represented by the number 16what 18 the unit of linear measurement ?

'

/• If « yards be the unit of length, what is the measure of
leet f

8. A line referred to different units of length has measures
and 4 ;

the first unit is 6 inches, what is the other?
9. A line referred to three difterent units of length has

neasures 1, 36, 12 respectively; the unit in the first case is a
yard, what is it in the others ?

10. Express the ratio between 3| inches and 3^ yards.
11. If the measure of m yards be c, what is the measure of

n feet ?

4. Now suppose the measures of the sides of a right-angled
triangle to be p, q, r respectively, the right angle being sub-
tended by that side whose measure is r.

Then since the geometrical property of such a triangle
established by Euclid i. 47, may be extended to the case in
which the sides are represented by numbers, or symbols standinc
for numbers, ^



ON THK MEASUl^rarENT OF LiNEH.

If any two of the mimori.ul qimntitios Mivolved in thii
•quation are ^iven, we can (ktennine the third.

For example, if r=5 and 9 = 3,

EXAMPLES.~I!,

I. The hypotenuse being 51 yards, and one of the sidet
^-ontmning the n^ht a.gle 24 yards ; find the other side.

feet'. fiTlur'^r
'°^^"'^"« ^^^ ^'«^t angle being 8 feet and 6

reet; find the hypotenuse.

5. A rectangular plantation, whose width is 88 yards con

r;,Lr; """^ '-^ <«--'- «on.«.eorrra;

6. The sides of a right-angM triangle aw, in arithmeticalprog-s..on and t.,e hypotenuse is ^ fe„; find the oZ
7. The sides of o right-angled triangle are in arithmeH™!

progression; show that they are prop„r?i,«al to 3
4™'=''

Jches\'wMro"id:t iv" f\ ^f'""• J"^'

.bout its foot, just ^^rZ:TiLT:t'Z\^''jrt
the two positions of the ladder be at nZtZ\ T v ,.

and tlie heiMif. „f ti,« • j , ^"' ™8'«' *» «a«h other,

«n.the':StroftrstTran-^hX--.-

«de°is 5?ot:',
"" ''"«"' "' '"' "'"«""" "f » »^— who«



ON THE MEASUREMENT OF UNES.

n. The srea of a square is 390625 square feet; what is
tlie diagonal ?

12. Eacli side of an equilateral trianf,')e is 13 ; find the
length of the perpendicular dropped from one of the angles on
the oppo!3ite side.

13. If ABC be an equilateral triangle and the length of
AD, a perpendicular on BG, be 15 ; find the length of AB.

14. The radius of a circle is 37 inches ; a chord is drawn
in the cii'de : if the length of this chord be 70 inches, find it«
distance from the centre.

1$. The di.sLance of a chord in a circle from the centre is

180 inches
;
the diameter of the circle is 362 inches : find the

length of the choid.

16. The length of a chord in a circle is 150 feet, and its
distance from the centre is 308 feet find the diameter of the
circle.

17. If ABG be an isosceles right-angled triangle, (7 being
the right angle, show that

AG: AB=:1 : ^2.

18. If DEF be an equilateral triangle and a perpendiculai
DG be dropped on EF, show that



n. ON THK RATIO OF THE CIRCUM-
FERENCE OF A CIRCLE TO THE
DIAMETER.

5, It 13 evident that a straight line can be co,ni,ared as
to Its length with a circular arc, and that conscHiuently the
ratio between such lines can be represented in the form of a

6. We must assume as an axiom
thiit an arc is greater tlian the chord
subtending it : tliat is, if ABD ha pur* A
of the circumference of a circle cut off '

by the straight Hne AD, the loiigtli
of ABD is greater than the length" of

9. The perimeter of a polvon is the en. r ,\ -i
Hen'-P if JTi i.« V ^, ^

'•'^^"" '" ^^6 ^''"'>» "J the sides.

^ZJ ''"' ^^ *^^ «^^^« «* * i-^Knlur polygon of n«des, the F3raneter of the polygon will be n. All
^^

10. The circumference of a circle is greater than the peri-meter of any polygon which can be inscribed in the circle -^uta-Jhe number of sides of such a polygon is incrll^l^' T.

fTrlTro'fl""r''^'".r^'P''''^^'^ ''''''' '^ the^ci^cum:ference of the circle, as will appear from the foUowing iUus.



6 XATIO OF CIRCUMFERENCE TO DIAMETER,

Let AB be the side of a regular hexagon ABDEFG in.
Bcnbea in a circle.

Then AB is equal to the radius of the circle. Eucl. iv. 16.

Now the arc AGB is greater than AB,
and the circumference of the circle is therefore larger than th«
perimeter of the hexagon.

Hence

the circumference is greater than six times the radiua,
and greater than three times the diameter.

Now suppose (7 to be the middle point of the arc AB.

Join AG, CB.

These will be sides of a regular dodecagon, or figure of 1%
sides, inscribed in the circle.

Now AG, GB are together greater than AB : but AG GB are
together Im than the arc AGB.

'

^^
Hence the perimeter of the dodecagon will be less than

t^8 circumfereiicc of the circle, but will approximate more
nearly than the perimeter of the hexagon to the circumference
Of the dicle.



XATIO OF CIRCUMFERENCE TO DIAMETER. j

So the larger the number of sides of a polygon inscribed in
ft circ.e the more nearly does the perimeter of the polyc^on
approach to the circumference of the circle; and when the
number of sides is infinitely large, the perimeter of the i.oly.

Me '^'' "lti«»ately equal to the circumference of the

mdL
^^ ^^^ '^' ^^^ circumference of a circle vnnes as tne

Let and o be the centres of two circles.

^

Let AB ah be sides of regular polygons of n sides inscribedm the circles, P, p the perimeters of the polygons, and (7, c the
circumlerences of the circles.

-^ ^o
> , -«

Then OAB, oab are similar triangleg.

.*. OA : oa AB : ah

. a . AB : n.c^
: P : p.

Now when n is very large, the perimeters of the polygonsmay be regarded as equal to the circumferences of the circles
;

.'. OA : oa :: G : c.

Hence it follows that the circumference c5 a circle varies aa
the radius of the circle.

12. Since the circumference varies as the radius, the
,. circumference .

'
radfu's— ^ *^® ^^^^ *o^ a^l circles, and therefore

frk-f « *• circumference
.th* r4t49

-'diamet.u- '''
^''^ «""'•' '''"'• ''^^ ^^"^^^^



KATIO OP CIRCUMFERENCE TO DIAMETER.

18. Dei: The ratio
"''''"'"ference

»ymboI jr.

14. The value of this numerical quantity ,r cannot l.e

S'rruS •'" " ""' "-»"^™—
^
^-"-'

If we take a piece of string which will exactly go round ,penny and another piece which will exactly stretch acomhed.u,„. er the penny
: if we then set oil' ,i.ng a strn ht 1 „eev.„ lengths 01 the hrst string, and on another straight "eby the sule 01 the lir.st we set off twentytwo k.n-ths f esecond strmg, we shall find th.at the two lines are vCn a hequal. Hence 22 diatneters are nearly equal to 7 drcum-

fereiices, timt is tlie ratio
^i'C"i"<"i^ience 22

clianTct^r
"" = f "^'^^^y* ^^ in

other words the fraction — is '1 iv..„i. .
• .-

value of TT

le

The fraction
j-J

gives a closer aj.pro.xinmtion.

^
The^accurate value of the ratio to 5 places of decimals is

dia'netefIT' " "" ""^ """" "^ ^ -"'» ' ' ""»' "-.

Now circiun Terence

diameteF

circuinfurcnce

2r~

=v:

Hence

end

= 7r;

.'. circumference = 27rr.

arc of semicircle = 7rr,

arcof quadrant=—.
2



ttATtO OF CrRCUMFERENC^ TO DIAMETER.

as

Examples.—-iii.

In the following examples the value of v may be taken
22

T'

1. The diameter of a circle is 5 feet, what is its circum-
ference ?

2. The circumference of a circle is 542 ft. 6 in., what is its
radius ?

3- The driving-wheel of a locomotive-eugine of diameter
6 feet makes 2 revolutions in a second ; find approximately
the number of miles per hour at which the train is going.

4. Supposing the earth to be a perfect sphere whose cir-
cumference is 25000 miles, what is its diameter?

5- The diameter of the sun is 883220 miles, what is ite
circumference ?

6. The circumference of the moon is 6850 miles, what is
its radius ?

7. Find the length of an arc which is ~ of the whole cir-

cumference, if the radiup is 12 ft. 6 in.

8. Find the length of an arc which is ^ of the whole cir-

cumference, if the diameter is 21 feet.

9- The circumference of a circle is 150 feet, what is the
Bide of a square inscribed in it ]

10. The circumference of a circle is 200 feet, what is the
Bide of a S(iuare inscribed in it ?

11. A water-wheel, who^e diunjeter is 12 feet, makes 30
revolutions i)er minute. Find approximately t)u rumb^r of
miles per hour traversed by a point on the circui-Jeren-e of
the wheel.

*

12. A mill-sail. wlw-SC li.Hfrfli Ja 9I f,.«t .,.,.K,.„ ir. ^-,- •!

turns per minute, llow xuiiny miles per hour does the end
of the sail traverse 1



III. ON THE MEASUREMENT OF
ANGLES.

16. Trigonometry was originally, as the name imports,
the science which lurnished methods for dotcMMiiining the
magnitude of the sides and angles of triangles, but it has been
extended to the treatment of all theorems involving the con-
aideration of angular ma^niitudes.

^
17. Euclid defines u plane rectilineal angle as the inclina-

tion of two straiglit linos to eacli other, which meet, but are
not in the same straight line. Hence the angles of which
Euclid treats are less than two right angles.

In Trigonometry the term angle is used in a more ex-
tended sense, the magnitude of angles in this science being
unlimited.

18. An angle in Trigonometry is defined in the following
manner.

Let JFQE be a fixed straight line, and QP a line which
revolves about the fixed point Q, and which at first coincides
with QE,

"VT" Q

Tlien when QP is in the position represented in the figOM,
we say that it has dencnhcd flip nv<>lo. PQf'l



ON THE MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES. II

Tlie advantage of this definition is that it enables us to
consider angles not only greater than two right anglea, l)ut

greater tlian four right angles, viz. such as are described by
the revolving line when it makes more than one complete
revolution.

19. In speaking of a trigonometrical angle we must take
into account the position from which the line that has
described the angle started.

Suppose, for instance, that QP, starting IVom the position
Q-E,and revolving in a direction contrary to that in which the
hands of a watch rovolve, has come into the position indicated
in the figure. It lias then described an angle E^P greater
than two right angles.

20. The magnitudes of angles are represented by number*
expressing how many times the given angles contain a certain
angle fixed upon as the unit of angular measure.

When we speak of an angle 6, we mean an angle which
eontains the unit of angular measurement 6 times.

21. There are three modes of measuring angles, called

I. The Sexagesimal or English method,
II. The Centesimal or French method,

III. The Circular Measure,

which we now proceed to describe in order.

I. The Sexagesimal Method.
22. In this method we suppose a right angle to be divided

into 90 equal parts, each of wiiich parts is called a degree, each
degree to be divided into 60 equal parts, each of which is
caUed a imnute, and each minute to be divided into 60 equal
paLLs, each of which is called a s&:ond. Then the magnitud*



Off THE MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES.

tT *"^i^
^« e^P^^«^ed by the number of degrees, ininutes

tnd 8econd«, which it contains. Degrees, minutes and secondsMe marked respectively by the symbols ', \ "-. thus, to repre-
ient 14 degrees, 9 minutes, 37-46 seconds, we write

M°.9'.37"-45.

23. We can express the measure of an angle (expressed in

f^Cl'T'Tw n
^ ''''"'^'^ ^" ^'^'''' ^"^ d^^>"^-l P^rts ofa degree by the following process.

Let the given angle be 39°
. 5' . as",

60 33-

60 5 55

•0926

.*. 89\ 5'. 33''«390925 degreeu

Examples.—iv.

Express as the decimal of a degree the following angl
I. 24M6'.5",

4. 5.. 28",

a. 37°. 2'. 43*,

S. 175^0M4*,

68

4.

5-

6.

375°
. 4',

78M2'.4''.

II. The Centesimal Method.
W In this method we suppose a right angle to be divide

iiK4) 100 equal parts, each of which parts is called a grade
ea4« grade to be divided into 100 equal parts, each of which is
caned a minute, and each minute to be divided into 100 equai
parti., each of which is called a second. Then the magnitude
of an angle 18 expressed by the number of grades, minutes and
secoiK^s, which it contains. Grades, ininutes and seconds aremars«d respectively by the symbols •,

', ": thus, to represent
J5 gn ^es, 56 minutes, 84-53 seconds, we write 35«. 56' . 84"-53.

Thr advantage of this method is that we can write down
"" "^ ^-v,.unu3 as fcuu uecimai of a grade by in-

BpeCbiok



ees, minutes

ON THE MEASUREMENT OF ANGIES. 13

Thus, if the given angle bo 14«. 19' . 57",

19

106
since 19' =-,-'"; of n grade= '19 grades,

and 57"= 57

lOOlK)
"^ ^ gratle= -0057 gradei>

14M9' .
57" = 141957 grades.

25. If the number expressing the minutes or seconds has
0!ily one significant digit, we must prefix a cipher to occupy
the place of tens before we write down the minutes and seconds
as the decimal of a grade.

Thus

and

25«.9\54"-- 25«.09'.54"

= 25-0954 grades,

36«.8'.4"--3G«.08'.04"

=36 0804 gradet.

Examples.—V.

Express as decimals of a grade the following angles

:

1. 25M4'.25", 4. 15'. 7"
-45,

2. 38«.4M5", 5. 425^ I3'.5"-54,

3. 214«.3V7", 6. 2«.2'.2'"-22.

26. The Centesimal Method was introduced by the French
mathematicians in the 18th century. The advantages that
would have been obtained by its use were not considered suf-
ficient to counterbalance the enormous labour which must have
been spent on the rearrangeuicnt of the Mathematical Tables
then in use.

III. The Circular Measure.

27. In selecting a unit of angular measurement we may
take any angle whose magnitude is invariable. Such an angle
is that which is subtended at the centre of a circle ^ an arc
equal to the radius of the circle, as we shall now provo.



14 ON THE MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES.

28. To show that the angle mbtended at the centre of a

or

Let be the centre of a circle

AB the arc of a
anffl

wliose radius

quadrant, and therefore

18 n

o'
AOB a right

AP an arc equal to the radius AO.

Then, ^P=:rand ^JS=

Now, by Euc. vi. 33,

irr

2" (Art. 15.)

angle_^<9P_arc^P
angle ^i;l?~arc AB?

angle^/lOP _ r

aright angle ~7Tr
2"

2

and

Hence angle ^OP=^ ^''S^^^^P^t^^
7r

Thu8 the magnitude of the angle AOP is independent of rd 18 therefore the same for all circles
'
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OAT THE MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES. «s

B9. In the Circular SyBtem of measurement the unit of
«. gular meaauremeut may be desciibod us

\(1) The angle subtended at the centre of a circle by an arc
equal to the radius of the circle,

or, which is tiie same thin-,', as we proved in Art. 28, as

(2) Tile aii},de whose magnitude is the Trth part of two
right angled.

30. It in important that the beginner should have a clear
conception of the size of this angle, and this he will best obtain
by considering it relatively to the magnitude of that angular
unit which we call a degree.

Now the unit of circular measure
two right angles 180°-

,;:
=3U159 = ^^ "2^^^ ^^'^^ly-

Now if BG be the quadrant of a circle, and if we suppose

I

the arc BG to be divided into 90
jeouul parts, the rigiit angle BAG
\
will be divided by the radii which
pass through these points into 90
equal angles, each of which is called

a degree.

A radius AP meeting the arc at
a certain point between the 57th
and 58th divisions, reckoned from
B, will make with AB an angle equal in magnitude to the
unit of circular measure.

Hence an angle whose circular measure is 2 contains rather
more than 114 degrees, and one whose circular measure is
3 contains nearly 172 degrees, or rather less than two right
angles. ^

31. Since the unit of circular measure= ^ "ght angles

TT times the unit of circular measure=2 right angles.

Hence
an angle whose circular measure is vr is equal to 2 right andes.

TT

a right, ajicle.

•••t 2t 4 ri<'ht aii-I.
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32 To showtAat the circular measure of an anaU is emud

Let EOB be any angle.

About as centre and with any radius dearnK« . «,• i
cutting OEm A, and 01? in & ^ ' '''"^ * ^^*«^

Make angle AOP equal to the unit of circular measuw.
Then arc ^P= radius AO (Art. 29^

Now, by Euc. vi. 33,

angle APR_AR
angle AOP~AP*

ARA angle ^Oi2=^. angle ^OP

AR
, ^

"ao ' *°s^® ^^^

i^

arc

"r^Sri:; * ^^* ®^ circular measiuwi

the circular measnr^ of ioigle AOB

arc

radius*



ON THE MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES. 17

83. The units in the thrpe ijystems, when expreaaed in tenuB

of one common standard, two right angles, stand thus :

the unit in the Sexagesimal Method — rr^ of two right angles,

the unit in the Centesimal Method «»5^ of two right angles,

the unit in the Circulai Method »- of two right angles
'It

34. It is not usual to assign any distinguishing mark to

»ttigles estimated by tlie Third Method, but lor the purpose of

stating the relation between the three units in a clnar and
concise form, we shall use the symbol 1* to express the unit ol

circular measure.

ThMk we express the relation between the units that

:

1 1 1
!•: li: r.

160 SOO'
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II ?HP^l**'^'^''°^ °^ CONVERTINGTHE MEASURES OF ANGLES FROMONE TO ANOTHER SYSTEM OFMEASUREMENT.

1 11 il

}'

«ea»u«.ent ..scribed in Char^tole'^Twr"" "

Let the given angle contain D degrees.

ldegree =-ofa right angle;

" ^ ^«g^^^«

=

^l
-f a right angle

-g^ ot 100 grades

lOOD ,

^~9Q grades

107)

9
grades.

Hence we ol>tm*n tlje foiio'vinrr t.,,i -j-

anrf 2/ow obtain the measure of the angle in grades.



CONVERTING MEASURES OF ANGLES. »9

Ex. How many grades aie contained in the angle
24'. 51'. 45"]

24*
.
51'

.
45*= 24-8625 degrees

10

9 248-626

grades 27 625

.*. the angle contains 27' . 62* . 50**.

Examples.—vl.

Find the number of grades, minutes, and seconds in the
following anffles

:

I. 27M5',46*.

3. 24M8".

S-
143" .

9'.

7. 10°
.
25'

, 48*.

9. 300° .
15'

. 58*.

2. 157'. 4'. 9*.

4. 19°.0'.18*

6. 28°.

8. 27°. 38'. 12*.

Ia 422°. 7'. 22*.

37. To convert the measure of an angle expressed in grades to

tha corresponding measure in degrees.

Let the given angle contain G grades.

1 grade = -— of a right angle

;

G
.-. grades=— of a right angle

G
'^166 ^^^^ <^^egreei

90Gf

100

QG
"io

degrees

doffrees.

Hence we obtain the following rule : If an angle be expressed

in grades^ multiply the measure in grades by 9, divide the remit
by 10, and you obtain the measure of the angle in degrees.
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ao CONVERTING MEASURES OF ANGLES.

4/3i'.6^6'T
'"'""^ '^'^''' "" '"'^'^'^^ ^ «»• "81*

42«. 34'. 56"= 42-3456 gradet

9

10
I

3811104

degrees 38-11104

60

minuteB 6-66240

60

seconds 39-74400

/. the angle contains 38° . 6'
. 39"-744.

:ii \

% \

i:i!!f I

EXAMPLES.—vil.

I. 19'. 45'. 95'-.

3. 29«
,
75'.

5. 154« 7'. 24'\

7. 38«.7l'.20"-3.

9- 170«.63'.27".

2. 124«.6'.8".

4- 15« 0'.15'\

6. 43«

8. 50«.76'.94"-3.

lo. 324M.r . 88"-7.

*Sa/^lr*" °^"^"' '" "» <"'9l' l» 9i<^, U,fi,uii,

Let the given angle contain V degrees.

1 ,.

180 ^^^ "i>'^* anglesr=

1

"180°^'^ ""^*^ ®^ circular measure

iSO
"^^^® ^^ circular measure:

*• ir.
Dtt

180
""'*^^^ °^ circular measuw^



CONVERTING MEASURES OF ANGLES. i\

Hence we obtain the following rule :

If cm angle he expressed in degrees, multiply the meaxure in

^degrees by tt, divide the result by 180, and you obtain the circular

neasure of the angle.

Ex. Find the circular measure of 45° . 15';

45° . 15'= 4525 de^nics
;

.*. circular measure required is

45'252<^^_ 4525;r ^ 005;r _ 1 «lr

180 ~ ISCHK) 3000 " 720
*

if

r1

eecondn in thu

nven, to find iu

Examples.—viil.

Express in circular measure the following angles

:

I. 60°. 2. 22°. 30'. 3. 11°. 15'. 4. 270°.

5. 315°. 6. 24°. 13'. 7 95° 20'. 8. 12°. 5'. 4*.

9. The angles of an equilateral triangle.

la The angles of an isosceles right-angled triangle.

39. If the circular measure of an angle be given to find th«

number of degrees which it contains.

Let 6 be the given circular meaRure.

!•=:- of two right angles

•- of 180 degreai

180 ,m— degrees

;

IT

:. $^= -•- ^ degrees.
TT

Hence we obtain the following rule

:

If an angle be expressed in circular measure, muUiply the

measv/re by 180, divide the result by v. and you obtain the men-

mre of the cmgk in degrees.
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" CONVERTING MEASURES OP ANGLES.

E^- Express in degrees the angle whose circular measm*

The measure in decrees -^'^^^^^ 900 ,^'~~8^^ = -8 =112-5 degree*

:ire

Examples.—ix.

Kxpres, in degrees, etc., ti.e angles whose circular mea««e.

4.

9.

TT

6'

1

6*

5- 3*

circ.uar measure of an angle containing (? grades= (? . J".
,

number of grades in the angle whose
^^'

circular measure hO-e.—

.

Examples.—X.

Express in circular measure the following angles:

'• ^^- "• 25'. 3. 6^25^ 4. 250.
5. 500.. 6. 13«.5'.5". 7. 24M5'.2".15
8. 125..0M3".

9. 3^ ,0. 5".

EXAMPLES.—Xi.
Express in grades, etc., the angles whose circular measure.are

I. ,. 2.
TT

6* 1 -3- g. 4. ^^ 3*

7. r. 8.
1

8"

5 ^

10. 2^.
10



CONVERTING MEASURES OF ANGLES. as

tr measorai

41, We shall now give a set of miscellaneous examples to

illustrate the principles explained in this and the two preced-

ing chapters.

ExAMPLES.—Xii,

{Noit. Circular measure is not introduced till Ex. 17.)

1. If the unit of angular measurement be 5°, what is the

measure of 22^° ?

2. If an angle of 42^° be represented by 10, what is the

unit of measurement 1

3. An angle referred to different units has measures in the

ratio 8 to 5; the smaller unit is 2°, what is the other? Express

each unit in terms of the other.

4. An angle referred to different units has measures in the

ratio 7 to 6; the smaller unit is 3°, what is the other? Express

each unit in terms of the other.

5. If half a right angle be taken as the unit of angular

measurement, what is the measure of an angle of 42° ?

6. Compare the angles 13° . 13' .
48" and 14« .

7'.

7. If D be the number of degrees in any angle and Q the

number of grades, show that G=D + ^D.

8. An equilateral triangle is divided into two triangles by
a line bisecting one side ; express the angles of these two tri-

angles in degrees and grades respectively.

9. If the angles of a triangle are in arithmetical progrei-

sion, show that one of them is 60°.

10. Reduce 39*012 to degrees, minutes, and seconds.

11. If there be m English minutes in an angle, find the

number of French seconds in the same angle.

^ 1 2. What fraction of a right angle must be the unit, in

order that an angle of 5°
. 33' . 20" may be represented by 5 ?

13. What must be the unit angle, if the sum of the measures

of 6 degree and a grade is 1 ?

H

^li

^ ill

^ i|
I if

I

11

! '1

f.

k

1:1

mm
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m,mber„fdeg.esf„r:r„;t'rrt?o\r^''"' r
""

as 11 ; 19 ; 27.
"^**» "^® angles ar

^>5. Prove that i8«! = 115.. 47' „ea,-ly.

of deg.es .•„ the greatest :: i^t T^^l^Z^t
^''''''^

of a cWe to its diametll'
""'" "' ""* -"""'fe^ence

-n..e in eafh o^tht tL s^tsXlt.lt' "^ '^''

oonL;„^»-Si7: ^™ -- . o.e,e

Circumference AH ii . o*? .i .
"^" '^ i^o the wholeerence as 13 ; 27; express this angle in degrees

a..:-^^o^l;^,:-:t:4-:-h:s-^^

..ngth s„htend in" eL^tsSj-LleTesf '"^ ^-^

Mr What is the circular measure of 1 it 30' if ^=25? ,

, -, ,
113'

-S. If the numerical value of an angle meas„r.H h, ..„*^ ^«tem be
(|/, how many degx^es does it contaii,

,
"



CONVERTING MEASURES OP ANGLES, !!.)»

26. The whole circumference of one circle is just long

enough to subtend an angle of one grade at the centre of

auotlier circle : what part of the hitter circumference will

subtend an angle of 1° at the centre of the foiiner circle 1

27. Taking 4 right angles as the unit, what number will

•vinesent 1°, 1', 1° respectively ?

2S. The earth licing 8Uj»posed a sj)here of which the di**

I.:, ivr IK 71)80 niiltiS; lind the length of 1° of the meridian.

'ii If l;air a right angle be the unit of angular measure-

;;;liiI, t'.\j)ress the angles whose measures are

-, 4, TT, 4n +
g,

(i) in degrees, (2) in units of circular measure.

y). If I lie unit be an angle subtended at the centre of

a circle l),v an arc three times as large as the radius, what

number will represent an angle of 45° I

31. Express in degrees :

(i) The angle of a regular hexagon.

(2) Thu angle of a regular pentagon.

32. Express in grades :

(1) The angle of a regular pentagon.

(2) The angle of a regular octagon.

33. Express in circular measure :

(i) The angle of an equilateral triangle.

(2) The angle of a regular hexagon.

3-1-. Find the circular measure of the angle of a r^nltt

polygon of n sides.

The radius of a circle is 18 feet, find the length of u>
arc which subtends an anLde of 10° at the centre.

1 ("

J3-

36. The angles in one regular polygon are twice as many
lis (Ihjse ill another polygon, and an angle of the former : an
angle of the latter :: 3 : 2. Find the number of the sidwi in

rJ

f'';J
1

i'.il

f,fHi

w

V; -, I



V. ON THE USE OF THE SIGNS + AND -
TO DENOTE CONTRARIETY 0^
DIRECTION.

42. In a science whicli r?Pila «,;fk 4.1 t .

f™m a fixed „oi.,t it is co ve 1 ,7 o^,*:
:""'''""'» ""^--^J

tinguishin.' a distant..
„""-"; '° ''•"'< soj.w means of dis-

point. ,V„»a''dtrn"e:',r:ri„'"a7 "r"°" "™" "'^

.ite to the fomer. Tl is»l v „f t'""
""^"^ "''P"-

by prefixing the ^-eb^ ^3^Jr'To"4r '"rrdenoting the lengths o. the meim-eU it^s.
'^"''^''

algebmical repreentatirt ' "*"' """•^'"'^ «"'» ^°™-^

orthat^'n.gnitude^rt^e^^Jr/^-™

...^.i:r;*fat?ciar\r '-^ ^'^^'^'-"'

«nd angles, and we have now to exli °t , TT" f '"""

^ -abled to express con^^^^V^Z^l^'j""'' "'
Unes and angles by emT...oyi..g th^ .ig- + I^d - """ "

45. Suppose thai; two straight TosAa 7^Q urv • .
mother at right angle, at the ^oTnt a '

""''"°' ""'



CON'li<ARIETY OF DIRECTION.

+ AND -

es measured

eans of dis-

n fiom thf

sactly oppo-

i can deiiott

he syinboli

' of tliinirs

operations

only been
i find sonio

we subject

lie measure

inciples o/

w of lines

which w.>

le case oi

A travelior comes along /SO with the intention of going

toJ7.

w-

Suppose OE to repro9<!ni a distance of 4 niiles

and OW to represent; a distance of 4 miles,

and suppose the traveller to walk at the rate of 4 miles

an hour.

If on com/no: to O

left instead ol tne right,

hour at W^ 4 miles /u.

reached 0.

. 3s a mistake, and turns to the

M rind himself at the end of an

from E than he was when he

So far from making progress towards his object, he has

walked away from it : so far from gainiwj he lias lost ground.

In algebraic language we express the distinction between

the distance he ought to have traversed and the distance he

did traverse by saying that OE represents a positive (quantity

and OW a. negative quantity.

46. Availing ourselves of the advantagcH afforded by the

use of the signs + and - to indicate tlie directions of lines,

we make the following convent ions
;

Wil



CONTRASrETV OF Ji/f>ECr/0/f.

m Let be a K«d p„i,.t i,. ,„y ,t,^^^^^~^

S 0-__^

«o.. OB will pC, X b :';,:n
'"?""" .f^"-' « *» the dij

i'
1
^iiy uc con,sKl(!red negative.

Hence if OA and 05 '

be m, the c™,pl..te ,.k-ebmic!!l"1. '

"""^ "" "'""»™ "^ -^"'^1'

whereas that oloii is - „ '"r'««™"'«ve of OA « m,

'- di3ta„ees
.„.t'.i:1:;;:;X;'X:r„«^«'.

''« -ga.

l.|!

D

and Oi) as n.^«^.•^;/ ^ ^ ''"^'^ ^"'^« "measured along 05

This convention is extpnrlprl f« -•

in f.hp to^l()«in - -

^'^'^^"^'ed to xines varalkl to 4« - nn



BOA.

rection OA
n the direc-

'•e of each

OA is m.

measured

, the nega-

B, CJJ cut

CONTRARIETY OF DIRECTION. 49

Lines parallel to OB are positive when they lie above AB^
negative below AB,

Lines parallel to A B are positive when they lie on the right

of (77), negative when ihey lie on the left of CD.

47. We may now proceed to explain how tlie position of a

point may be determined.

A^.S'and WE are two lines cutting each other at right anglet

in the point 0.

w-

p*

N

J»

•p

Tt3

n\

m \

1 ''I

ill

i
i\

The position of a point P is said to be known, when the

lengths of the perpendiculars dropped from it on the lines NS
and JVU are known, provided that we also know on which
side of each of the lines NS and JVE the point P lies.

If the perpendicular dropped from P to WE be above WE,
it is reckoned positive.

If the perpendicular dropped from P to WE be Mow WE,
it is reckoned negative.

If the perpendicular dropped from P to NS be on the right

of NSf it is reckoned positive.

— > ....,ivii^..4»M,» ^tiv/pptu. nUiu JT lU ^TAJ UC Oli. liUO iClt 01

^^, it is reckoned negative.
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CONTRARIETY OF DTRECTrOfT.

contrary to that in which tl... V . I 'r
'

'" '' '^'''^'^tionwnjcii the liamls of a wutch revolve.

'm

<;! liWii
tlf-

S

llien all angles bo traced out are considered ^onti^,
When OP reaches the l-ne

Wit will have traced out a right angle,

Q^
*wo right angles,

Q^
' three right angles,

T|.„
,

four right angles.
If we suppose the line to revolve in f].n a- .- „

we may properly account tranrie ttT:t:i^Tj'l'negative angles.
* " ""* ^J •' <» be

For the eake of dea^ „, ^hall ^11 OP the revoMng line,
and Oii'the primitive line'



CONTRARIETY OF DIRECTION. 31

fiO. Now suppose P to bo a point in the revolving linu Ol\

Let a perpendicular let fall from P meet the Xww KW in

*he point Af, and let this be .Ion*; in each of tlit; I'onr (|niirl(MH

made by the intersection ofiV/S'and li^E, m in tlit- (liuj,'runis

in the next article.

Then in the first quarter PM is positive and OM is poHitivc.

second I'M is ponitiveand OM is ncj^'iitivr,

thi»'d I'M is nej^'ative and OM is n«j,'ativi',

fourth PM is negative and OM is positive.

Note.—When we say that a line PM is positive or negative,

we mearf that its measure has the + or - sign prefixed to

indicate the direction in which it is drawn.

Thus if the measure of PM be p, the complete algebraicar

representative of PM will be p ot -p, according as PM is

above or below WE.

So also if the measure of OM be q, the complete algebraical

represenUitive of OM will be g or -g, according as OM is on

the right or left of N&

-fij



VI- ON THE TRIGONOMETRIC
RATIOS.

AL

call the A.uZ!:u^:;:^::'' ^"'^^^ ^'^' '-''-' - «^-"

From P let fall the perpendicular PM on the line KOU^.

0) (8)
(3)

W M" W
M/ h.

E W

/n
In fig. (1) the angle of reference is an acute angle.

In fig. (2) it is an obtuse angle.

»h.^"Sfii;:r""*"*™
'"" "S"" ™S'- ''"t 'eas than
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RICAL

on OE about

nch we shall

ne KOW.

\ wliich we

less than

less than

Then the ratio

PM
(1) jrp i» <l«J'ined to be the sIm of the angle EOP,

(2) OP

(4) -
OP
PM

(5)
OP
OM

<^) PM

cosine

tangent

cosecant

secant

cotan>gent

62. It will be observed that

cosecant EOP=^;—- ^-jpt
sine

Becant^OP=^^^.^^^^p,

cotangent J5:0P=^^^g^^^ ^^^

53. The words sine, cosine, etc., are abbreviated, and the

trigonometrical ratios of an angle A are thus written :

sin ^, cos A, tan A, cosec A, sec A, cot A.

54. The defect of the cosine of an angle from unity is called

the versed sine, thus :

versed sine EOP= 1 - cos EOP.

The words versed sine are abbreviated to versin.

55. The powers of the trigonometrical ratiod are expressed

in the following way

:

(sin A)^ is written thus, sin-i4,

(cos AY is written thus, cosM,

and so for the other rntios,

•Uh1101

•u

I If

f",t\

I ^

. i;

] K 'I

h s

1
<
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sill'!

'

mi !ii,|f'li

!iH J

'^
.^^:^^ ^^^^ONOM^TJ^/CAZ /RATIOS.

OU^A.^., wit. wMch we a. ^i^Z:L!T^ t
Ratios for Acute Angles.

Referring to fig. (1) of Art. 51,

OP*

cosine E0P=:9^
OP'

In each case the denominator of thp fro.*- • r
that side of the triangle of refereLl Ih h

" '' "^ ^
right angle.

leierence which is opposite to the

Of the two other sides we may call PM fi^o .• i
the angle of reference, so as to dis^ti^t tro.^r^*'adjacent to the angle of reference. ^ ^^'^^

that side of „„; «:„«; t" fo nl«Xr"" •" "'" '™""°"
given ansle

;
and in dlterminST I«: ^^7™* f,"

'^
cosme of a given acute angle we mmt take J^i

""" ""
the fraction that side of our trianl^f r/'""™^"""'

"'

adjacent to the eiven anole tS ^^ reference which is

oases that side of trtrknl 'J''.'!''""""™'"
bein. i„ both

the triangle ^ '''""'^ """"^ «** -^^^ ««?& of

A'ofe.—Omitting the word oimte in this Article A. .
W.U be appUcabk to all the diagrams of Irt 61

' '
'"""*'
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69. If the remarks given in the preceding Article be

clearly understood, the student will find no difficulty in writing

down the ratios for the sine and tlie cosine of a given acute

angle, whatever may be the position in which the triangle of

reference for that angle may stand.

Suppose PM to l^e perpendicular to OM,

BN to be perpendicular to Pilf

.

Then POilf, FDN, DMN are three right-angled triangles.

PM
How sin POM=~ : cos POM--

8inOPJf«^: cos OPilf-

DAT
Also sin IfPN= ^^ : cos DPN >

PATanPDN=^: cos Pi)iV=

DAT
Aiid onDMN^ ~~ : cos DMN-

nnNDM=~^: cos NDM--

CM
'oF'

PM
'or

PN
'pjor

DN
'p3'

MN
'"mt

DN
'DM"

60= When Qtice the student has acouired facility in fixing

on the lines which form the ratios called the sine and the

codne, he will be able to determine the other four ratios ¥rith'

oat any trouble.
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Examples.—xiii.

^inBAB, COB BAD, tan BAD;
BinABD, cot ABD, cosec ABD;
Bin BCD, Bin OBD, tan BCD.

^, i?, C7, and the ifdJ^^^^
^'"^'^^ ^^ ^^« Jitters

leitei i 6^^
^"^ respectively opposite to them by the

/T 5-

Show that

a-&.8in^
-»-co8(7=.c.tan^=..cota

6-a
.
cosec ^=a . see G=c . sec ^=c . cosec 0,c^a. cot A ^a.tanG=b. COB A=b. Bin a

qu^t uleTn?! T"^*'
"'' ^""'^^ °^ "^^^^^^ ^ ^eing of fre-quent use m a later part of the subject.
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Let EOB be any angle.

In OB take any points P, F, and draw PM, FW at right

angles to OE.

Tien, since PM, FM are parallel,

the triangles 0PM, OP'M' are similar.

Hence Q-p — /ip' >

t.e. the value of the sine of EOB is the same so long as the :.ngle

is the same, and this result holds good for the other ratios.

The figure represents the simplest case, where the given

angle is less than a right angle, but the conclusion is true for

all angles.

Ratios for Obtuse Angles-

62. Suppose AGB to be an obtuse angle.

Diaw AD at right angles to BG produced.

sin^0J5=:

Then, regajrding AGB as an angle described by GA revolving

fOimd from the position GB^

AD
'ACT

CD
'AG'

Now suppose the measures of AD, AG, DG to he p, q, r

lespectively.

Then the complete algebraical representative of AD is +p,
of AG is +q,

of GD is -r.

for GD is measured from Gin cl divectiQH exucthi typvosit^ to that

of ihs primitive line GB.

:. sini4(7JB=^, cos^O^--^.

mil

If .1
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«3. In 11,

eonietry it is th«

Ota nnv,M.ilu.lc. Jh K
" rV' • T'"""'"''^'

^oi'i-e^entativ.

1
' /' '"'" Y 'o Of Mi(! iiuiUHureH oi two

linos ^^, 6V;, we often (in,] the fmcti„n
'^'^

wl.luiciion
~j^ where we ought

in strictness to lin.l M.e IVaC ion
^. This loose methr I ,, ,,,,

tion is, hovvev.r, sonH-tiM.c.s l.s.s rnn.lMTson.e am .l..i,thereiore retain it nl, i l,c risk „r l sli.,1.. „ .• ,

'^'"*"
NSK ,„ .1 sii^rht want ol ck'urness.

64. VVhen(!ver we nnirescnf fl.n ..,.; «• i-

we nn.st be careA.l to
,

" ! 1^ 1 H:'
/""^ ;^^^^--«%.

tive lor each line. Tl.i can t Zu'f'^T-''^ '•epr.^so,.ta-

be.nne.anawethere,o^::;:;;:iXr;;i:t;z

Let AV>/r be the prinntive line and a dian.eter oi'a circle,
NOS a diameter at right angles to EUIV^
and PDF any other diameter.

Draw PM and FM' at right angles to EOW.
Let

J) be the measure of PM and P'ilf

r the meaaure of tlie radius.

Then the ratio PM : Po i?

*>"* FM' : P'(9

13 represented algebraically by ?

T



VII. ON THE CHANGES IN SIGN AND
MAGNITUDE OF THE TRIGONOME-
TRICAL RATIOS OF AN ANGLE AS

IT INCREASES FROM 0' TO 360°.

1^ hi

J

I

65. Lkt Ni^, WE l)ia(;(;t each other at rij,'lit aiij^'hiS in the

poiul; 0, and h;t a lint! i'<|iia1 in lrn<,'tli lo Ol'l be Huppoaed to

revolve iu the po.siLive direction from OK round the iixed

point 0.

Let r he the measure of OE,

As the revolving line passes from tlie position OE to the

positions OiST, O*^, ^>»S', 0/t,', tiie extreinil.y lm(;.:s ont a ciicle

luNlVS.
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I'l

1
i**» "«

.,

If we take a succession of iDoints in EN m P P p d
~,

from then, let fall perpendiculars PM,PMPMpM'''f
line Oi?, and do the siTno i,> '>,« ^iT

^^^'' ^^^» -^-^ on the

that
"' '" ^^'"^ ^^^^^ quadrants, it ia cleai

In passing from E to JST,

Pi»/ continually inc-ewc. iVom zero to r,W continually decreases .'rom r tc zero.'

In passing from N to fr,

PiJf continually decreases frora r to zero.

OM continually increases from zero to r.

'». passing from W to S,

PM continually^ Ixicreasos from zero to r,

OM continually decreascvs from r to zero!
In p'JSsing from S to E,

PM continually decreases frojr r to zero,

OM continually increases from zero to r.

m.

PM is positive in the first and second quadrants
negative in the third and fourtli.

*

OM is positive in the first and fourth quadrants,
negative in the second and third.

OP is always positive, and aiways = r.

66. To trace the changes in sign and mannitniJ^ o/ th. .' /an angle as the angle increases from 0' to Sb^ "^
^^

Let NOS, EOrV he two diameters of a circle at right angles
Let a radius OP, whose measure is r, by revolvine ft-nm nv

trace out any angle EOP, and denote thisL^e bj 1
From P draw PM at right angles to EOfF.

Tl I en sm A--~PM
OP'
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s

Km a increases from 0" to 90', OP revolves from OE to ON,

:. PM increases from to r and is positive,

OP is always = r positive

;

;. sin A increases from to i positive.

Ab a increases from 90' to 180', OP revolves from ON to

or,

/. PM decreases from r to and is positive,

OP is always « r positive;

*. Bin A decreases from 1 to positive.

As A increases from ISO* to 270% OP revolves iVotn OtV to

OS,.'

.-. PM increases from to r and is negative,

OP is always = r positive;

/. sin A increases from to 1 negative.

As A increases from 270- to 360', OP revolves from OS to

OE,

:. PM decreases from r to and is negative,

OP is always *= '* positive;

•. dn A decreases from 1 to negative.

^!^l1^
w i ^^^1

'3
4 l^^^H
- ^^Hl

"i^-
- «» ^^i
M B

j[^:^TIHI^^I

11
11
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^^^^^-^^J^^^^ MAGNITUDE.

^^^^o^l^'Zult^Tl '" '^^~^^^^^^^^^
ofJ amjie as the angle increasesfrom 0°

to 360'.

Making the same construction as in Art. 66,

C0BA =m
OP'

^^fi A increases from 0° fn QO" no ito 90
,
OP revolves from OE to ON,

.'. <^A/ decreases from r in n o«,7 • • .
•
lum no and is positive,

OP is always = r•^ ^ positive;
•. cos ^ decreases from 1 to

positive.

As ^ increases from 90° to iftn» no
OfV,

^"^ ^^ 1»0
,
OP revolves from ON to

••• Oilf inoreasea from to r and is negative,
" OP is always = r•^ ^ positive;

.-. cos ^ increases from to 1 negative.

As 4 increases from 180° to QTo' no
^/.S;

^° ^'^^
'
OP revolves from OJTto

•*• ^^ ^'''^^^'^^ from r to and is negative,
OP is always >« « ^^ ...

' positive;
*•. cos ^ decreases from 1 to negative.

As A increases from 270° to 'lan" nt>
OE, ^'" ^"^ 300

,
OP revolves from 05 to

*. OM increases from to r and is positive,

OP is always « ». .,.
'

•^ ^ positive;
•• cos ^ increases from to 1 po,itive.

Making the same construction as in Art. 66,

tan^=.^-^
OM-
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As A increases from 0° to 00", OF revolves from OE
A ON,

.*. PM increases from to r and is positive,

OM decreases from r to positive
;

.*. tan A increases from to qo positive.

Avi A iiici'euBes from 90* to 180°, OP revolves from ON
ioOW,

:. PJW decreases from r to and is positive,

OM increases from to r Do^'jitive

;

.'. tan A d; ureases from 00 to negative.

As A increases .rom l80' to 270°, OP revolves from OW
toOiS,

.*. PM increases from to r and ia negative,

OM decreases from r to negative ;

.*. tan A increases from to 00 positive.

As A increases fiom 270° to 360°, OP revolves from 08
toOE,

:. PM decreases from r to and is negative,

Olf increases from to r positive;

/. tan A decreases from qo to negative.

JTote.^'Vhe symbol <o is used to denote numbers which are

infinitely great, and the symbol is used to denote numbers

V
which n.re infinitely small. When we say that ^« qo , we mean

that if any finite number r be divided by a number infinitely

small, the quotient is a number infinitely great

69. When A is less than, but very nearly equal to 90",

tan A in Tery large and positive ; and when A is very Utile

greats than 90°, tan A is very large and negative. This is

expressKsd by «aying that the tangent of an angle changes sign

*n naafdng through the value qo .

To explain tliis more clearly we give another method of

ctng the changes in the sign and magnitude of tan ^, as ^
%i«o from 0° to 180°.

*l^

km t.

pi r

r 'f
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I.:..
I

^Let iV05, EOW be two diameters of a circle at rf^ht

Suppose a line OP revohing from the position Oif to tM«iout any angle EOF, and denote this angle byT ^ '^^

Draw ^(7, W^D at right angle, to EOW, and let then, meetthe revolvnig line in any poii ts P, P.
^

S

rhen u A increases from 0' to 9(f,

MP increases from to oo and is posMv*^
0^ is always = r positive;

.*. tan A. increases from to oo positive.

.. fl A increases from 90° to 180",

WP decreases from oo to and is porfth*^
'

OiT is always = r negative*.
.-. tan A decreases from oo to negative.

Thus as the revolving line passes from one side ot Oi»rw «ii
)ther, tan A changes from +ao to - «.

70. Thft rha-noreo nf fVio >.^e.^^—x ..

•hould be traced for himself by the student for practice.
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I'll We now present the changes of the trigonometrical

wtioft in a convenient tabular form.

^^ntnmns 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 give the values of the ratios for the

TMirkicular values of the angle placed above the columns.

rinlnmns 2, 4, 6, 8 give the signs of the ratios as the angle

jiiuwes from 0° to 90°, liom 90° to 180° from 180° to 270°, and

from 270° to 360°.

1

0-

+

90° 180° 270° 360'

1 + _ -1

1 + — -1 - + 1

+ CO — + 00 —

00 + 1 + CO — -1 - 00

1 + 00 -1 — 00 + 1

CO + 00 + — 00

idn A
cos A
tan A

cosec A
Bee A
cot il

72. The sine and cosine are never greater than unity.

The cosecant and secant are never less than unity.

The tangent and cotangent luue all values from zero to

infinity.

73. The trigonometrical ratios change sign in passing

through the values and oo and for no other values.

74. From the results given in the table (Art. 71), we are

led to the following conclusion, which will be more fully ex-

plained hereafter.

If the value of a trigonometrical ratio be given, we cannot

fix on one angle to which it exclusively belongs.

Thus if the given value of sin A be ^, we know, since sin A

passes through all values from to 1 aa -4 increases from 0° to

90°, that OM value of A lies bet^veen 0° and 90°. But since we
also know that the value of sin A passes through all values

between 1 and as il increases from 90° to 180°, it is evident

that there is another value of A between 90° and 180° for which

wn A=^,
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VIII. ON RATIOS OF ANGLES /W THE
FIRST QUADRANT.

me cal ratios for so.ne particular angles in the first ^ZlrZ
are tnicecl out by the revolving line, are 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90^

76. The signs of all the ratios for an angle in the fii«tquadrant are positive.
"" ^® °™'

77. To Jind the trigonometrical ratios for an anaU of (rWe have already proved in the prec.ling chapter tlT
^

8m0°=0, cosO°=-l, tanO°=0.
cosecO°= co, 8ec0°=l, cotO-=oo,

7& I'o find the trigonometrical ratios f<yr an angle of 30*.

N

i^t OP revolving from the position OE describe a« «„gieEOF equal to one-third of a right angle, that is an angle of 30°.
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igles to OE, and join OPDraw the choixi PMP' at righ

Then angle OPT=OPP'= 90" -POM=60'.

Thus POP' is an equilateral triangle, and OM bisecte PF;

;. 0P=2PM.

Let the measure of PM be m.

Then the measure of OP ia 2m.

And ihe measure of OM is ^/(4m2 - m^)^- V(3m2)=m . -J3.

PM m 1

Then sin SC- OP 2m 2'

_, OM mJ3 ^/3

ten 30'=^^= '^
1

0M~W3~V3*

So also cosec 30°= 2, sec 30°= -j^, cot 30°= ^3. •

79. To find the trigorKymetrical ratios for an av^le of 46*.

N

Let OP revolving from the position OE describe an angle

EOP equal to half a right angle, that is an angle ot 45 .

Draw PM at right angles to OE.

"
since POM and OPM are together right

angle, and POM is halt a right angle, OPM is also hJf » right

angle.

I It

1:1' i4

? , i}i
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Thus POMi% an isosceles triangle, ard OM==PM,
Let the measure of OM be m.

Then the measure ofPM is m.

And the measure of OP is V(m2 + m'0= V(2m'0-m ^2.

Then gin 45°=™^= »^ _ 1

OP mV2~V2'
<'>'M m 1cos 45°=^^^^'=— ..._._
OP mV2"~V2*

tan 45"=:™-??-!

So also cosec 45°= ^2, sec 45°= V2, coc i5'=l
,

80. To^^ti <Ae trigonometrical ratios for m, angle ofeO\

N

^(?p\aLT\'^"^n^T *!;' P°^^*^^^^ ^^ ^«««rite « angle^(^P equal to two-thirds of a right aLgle, that is, an angle

Draw PM at right angles to OE, and join PE.
Then POE is an equilateral triangle, and PM bisecte (?«;

/. 0P^20M.
Let the measure of OM be m.

Then the measure of OP is 2w».

And the measure of Pilf is V(4m«-m«)- ^(3m«).«|^
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Then
PM_W3^V3

008 60" =

tan 60*-

0M._ w _1
aP~2TO~2'

So also coBec60°= -^, sec 60' =2, cot60"'=-Tg.

81. To find the trigcmometrical ratios for an angle of 90*.

We have already proved in the precedinj^ chapter that

sin 90°= !, cos 90° = 0, tau90°= co,

ooBec 90°- 1, sec 90'- oo , cot 90'-a

Examples.—xlv.

If a-O', i8-30', 'y-45', 8=60', ^-90', find the numerical

Wues of the following expressions :

2. sin 5 . cos 7 . cosec &
41, cos a . sin y . cos S.

3. sin I +
cos ^- sec o. 4- sin | . cosec | . sec 8.

5. (sin - cos + cosec )S) (cos + sec ^ + cot 8 j.

Also prove the fol lowing :

6. (sin 8 - sin y) (cos /3 + cos y) = sin* ^

Bin^ ^ - sin*
-f

7. cot^ T - cot* ^ = -- -.

Bin2 r . sin2
4 o

a (sin
I F cos I)

(sin
I
- cos ^) = COB

f.

[8.T.]

L fa-

K:|
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AA'GLES IN THE FJRS.T QUADRANT

9. -3---M-(f + J).^.cn(|-|).

la
.
^ 6

Bin2^-.8hi2|

C082 % . C082 J

intervals ol 1
,
and the results registered in Tables

Instruments have been invented for determining •

*

^e'tfS«^:.^ '"« o""-". «>« -"gle i. «U,ed the

Let P(2 be a vertical column.
From the base P measure a horizontal line AF
Then observe the angle of elevation QAP,

A ~p
We can then determine the hei^.ht of the column. |«

QP=^P.tan QAP.



ANGLES IN JHE PIRUT (QUADRANT.

M. TojM i}^ breadth 0/ a rvMTn

\
R S

Let RS be the horizontal line joining two objects on tbb
opposite banks.

From 0, a point in a vertical line' with R, observe the angle

of depression OSR. *

Then if OR be measured, we can determine the length %f

BS,for

^~
tan OSR

86b Tojind the hdght of ajlag-staff on the *4^ of a toum.

A P

Let RQ be the flag-staff.

From P the base of the tower measnre a !:.orizontal line AP.

Observe the angles RAP and QAP.

nO^RP-QP
« /I/' . tun UA r~AP . t/ui g4r,
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ANGLES IN THE FIRST QUADRANT.

87. To find the altitude qf the hm.
The altitude of the sun is measured by the angle between

I horizontal line and a line passing through tha centre of the
n.mn.

If AB be a stick standing at right angles to the horizontal
()
ane QR, and QB the shadow of the stick on the horizontal

plane, u Ime joining (^4 wiU paaa through the centre of the
8UB,

Then if we measure AB und QB, we shall know the altitude
of the sun, for

t^SQR=^

Examples.—-XV.
1. At a point 200 feet from a tower, and on a level with

its base, the angle of elevation of its summit is found to be 60° •

what is the height of the tower ?

*

2. What is the height of a tower, whose top appears at an
elevation of 30° to an observer 140 feet from its foot on a
horizontal plane, his eye being 5 feet from the ground ?

3. Determine the altitude of the sun, when the length ot
a vertical stick is to the length of its shadow as <v/3 : 1.

4. At 300 feet measured horizontally from tlie foot of a
steeple the angle of elevation of the top is found to be 30°;
what is the height of the steeple ?
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5. From the top of a rock 245 feet above the sea the angle

of depression of a ship's hull is found to be 30° ; how far is

the ship distant \

6. From the top of a hill there are observed two consecu-

tive milestones, on a horizontal road, running from the base.

The angles of d«ipre«sion are found to be 46° and 30°. Find

the height of the hill.

7. A flag-staff stands on a tower. I measure from the

bottom of the tower a distance of 100 feet. I then find that

the top of the flag-stafi' subtends an angle of 45°, and the top of

the tower an angle of 30° at my place of observation. What is

the height of the flag-staff ?

*
8. From the summit of a tower, whose height is 108 feet,

the angles of depression of the top and bottom of a vertical

column, standing on a level with the base of the tower, are

found to be 30° and 60° ; find the height of the column. *

'
9. A person observes the elevation of a tower to be 60*,

and on receding from it 100 yards further he finds the eleva-

tion to be 30°
; required the height of the tower. ^

10, A stick 10 feet in length is placed vertically in the

ground, and the length of its shadow is 25 feet ; find the

altitude of the sun, having given tan 25°= '4.

^11. A spire stands on a tower in the form of a cube whose

edge is 35 feet. From a point 23 feet above the level of the

base of the tower, and 20 yards distant from the tower, the

elevation of the top of the spire is found to be 56° . 34'. Find

the height of the spire, having given tan 56°
.
34' =1*5.

12. The length of a kite string is 250 yards, and the angle

of elevation of the kite is 30° ; find the height of the kite.

13. The height of a housetop is 60 feet. A rope is

stretched from it, and is inclined at an angle of 40°
. 30' to the

ground. Find the length of the rope, if sin 40°
.
30'= '66. .

14. A tower ov tiie bank of a river is 120 feet high, and

the angle of elevation of the top of the tower from the opposite

bank is 20°: find *h3 rivers breadth, if tan 20° ='35.

,

15. The altitude of the sun is 36° . 30'; what is the length

of the sbn<l()w of a man 6 feet high, if tan 36° . 30'= -746 ?

^'J
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IX. ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE
TRIGONOMETRICAL RATIOS FORTHE SAME ANGLE.

88. Ut EOF he any angle tmoe.l by OP revolving from

OFTfT ,

'

'r' ]!:'
' perpendicular PM be dropped onUh or EO produced, thus :

M E
M

/P

Let the angle BOP be denoted by A,

Then we can prove the following relation •

L ton^= ?!?-icos A
PM

OM OT cosii*

(/P

IL 8inM+cos'M= L

For am3^+cos3^=^^i^^

paf^+Qiif? opt
l«""*»

\
Mg

PV



RATIOS FOR THE SAME ANGLE, Si

III. 8ecM = l+tanM.

IV. cosecM^l + cotM.

Forco8ecM =p^= pjj^a-— l + ^T^=l + cotM.

89. We shall now give a number of easy examples l)y

which the student may become familiar with the formulce

which we have just obtauicd.

He must observe that these formulas hold good for all

magnitudes of the angle which we have represented by the

letter A, that is, not only

sin^ A + cos^ A= \f

but also sin^ 6 + cos^ 0=1^

and sin^ x + cos^ a;= 1,

Ki\(i sin* 45° + cos2 45"= 1,

and sin* 60« + cos''' 60«= 1,

and sm
oTT , „7r ,
2 - +COS'' K=l»2 2

And similarly for the other formulsa.

90. If tbeji any angle be represented by 9, we know from

ArUbU,
,-v . ^ sin ^
(1) tan d=— n«
^ '

cos ft*

(2) 8in'-i^ + cos2(9=l.

(3) sec2^=l+tan2ft

(4) cosec'-^ &=li cot* 0.

And we also know from Art.'52,

I

:t 1

1

if

(5) cosec 0=-. -^
^ ^ sm ^

(7) cote=--^-^
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91. Ex.1. Showthat8ec6'-tan0.8in6'= cu8^.

.ece^-tan ^.si. ^= -,]^-^-^-^.8in ^, by form (6) aiKl (1).

= cos B.

Ex. 2. Show tiiat cot o - sec a cosec a (! - 2 sin2 a)= tan ,».

cot a- sec a . cosec a (1 - 2 sin^ a)

(I-2 8in2a),by(7,6 5V

2sin2a

C08a_ 1 1

sin a cos a ' siiia

cos a 1

sin a cos a . sin a ^ cos u.siuli

cos a . sin a

^cos2 oj- (siii2 g + cos^ a) + 2 sin' a
C( sa.siii a

r.

''"'^ ''^ -sin^g - ;os- g + 2 sin^ g
cos a . sing

sin^g

cos g . sin a

siri g

CCS g

:ta»i a.

', V ox

It will be observed tJiat in worlr'njr these examples w«
commenced by express-, -if/ *he oti.«r r.i^o« in terms of the sine
and cosine, and the beginner wilJ find i^^hJs the simplest courst^
in most cases.

Ifli!
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Examples.—xvl.
Prove the following relations :

2. sin 6 . cot 0=coB $,1. cos 6 . tan ^=8in d.

3. sin tt . sec a =tan a.

5. (I+tan^^j-cos'-i^^l.

tan" a . „

I + tau-^ a

9. tfn X + cot a;= sec x . cosec ae,

COS 03 . cosec X . tan x ,
10. - , — _ 1.

sin X . sec X . cot x

u. cos x + sin X. tan x=sec».

cos

4. cos a . coaec a= cot o.

6. (l+cof^6').sin2^=l.

o cosec'^ a -

1

„

cosec^ a

COh 1/

^^-
tan e . cot^

6^"='"* ^' '^' (^''^' ^- ^) ^^^^^ ^+ 1)* 'J?

i 4. cot^ a - cos* a= cof* a . cos''* a.

I c.

.

sec" a . cosec" a= stc" a + cosec" cu

1 6. siu" <i!> + sin" 4} . tan" </>= tan" <^,

1 7. cot" ^ . sin" </> + sin'-^ </>= 1.

18. sec" <f>-l= sin" l>

.

sec" </>.

;9. 2 versin ^ - versin" </>= sin*^
Becd-1

20,
sec ^

: versin ft

M2. We shall next show how to axpress the cosine, tangent^
and other ratios in terms of the sine.

Since

A.gaiii

Bill"^+C08"^=l,

'308" ^=1 -sin" ^;

;. co8 0=± V(l-8in^^

sin 9
tan^=

/*« la~2

An (^

+ Vd-sm^*
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Also cosec d- an^

Bee O^m ——y^tm
COS ^ ± ^{1 - 8in2 ffy

cot^= \- ±V(l-Bin»g)
tan ^ sin 6^ •

The double si^n l.cf„re the root-symbols is to be explained
thus. For an usHijr„„l value of sin 6 we shall have more than
one va no of (Art. 74). Hence we l.av. an an.l.icruity win.,
we emleavour t,. find cos 8 from the known value of sin
I i" double fii-n may generally be omitted in the examples
winch we shall hereafter <,'ive

93. We shall now -ive two examples of another mc^thod of
•UTiying at exi>re.s.sions r,>r the other ratios in terms „f a par-
t!cular ratio. These e.Kiimples should be carefully st-idied.

(1) To express the other tnyonometrical ratios in tertm of the
sine.

'

Let PAM be an angle whose sine is s, a numerical quantity.

m

Let PM be drawn perpendiculai tc AM.
Then if ^P be represented l.y 1,

PiW will be represented hy i

and .4ilf will therefon h-} cepresp^ted by JT^,

,*i

.
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Then denoting VAM by A^

AM vr-"?
Cu8 il«»IF 1

vrr?=. vrrimn,

tan A
FM Bin il

.4M Vl-'«3 Vl-8in«i*

and similarly the other ratios may be expressed in terms of

sin A.

(2) To t^cti the other triyonometrical ratios in tertm of the

tmg&iU,

Making the sanif construction as in the preceding Article,

Let tan A = t.

Then if AM Ua re])re..ented by 1, PM will be lupreaeuted

by t, and AP will be repiusented by -v^l + t'K

Therefore sin A
Pill tan A
A I' ^i-M^ s/ilu^A^

cos -4 =
AM I

AP " 7rV/!2 VlTtan^'

4

and similarly the other nilios may be found.
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'I

1,1

1^

,1

Examples.—xvll,
1. Expreas the other trigonometrical ratios in terms of the

cosine.

2. Express the other trigonometrical ratios iu terms of the
cosecant.

3. Express the other trigonometrical ratio.^ in terms of the
secant.

4. Express tlie other trigonometrical ratios in terms of the
cotangent.

94. If any one of the trigonometrical ratios be given, the othen
may befound.

^^

Thus suppose sin ^ = p.

If PAM represent the angle, and PM he perpendicular to
AM, ue nuiyj-epri'sent PM by 3, AP by 5, and consequeutlyAM hy V25-ao.'- ^.

'

Then cos -4:

tan .4—v,
ft

„osec A=-,
3'

P*}'v 4% -^
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RATIOS FOU THE SAME AhGLB,

«k -(^to»4=g,to;indwii4a7wico«^

If ^AM represent the angle, and PM In- perpend icular to

Then sin A-

cos ^<
_h __

Examples. -xvlll.

I. Given sin a = ., ; find

2. Qiven cos a.-~\ find

cos a and tan a.

sin a and tan a.

Qiven cosec

Given

^=3 :
find cos B and tan ft

sin B- ' -^ : find cos B and tan ft

5 Qiven tan a:
j5 : find cosec a and sec a.

6. Qiven COR /i!
a

f5n/1 f.1
7 , ..iiv. ixtii u uiiu cosec db

7- Gi V( T» Pin ^y = a- fmdtai. -9 and sec ft

it'

ff' f'l

I

;

iff

N E

-'
4 3"

ill':

\A
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'S ,

8. Given cos ^=6: find tan B and cosec B.

9. Given sin 0=-6 : find cos B and cot B.

10. Given cos ^=-5 : find cot B and cosec ft

11. Given cosec ^=2*4: find cos B and cot ft

12. Given sec ^=1-03. find sin B and tan ft

99
13. Given sin </>=— - : find cos </> and cot <^

14. Given cos «/>=y^ : find sin <^ and tan <^

15. Given versin^=— ; find sin B and sec ft

96. We may here give the geometrical solutions of the pre
blem of constructing an angle, when its sine, cosine, or tangent
is given.

(1) Gwm that the sine of an angle is r, to construct the angle.

The sine of an angle cannot he greater than unit^

.*. a is not greater thau b.

M B

Draw a line AB=b, and describe a circle with centre A
and radius AB.

Let BAG be a quadrant of this circl&

Marie off on AC the line AN'^a,
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Draw JVP, FM at right angles to AO, AB.

Then PAM ia the angle required : for

• i>A%r PM AN aBinP^JJf=^=^-p =
^.

(2) Given that the cosine of an angle is r\ to construct ih$

mngle.

ib.aking the same construction as befoiey

PAN is the angle required : for

COB PAN^^^^

* ifl

i'
!

m

(^) Given that the tangent of an angle is p to construct the

angle.

Take a line AM=:b, and draw PM=a at right angles to

AM (fig. in Art. 95).

Join AP. Then PAM is the angle required ; for

PM atanP^M=
AM~b'

97. We shall now give a set of examples similar tc thoa€

in Ex. xvi., but presenting in some cases more difficulty.

Examples.—xix-

Prove the following relations

:

1
I. sin^s

X (ioaA =

3. COSX=s

V(l+C0t2^)'

1

V(l + tan2iiy

cot a;

^ 4. tan « . cos X= ,v/(l - cos* Jb},

1
ftJ
'
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m

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

14.

IS-

17.

18.

19.

2a

21.

22.

23.

24.

as*

cosec <^

sin* a = (1+ cos a) . versin a.

tan2 a - tan^ ;8= £2£lz^£!i3^ cos-* /5> . cos2 a*

'^ sln2 a . sin^T?'

sin« ^ . tan« ^+co8» B . cot2 6'=tan2 e + eof S^h
sec* ^ + tan* ^=1+2 sec^ $ . tan2 0.

cosec 6* (sec ^- 1) -cot 6 (1 -cos ^) = tim (9-Bi^ ft

cot2 b + tan2 6= sec'^ b cosec^ & - 2.

cot2 ^ _ cos2 ^ = cos< y1 cosec''' A .

tan2 ^ - 8in2 ^= sin< (9 sec- ft.

(sec e - cosec ^) (1 + cot (9 + tan (9) = -^^ - ^^^^'^
cosec ^ sec

0~'

cosec ^ sec $ .

cos ^(tan 61 + 2) (2 tan 6*+ 1) = 2 sec ^ + 5 sin ft v

cos X (2 sec a; + tan x) (sec x - 2 tan x) = 2 cos » - 3 tan a;.

(cosec 6> -cot 02= ir_c"'^.
^

^ l+cos<9

eec ^ . cot 6? - rnsec . tan (J

' cosec ^, sec ftcos ^-sin 6'

sec + cosec ^ . tan^ 6(1^- —sec" ^)= 2 sec^ ft

(sin (9 4- sec (9)2 + (cos (9 + cosec Of = (1 + sec ^ . cosec ^«

l + (cc^cd.tand>) - ^ T + (cot . sin <^)«

1 + (coRec a . tan ^)2 1 + (,., ,t a . sin (/))2*

(3-4 Bin- A){l-ii tau- ^) = (3- tan^ A) (4 cos' 2I - S).



X. COMPARISON OF TRIGONOMETRICAL
RATIOS FOR DIFFERENT ANGLES.

98. The Complement of an angle ia that angle which
must be added to it to make a right angle.

Thus the complement of 60° is 30°, because 60° + 30'=90°
and the complement of 14° . 36' . 15" is 75° . 23' . 45".

*

Also the complement of 80« is 20«, because 80«+20««100«
and the complement of 42« . 5'

. 26" is 57k
. 94^ . 72".

*

And the complement of ^ is J, because J + '?"='r.
o o 6 3 2

So generally, if «, f3, y be the measures of an angle in the
three systems,

complement of the angle ==90° -tt=100«-;g=:-_y.

Hence if the angle be negative (see Art. 48), and its mea-
sures be -a, - /3, -y in the three systems,

complement of the angle = 90° - ( - a) = 100«- ( -.
yg) «?_ ( _ y\

«90"-|-a=100«4^=^ + y.

Examples.—XX.

I. Find the complementa of the following angles:

(I) 24°. 14'. 42".
(2) 43°.2'.5r.

(3) 64°. 0.14"

rs.T.i

(4) 82°. 4'. 15"

— -«*
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(5) 125M6'.42'.

(7) 195°.

(9) -25-.

(6) 178". 27'. 34*

(8) 254'.

(lo) -246*.

a. Find the complements of the following angles

(I) 32«.23'.24"

(3) 4C« . 0' . 84".

(5) 135«.2\5".

(7) 243«.

(9)
-35«.

(2) 95«.3\75"

(4) 28.5\4".

(6) 169« . 0' .
3"

(8) 357«.

(lo) - 245«.

5. What are the complements of the following angles ?

(0 A' (2)
TT

(3)
37r

(4) -
TT

(5) -
37r

99. To compare the trigonometrical ratios of an angle and its

tomj^lement.

Let NOSf EOW be two diameters of a circle at right angles.

Let tt radius OP revolving from CE trace out the angle

FOE^A,

Next, let the radius revolve from OE to ON and back agam ^-

tbjough an angle NOF=A,
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w&

Then angle EOF

=

90' -A.

Draw PM and FM' at right angles to EO.

Now angle OFM'=NOF=A=>POE.
Hence the triangles FOM' and 0PM are equal in dl

respects (Eucl. I. 26).

Therefore

8in(90'.^)=8in.&0P'=^^'=^^=cos^OP=cos^,

cos (90» - ^) = cosEOF= ?^' - ^^^ = «in 7?0P = sin .4,

fan(90'-^)=ton^OP-™'=^|;=cot^OP=cotX

And similarly it may be shown that

cosec(90°-^)=sec^, sec (90''-^)=coseCil,

cot (90"- /I) =r tan A
This is a proposition of great practical importance. Wo

have only proved it for the case in which A is less than 90%
but the conclusions hold good for all values of A.

100. The Supplement of an angle is that angle which
must be added to it to make two right angles.

Thua ihe supplement of 60' is 120°, because 60* + 120*=. 180%
«nd the supplement of 24'

.
43'

. 1 7" is 155° . 16' . 43".

Also the supplement of 80« is 120», because 80« + 120«=200»,
and the supplement of 114F. 3\ 15" is 85" . 96' . 85".

And the supplement of f ia ^ because J + ^«x.o o o o

So, generally, if a, )8, y be the measures of an angle in tli«

three systems,

upplement of the angle= 1 80" - a« 200«- j8= ir - y.

Hence if the angle be negative and its measoies be *%
~ ^, — 7 in the three systems,

•upplement of the angle— 180*- ( - o) = 200«-(-J8)>««--(>y)
=180'+a-200« + /J»7r+y.

fii

>• ', il
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Examples.—xxi.

I. Find the flupplements of the following angles :

(i) 34M2'.49''.

(3) 146". 0'. 41*.

(5) 179V 59'. 59".

(7) 245".

(9)
-49'.

(2) 132° . 24' . 47*.

(4) 28M5'.4''.

(6) 100° . 49' . 53*.

(8) 437°. 3'. 4".

(lo) 355'.

2. Find the supplements of the following angles :

(l) 132«.32\42».

(3) 3«.97'.98'\

(5) 154«.3'.6".

(7) 275«.

(9) -SS*.

(2) 195« .
2'

. 67".

(4) 65M2'.8".

(6) 174'. 0\ 4".

(8) 527«.2M4".

(lo) -325«.

3. What are the supplements of the following angles ?

TT
(I) 5- (2)

TT

3* (3)
47r

5- (4) -4. (5)
37r
'4'

4. Find the diiference between the supplement of the com-
plement of an angle and the complement of its supplement.

101. To compa/re (he trigonometriccU ratios of an amjcik and
iU supplement.

Let the angle EOP=A.
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Produce EO to W, and make the anj,'le P'OW^A,
^Take OF=OP, and draw PM, FM' at right angles to

Therefore

sin (180- - ^)=8m EOP =^f=^^=8in AOF OP ^ '^»

cos (180''-^)= co8 EOF=^ = r_^^^^ . COB JOF OP cos^

tan(180°-^)=tan^0P =^5= ^ - -tanXOM -0M~^^^
And similarly the other ratios may be compared.

102. To 8h(no that sm (90" + A)=cos A, and
cos (90" +A)=.^dn A,

w w
Let the angle EOP^A,

Draw OF at right angles to OP, and make 01^=0^.

Draw Pif andFM at right angles to EOW.
Then, since the angles FOM and POiJf make up a right

__^.., „„^ ,ti^ aiigles i/i'iK/ ana i-(/ii2 make up a right angle,

angle P'Oif=angle OPM.
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Also right angle VMO = right angle PMO,

and side 1^0= side PO, opposite e<iual an^lps in each

;

;. the triangles FOM\ 0PM are equrl iu uU TeBpects, and

FM' =•OM and OM'= PM.

FM' OM
Then sin (90' + A) = sin EOF-= -^pr- Qp = cos A,

and ooe(90' + il)= co8 EOF^—^^-^^^ -iin il.

103. To «Aow «Aa« sin (ISO* + i4) = - wn il, cmd

W-

Let the angle EOP=A.

Produce ^0 to W and PO to F, making OF=OP,

Draw Pilf, FM' at right angles to ElV.

Then the angle EOF measured in the i)Ositive diiectioo

.180° +

A

The triangles POM, FOM are geometrically equal.

FM* — PAf
Now sin (180' + ^)=8in EOF=-^pr=-Qp- - -sin A,

«nd ooB {180' i-A)= cofi EOF= jrp,=
UM' - UM
OF OP

-COB
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iy.

104. To shew that sin (- A)=> - Hn A, and

C08 {-A)'>'CoaA,

Let the angle EOPi^A.

Draw PM at right uiiglea to il'fF, and produce PM to F,
making MF=MP,

Join OP.

Tlicn the triangles POM, FOM are geometrically equal,

and the angle EOP\ which, is numerically equal to EUP, will,

if regarded as measured in a negulixu direction, be represented

by-^.

P'M PM
Now sin (-A) = sin EOP'=

~J^,
= - ^|[ = _ sin 4.

and COS (,-A) =cobLOF^ -^jj,
=

-yjj
= COS 4.

105. To slww that sin (300°- [)= -sin A, and

cos (360° — A) — COS A.

Maliiu',' the Rume Cfnistruction as in the preceding Article^

angle EOP' measured in the positive direction= 360°-il.

]>'M — PM
Then sin (360"-/l)=8in EOF=^p =

—J-^^=
-sin A,

DM OM
and cos (300° - yl ) = cos J'jOF—^p= ^-p = cos A,

~ (!
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i

i

Ex AMPLES.—XXil.
1. Prove the following relationg :

(i) 8ec(180''-il)=i-8eci4, (2) cosec(|+0)=8cc ^,

(3) tan (180° + ^)- tan il, (4) bbc (tt + ^) = - aec 0,

(5) tan(-^)=-tan6>, (6) cot (27r - 0) = - cot ^.

2. State and prove the relations subsisting between the

cosecants of B" and (90 + fi)°, also of <^ and 7r + <^.

3. State and prove the relations subsisting between the

eecants of A* and (90 + A)\ also of e and \-0,
m

\

106. With reference to the trigonometrical ratios of dif-

ferent angles discussed in this chapter, it is to be observed that

for an angle in the

First Quadrant all the Ratios are Positive,

Second all are Negative except the Sine and Cosecant,

Third Tangent and Cotangent,

Fourth Cosine and Secant.

Also the following relations must be specially noticed ;

«in^=8in(180°-^)=-8in(180° + i4)=-sin(.360''-^) = -sin(-^),

cos^ = -cos(180°-^)= -co8(180'' + ^) = cos(360°-^)=cos(-^),

tanil =-tau(180''-^) =tan(180"'+^)= -tan(;3GO°-i4)=-tan(-i4).

Examples.—xxiii.

Find the values of the following ratios :

I. sin 120% 2. cos 120', 3. sin 136», 4. co8 136*,

5. sin 150*, 6. COS 150°, 7. sin 225", 8. sin 240',

9. tan 300', 10. cosec 300°, 11. ser. 3l5^ 12. cot 330°.
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XI. ON THE SOI.UTION OF TRIGONO-
METRICAL EQUATIONS,

107. The flolution of a trigonometrical equation it tl..
process of finding what angle an unknown letter representiir
an angular magnitude must stand for, in order that the equati.x.
may be true.

(1) Suppose we have to find the value of 6, which will
satisfy the equation

cos^ + sec^=-.

Our first step is to put~ in the place of sec 6, so that we
may have only one function of the unknown angle in the
equation, thus :

cos 6 2

We then proceed to solve the equation just as we should
solve an algebraical equation in which x occupied the place oi
cos 6% thus

:

2C082^ + 2= 5C08^,

2co8'*^-.5 coa ^=-2,
r

C083^--COS^=-l,

k' I

0=^2 or
1
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\\

H

h,

Now the value 2 is inadmissible, for the cosine of everj

angle is not greater than 1.

The other value „ is the value of the.cosine of 60**. (Art. 80.)

Hence cos ^= cos 60°.

That is, one value of B which satisfies the equation is 60*.

We shall explain hereafter our reason for writing the word

ont in italics.

(2) To 9olve the equation 3 sin ^=2 cos^ 0,

3sin = 2(1 -siK2 0);

.-. 3 sin = 2-2sin2 0,

or 2 8in2 + 3 3in 0=2,

8in^0 + 2 sin ^-li

gm20+.2Sin0 + - =
^-^

Bin0 + T=±:j,
4 4

1
sin 6= A or -2.

The value - 2 is inadmissible, for the sine of *n angle can-

not be numerically greater than 1.

The other value ^ is the value of the sine of 30*. ^Art. 78.)

Hence, sin 0=8in 30°.

That is, one value of 6 which satisfies the ec^uatiou is SOT.

it
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Examples.—x^rlv.

Find a value of B which wUl satisfy the following eqiiatioot:

I. sin ^ + co8^=0.

3. sin ^= tan ft

5. 2 sin ^= tan ft

7. 8in^ + oos2^.cosec^=2.

9. 48ec2^-7tan^(9=3.

10. cos e . cosec ^ + sin ^ . sec ^

=

2. 8in^-coB^=0.

4. 008 ^= cot ft

6. 3 8in6'=2cos2ft|

8. tan ^=4- 3 cot ft

_4_

V3-

11. 38in2^-cos2^ + (V3-f-l)(l-28in0)=O.

12. 3 cos*-' e - si,i2 ^ + ( ^3 + 1) (1 - 2 cos B) =0. .

13. sec 5>. cosec 6^ + 2 cot 0=4. ^ ,4. sin + .o80= ^2.

15. cot2 + 4cos2 0=6.

16. tan + cot 0=2., ,7. ain 0-cos f« ^2.
^18. sin + cos 0= 2 V2 sin 0008 ft

19. V3. sin 0=^3 -COS ft 20. tan«0+4 8in»(?-n

108. We have already stated (Art. 74) that, if the value of
a rigonometrical ratio be given, we cannot fix on ont parti-
cular angle, to which it exclusively belongs. This statement
was confirmed Dy many of the conclusions at which we arrivedm Chap. X. For instance, since

8in(180»-^)»8ini4,

it follows that the sines of the angles A and 180» - A have the

' :""" "' ^' «^' ^"«v^' tnat smil=^, ^ may have
either of two values, one of which is 30' and the other 160*.
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Now we know that

sin (180' - il)=i8in A and cosec (180' - il) -coseo A^

COB (360'-A)^ cos A and sec (360° - il) =» sec il,

tan (180* + ^) = tan -4 and cot (180° + il) =» cot A.

Thus for each given value of any one of the trigonometrical

ratios there are two angles, and two only, between 0° and 360*

for which that ratio is the same in magnitude and sign.

109. Suppose OE to he the primitive line, and OP the

revolving line, and let the angle EOP, less than 360°, bo

denoted by A,

y 1

Now suppose OP to make a complete revolution, that is, to

ptart from the position indicated in the diagram and to revolve

ml It comes back to that position.

Then the revolving line will have described an angle

360 +^.

Our triangle of reference will then be the same for an angle

360° +^ as for an angle A.

Hence,

and

8in(360*+^)=sin^

cos (360° + ^)= cos A

And the same holds good for the other ratioa.
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Hence expressing ourselves for brevity in the symbols ofhe cjrcular system, if a be the circular nu-asure otVande,
for which any one of the trigonometrical ratios has an as^gfei

2T + a will represent an angle, for which the value of thatparticular ratio is the same.

Now let the revolving line make a second complete revolu-
tion, then It wUl have described an angle

27r 4 27r f a, or, 47r + a.

And so 47r f a will represent an angle, for which the value ofthe above-mentioned ratio will be the same.

And, generally, if the revolving line, after having tr..;edout the angle a, makes n revolutions,

2n7r + a will represent an angle, for which the value of Piiy
particular ratio is the same as it is for a.

Now since n may have any integral value from 1 to oo
there will be an infinite number of angles, for which the value
<" any one of the trigonometrica] ratios is the same aa it is for
the angle a.

Again, if * be the circular measure of an angle traced out by
a hne revolving in the positive direction, --(27r-a) will b'
tlie measure of an angle traced out by the line revolving, in the
^mjaiive direction, for which the triangle of reference will be
the samie as for the positive angle a.

If the line then make n complete revolutions in the nega-
tive direction, ••2n7r-(27r-a) will represent an angle, for
winch the value of any particular ratio is the same as it ia
lor ou

We em now explain the wav in which rr.jneral evDression-
are found for all angles, M-hich have a given trigonometrical
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110. To find a general expression for all anglea which have a

given sine.

Let a be an angle whose sine is given.

?!

First, reckoning in the pNjitive direction,

a and IT -a

are angles with the same sine. (Art. lOl.)

Also 2«7r + a
|

()}

and 2mr 4 (tt - c.) >

are angles with the saine sine. (Art. 109.)

Secondly, reckoning in t!ie negative direction,

-(27r - tt) and - {27r - (tt - a) },

that is, - (2^ - a) and - (tt + a),

are angles Avith the same sine.

Also -2w7r-(27r-a) )
(3;

a»d "2w7r-(-+a) )

""

,

are angles with the same sine, n being any positive integer.

Now the angles in (1) and (2) may he arranged thus :

2n7r+a, (2n + l)7r-a, -(2w + 2)7r + a, -(2w+l>r-a,

all of which, and no others, are included in the formula

utt f (-l)*.©,

where n is zero or any positive or negative integer,jvhich is

therefore the general expression for all angles wbicu aa/e a

given sine.
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111. Tq Jind a general expression for all angles which fcaw u
f*fen cosine.

liet tt be an angle whose cosine is given.

First, reckoning in the positive direct on,

a and 2ir-a

angles with the same cosine. (Art. 106.)

.(l^

Al8o2n7r + tt J

mi. 2»T + (27r-a) }

•re angles with the same cosine. (Art. 109.)

Secondly, reckoning in a negative direction,

- (2Tr-a) and -a
•re angles with the same cosine.

Also -2njr-(27r-a) )

au<i -2n7r-a
\

° " ^*)

are angles with the same cosine, n be^^g any positive integer.

Now the angles in (1) and (2) ma^ >o i ranged thus :

2n7r + a, (2n + 2)7r-a, - (iwrS) ti +a, -2»7r-a,

all of which, and no others, are inc .uisd in the formula

2n7r±a,

wiuca 18 therefore the general exT resswja for tjl augiM which
have a given cosine.

I.
' i

»
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1 ! 2. To find a general expression for all angles which h?

iu'vcn tangent.

Let a be an angle whose tangent is -iivdu.

First, reckoniag in the positive direction,

a and zr + a

arc angles with the same tangent. (Art. 108.)

(!)
Also 2mr+ a

and 2n7r + (tt 4 a)

are angles with the same tangent. (Art;. 109.)

Secondly, reckoning in the negative direction,

- (27r - a) and - (tt - a)

are angles with the same tangent.

Also -2n7r-(27r--a) ) ^.
and - 2n7r - (tt - It)

\

are angles with the sjime tangent, n being any positive integer.

Now the angles in (1) and (2) may be arranged thus

:

2mr + a, (2n + \) TT -\ a, - (2n+2)7r+a, -(2w + l)7r + a,

all of which, and no others, are included in the formula

riTT + a,

which is therefore tl<o ;j;(i!eral expression for all angles widen

have a given tiui;^riit.
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113. We shall now explain how to express the trigono-
metncal ratios of any angle in terms of the latioe of a positive
angle less than a right angle.

^

First, when the given p-gle is ;)OOT<*e«.

If the angle is greater than 360', subtract from it 360- or
any multiple ot 360', and the ratios for the resulting angle are
the same as for the original angle.

Thus we obtain an angle less than 360', and if this angle be
greater than 180», we may subtract 180' from it, and the ratios

mril k"? ""'f^
^'^^ ^^ '^' '""^^ ^^^ n.ngnitude, but the

(A^ loet
^""^'"^ ^""^ '"'""^'"'^ ""'" ^' '^'''^'*''

Thus we obtain an angle less than ISO", and if this an-le bp
greater than 90', vve may replace it by its supplement, and the
ratios for the lesu ting an.le will be tl,e same in magnitude,

,rl ,'n^'f'
""^^ ^"' ^^' '^^^ ^^ *^^^^^^"<^ "^'^ ^^ clianged.

(Art. 106.)

Thus

sin 676-=8in (360° + 31 5-) = sin 315°= - sin 136^= -gin 45"
Un960°=tan(720° + 240'') = tan240''=tan 60°.

Secondly, when the angle is negative.

Add 360« or any multiple of 360°, so as to obtain a positive
angle, for which the ratios will be the same as for the original
angle, and then proceed as before.

If the given angle be less than 180^ apply the formula
obtainea from Art. 104.

KX. 8in(-825°)*8ina080«-825°)=8in266'- -ain76'.
t«m( - 135°)r. -tan 135°- -tan 46*.

Knd the values of the following ratios

:

.. mji 4R0*

4. C08 495*,
$, sin 870°

3. iin 495%

6. cos 870°.
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i
'1

7. im945'.

10. cosec 1380*.

13. cos 420*.

16. Bin 1200'

19. sin Ttt.

22. cot 1140*.

25. Bin (- 240*).

"^8. tan (-225').

8. Bin *J()0'.

II. Bee 1396*.

14. Bee 760*.

17. Bin I486'.

20. Bee Stt.

23. tan 1305'.

26. cot (-675*).

29. coseeC-eQO"). V- cos (-120*).

9. tiili JOliO'.

*12. cot 1410".

15. tan 945'.

18. COB 1470°.

21. cosec 930°.

24. cosec 1740°.

27. sec (-135°).

Examples.—XXV i.

Write down the general value of $ which Batisfies the fol-

lowing equations

:

I. on $^l.

3. iin^-^

5. 3 Bin ^b2 cos' $,

7. tan'^ + 4 8in«^«:3.

9. tan da4-3cot ^.

2. C08^=l.

4. tan 0== /v/3.

6. 2 Bin 0=tan 9»

8. cos* ^=» sin' ft

10. •te'^-Hsec 5 + l«a

114. The symbol sin-^ x denotes an angle whose sine is s,

cos""* X cosine is «,

and a siinilar notation is used for the other ratios.

2
Hence if we know that, for instance, tan ^— =, we may

Wlits ihii general value of thus

:

«
^«itMr-l-tan~>a.
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XII. ON THE TRIGOM DMETRICAL
RATIOS OF TWO ANGLES.

115. Wi Aovr proceed to explain the trigonometrical
functions of the sum and difference of two angles. These
functions are the most important in the subject, wid the
student will find that his subsequent progress will depend
much on the way in which he has read this Chapter.

16. We shall first establish the following formula:

Bin (^ +^')=sin A . cos 5 + cos A . sin JB,

cos {A + B) = coa A . cos 5-sin A . sin J?,

sin {A -B) =8mA. cos B- cos ^1 . sin B,

cos (A -B)= coa A . cos B + sin A . sin S;

by means of which we cai\ exi)reas the sine and cosine of the
sum or difference of two angles in terms of the sines and
cosines of the angles themselves.

The diagrams which we shall employ are only applicable to
ihe cases in which A and B are both positive and leps than 90',
Alao, when we are considering the sum of the angles, A+Bia
.ess than 90°, and when we are considering the difference of
.he angles, A is greater than B. The formulcB are, hoNNc\er,
.rue for all values of A and B. Particular cases may be
t>roved by special constructions of the diagrams, but it is

beyond the scope of this treatise to enter into detail on this
and similar points.
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117.

and

To show that

tin (A + B) =nn A . CM B + CO* A . «n B,

(A-fB)>»ca8 A.oMB-nnA.tinBb

A" "'R IVl B

Let the ftngle BAO be represented by ' ;nd GAD by It.

Then the angle BAD will be represen ^y A+B.
From F*, any point in AD, draw PiJ a^ ght angles to AB

and PQ at right angles to AG.

From Q draw QM at right angles to AB^ and Q-AT at right

angles to PB,

Then angle QPN^QO' - PQN^NQA^QAM=^A.
RP

Now irin 64 +^ = sin PvlE=-p
RN-{-NP QM+NP QMNP" Tn = 7d == -i-S+ *^niIP ^P
QM AQNP PQ

''AQ' AP^ PQ' AP
sin il . cos £ + cos A .

A R
(i* +B)=cosPili2=^

AM-MB AM-NQ

-AP-^IS?

sin A

AM
AP AP

AM AQ_NQ PQ
'AQ ' AP PQ' AP
bCOS a . cos 5 - sin ^ ,

AP
NQ

sin B.

" P is taken in the line l.">uti;;ing the angu- UAder eonsiuerstloii, vkSt

is. BAD.



es to AB

^ at right

P
P

^jr/OS OF TWO AKGIES. H
itttw fo show that

•*n(A-B)=-«nA.<jo«B-«wA.OTnR^ cw(A-B) co,A.co,B^HnA.,inK

I|et the angle BAO be represented by ^ and OAD b^ AThen the angle BAD will he represented hy A-B
"

Jp« ar;,;s »:«;;;; 1^' ""-' ^^ *" ^«'" »«•- ^ ^^

Then angle gPJNr= 90- -PQj\r«aQi^r-.Al(7=il.

Now «m(^-5)=,8inp^i2=:?j
AP

^RN-NP_QM^NP QM NP
^^ AP -AP'IP

^QM AQNP PQ
AQ ' AP PQ' AP

«=»8in <4 . 003 5- cos ^ . sin A
«»(^-5)= C08P^i?=4l

,
AP

^AM+m^AM+NQ_AM NQ
^P AP -A^P'^aP

-4^ ^^^Q PQ
AQAP^PQ'AP

" COB A. CO:, B + Bin A sin 5.
• P Is taken in the line hniin.i:r,» tu ,. . ,

ii, £^j)^
"6 ^"'^ =*"«'«= ""«er consideration, that
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96 RATIOS OF TWO ANGLES.

119. W« shall now give some important examples of th«

application of the formula which we have establiahed.

Ex. 1. Tofind the valiie of tin *16\

iiin76*=8in(45' + 30')

» sin 45' . cos 30' + cos 45* . sin 2(f

—^ 4 JL

^3-M
"

2 ^/2
•

Ex. 2. To find the value of cos 16*.

<M)sl5''=co8(45°-30'')

« cos 45° . cos 30° + sin 45* . «)a. •(^

V3
'1^•"2"^^/2•2

/s/3 .
1

2^2 2^2

V3 + 1

" 2^2''

• result identical with the value of sin 76*, in accoi-dance with

Art. 99, for

sin 75°= cos (90° - 75')« cos 16'.

Ex. 3. To show that sin (90* + A)= co» A.

Assuming the conclusions of Art. 117 to be tret An all

values of A and B,

sin (90° + -4) = sin 90° . cos vl + cos 90°
. sin A

=1 . cos il + . sin i4 (Art. 71)

BCOSil.

And similarly other relations between tri<;onometrical funo-

tions established in Chapter x. may be proved.
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Ex. 4. To find a value of 6 which satisfiu the equaUtm

sind+ co»$m(}.

Multiply both sides by -j^,

Theu .ine.^ + co.«.-^-0,

.*. sin d . cos 45° + cos ^ . sin 45*«0^

flin(^ + 45°)=0j

.-. (^+45*)-0;

/. ^a.-45«

EXAMPLES.--XXV1I.

Prove the following relations

:

1. «:i'/<-^P)..8in(/l -£)=sinM-sin«a

2. 8in(a + /?).8in(a-j8)=cos2/J-co8«a. -

3. cos (A + B) . cos (A-B)= cos2 4 - sin^Jt

4. cos (a + ^. cos (a -13)= cogS /J^sin* a.

5. 2 sin (a; + y) . cos (a;-y)=8in 2a; + sin2y,

6. 2 cos (a; + 2/) . sin (a; - y) = sin 22;- sin %»

v

7. tan^ + tanJ5=illL(d±^ '-

cos A . cos 5^

8. Una-tanfl=iiL(iL:^
C03 a . COB^

v><-
J-^-.
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EXAMPLES.—XXVill.

[. Show that Bin 15°:= v/3-1

2. Show that cos 75'= *! .j ,.

3. Show thattan75'=2+ v'S.

4. Show that cot 76'«=S5- v'3.12
5. If Bin a= = and sin j8= «> find the value of sin (a+ j8).

3 2
6. If cos a= J and cos )8==ir, find the value of sin (o - )8).

7. If sin a= '5 and cos ^8= —75, find the value of cos Ca +^

8. If cos a« '03and sin j8= 0, find the value of eos > •*
fHi,

ExAMPLES,—XXiX.

Apply the formulsB established in this chapter to show the

following relations between the trigonometrical functions of

angles.

I. cos (90°-!-^)=- sin il. 2. sin (180'* + ^)= -sm^.

4. pin(^+ ^)= -coB^,3. cos (tt + ^) = - COB B,

5. cosecf g + aj=secou

7. sin (27r ~ 0)=> - sin $,

9. sec (180° - ^)= - «ec ft 10 cosec (tt - ^ »= cosec ft

6. tan (tt + a)=!tan 0,

8. tan (Stt- 6')= -tan ft
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Examples.—XXX.
Find a value of B to satisfy the following equations, by

proceBs similar to that given in Ait. 1 19, Ex. 4.
-

a

I. sin 6^- cos ^=0.

S* am^~co8(9=j|.

2. 8in^ + cos^=l.

4. 8in^+co8^=.^^J
2 *

^ 8in^+co8^=V2. 6. 8in^-co8^=^i:i?.

20. Collecting the formulas of Arts. 117, 118. we next
ariiinge them thus

:

'

Kin (44 5)=Bin A . cos 5+co8 A . sin 5,

•kt (yl - 7?) = sin ^ . cos 5 - cos A . sin 5,

eos (A -B) = coa A . cos £ + 8iii A . sin 5,

cos (^ 4 i?)= co8 ^ . cos 5- sin ^ . sin B.

fleacG, by addition and subtraction, we obtain the foUowing:

Bin (A +i?) + 8in (A -B) = 2 sin A . cos B,

•In (A +5)-8in (A-B)=2 cos ^ . sin B,

«06(A-B) + cos(A + B)= 2 cos ^ . cos 4
cot (^ - i?) - cos (^ + 5)=2 sin -4 , BinA

Now let A+B=P
«»d / A-B=^Q.

Th«B 2^=P+(), and 25=P-g5

^ii> 2 -> and B^~- ,
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an

So tLat the formula may be put in this form

:

. P+Q P-Q
in P+i ai Q= 2 sin —2" . COS —g-,

'rin P-sin Q= 2 cos -y" • ^^^ "V

»

P+0 P-Q
C08Q+ C08P= 2C0S —rp. cos -g—

,

. P+Q . P-Q
cos Q - cos P=2 sin —g- . sin -g-.

121. As these results are of very great importance, we ml
repeat them separately, explaining each in words.

(1) sin P + sin e=2 sin - g .
«^o.s -g-,

that is, tU mm of the dnes of two angles is equal to twics the

product of the sint of half the sum of the angles into the coe^%e of

half their difference.

Ex. sin lOe + sin 60= 2 sin
10(9 + 60 100-60

. cos

«>2 sin 80 . cos 20.

P+Q P-Q
(2) sin P-sin (2=2 cos —g- . sin —g-,

that is, the difference of the sines of two angles is equal to tvna

ths product of the codne of half the sum of the aru/les into the sine

of half th&ir difference.

8a + 4a .„ 8o -4tt

Ex. sin 8a - Sin 4a=2 cos —^— . sin - -^
e2 CCS 6a . sin 2a.

P+Q P-Q
(3) cos Q+ COS P=2 cos —g— . cos—g-,

that is, the sum of the cosines of two angks is equal to twice the

product of the codne of half the sum of the angles into the cosim

6f half thdr different.
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'=2co3 26>. COS 6>.

(4) cos g-cos P=2 sin ^--t^
. sin -I-?,

that is, the difference of the cosines of two angles is equal to twice

the product of the sine of half the sum of the angles into the sine

of half their difference.

pre Bnal

wicB the

codne of

e

^l to tvjia

;o the dnc

twice the

1 the cosini

Ex. cos 3a -cos 7a = 2 sin T£L+?^. sin ^~??
2 8

= 2 sin 5a . siii 2a.

122. As the forniiilre at the end of Art. 12v') teach ««i iHju
to replace tlie mm vr diffeivnce of two sines or cosines by the
product of two sinss or cosines, so the formula) at the beginning
of Art. 120, when read from rir,'lit to left, thus :

2 sin A . cos E= . 'n (.4 +B) + sin (A - B\

2 cos ^ . sin ^= sill {A -{ B) - sin {A - B\

2 cos y4 . cos /> == cos (/I - B) + cos (^ + B)y

2 sin ^ . sin j5= cos {A-B)~ cos {A + B),

furnish rules for replacing,' the product of two sines or cosines
by the sum or difference of sines or cosines.

For example,

sin56'.co?,3^= ||sin(5^ + 3^) + '=;- (5/9-3^}

=2 (sin 8^ + sin 2^).

«n e . s;:: 'iy--=^jcos (36/~ 6^) -cos ("(^ + 0|

=

^
(cos 2^ "COS 4^).

III
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Examples.—xxxi

Prove the following relationa :

I. sin QA + sin 4^ = 2 sin 5^ . cos A,

3. sin hA - sin 34 = 2 cos AA . sin A,

3. cos 7^+ cos 9^=2 cos 8^. cos ft

4. cos ^ - cos 5^= 2 sin 3^ . sin 2d.

. , _ . 5a 3a
5 Bin a + sin 4o= 2 sin -x . cos -^-,

^ ^ „ _ . 13a . 3a
6. cos 5a - cos 8a= 2 sin -r- . sin -^,

7. 2 sin 56*. cos 76(= sin 126^ -sin 2ft

8. 2 sin 3^ . sin 56^= cos 26* - cos 8ft

9. 2 cos a . cos 4a = cos 5a + cos 3a.

10. 2 cos a . sin 2a = sin 3a + sin o.

siM-<4+8inB ^ A^-B
II. r „= tan —^—

•

•
(.'OS /I + cos /i 2

cos A - cos 3-4 . a 4
12. . .>"i

=
—-7= tan 2-4.

sin 3/1 - sin A

sin 2/t 4- sin 4 , 341
I^. , A A =tan ---.

"^ cos'J4+cos4 2

'
14. cos (31)' - 6^) - cos (.30° + e^) = sin (?,

^

15. cos
(I

+ 6*) + cos (| - e) = COS ^

'x6. 8in(| + a)-sin(^|--aj=sina,

oina-sin fS 4.a + /5
!7. —Q ' =cot —^-^

,
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$3

jj
8ina-8in)8 ^ a -/J

'^-
co8i8+cosa=^° 2 •

_^ sin 6^ + sin 3^
'^ ^8 3^ -cos 5-^= "^*^-

\y^ co8a + co8)S^ cot i (g + )8)

cos /8 - cos a tan ^ (a - /S)'

123. We can also express the sum or Jifference of a sine
and a cosine as the product of sines or cosinea.

For since cos ^=sin (^ -^ e) (Art. 99),

sin a + cos ^=8in a + sin (|- b)

-2rinl(„4|-e).coB|(„-|+e).

Again

BH 40° + cos 60°= sin 40° + 8in 3(r

= 2 sin 35°. cos 5».

Examples.—xxxil.
Express as the product of sines and cosines

:

I. sina-coeyff, 2. sin(|+a) + cos(|-a),

3. sina + coBo,

5. sin 30° + cos 80',

7. sin
I
+ COS

g,

4. sin a - cos a,

6. sin 20° - cos 80*,

8_« TT IT
. Sin 5 - cos s.o o

124. We now proceed to explain how the tangent of the
sum and difference of two angles can be expressed in terms of
the tangents of t,>i» anrrles t.luMTiHolves.
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Bin il . COB -B-f-cos il . Bin B
cos i4 . cos B - sin il . sin jB*

inrl, dividing each term of the numerator and denomin»*^'»r by

co£> A . cos Bf

sin il . cos B COS A .sin B
cos il . C08 B COH v4 . COS B
cos J. . cos ^ sin ^ . sin~5

COS A . cos B cos J. . COBB

tan i4 4 tan B
1 - tan ^ . tan B*

tan(il-B) =
sin (4 -5)
cos'(^"'B)

Bin A .CO?, B - cos it^ 81*1 B
'cos^ . cos -B + sin ^ . sin S

Bin A - cos B cos A . sinB

cos~^ . cos B cos A .cosB

'cos ^ . cos B sin A . sin i^

cos 2 . cos jB cos il . cos^

tan A - tanJB

1+ tan -4 . tan B*

Cor. We proved in Art. 79 that tan 45* s-i,

N -IT * /.iRO , 4N tan 45° + tan A
.- Jlence tan(45 +^) = frran45»-:tan3

1 + tan A

A^ /Am» i\ tan 45° — tan i4
teii(4s

-^)=r+tan45»-: toii:s

1 - tan i4

1 +tfin A'
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126. The results of the preceding article may be obtained
without assuming the formulae for the sine and cosine, thus:

Taking the diagram of Art. 117, we have

QM+PN
^AM-NQ

QM PN
AM AM

AM

KbW §^=tan A,

and observing that PNQ, MQA ito similar triangles,

PN PQ
AM~AQ' tan B,

NQ NQ PN ^ ^ , „

^
1 - tan .4 tan 5

!5-

m
\v:-'t\
\hd\
III:'

i

Again, taking the diagram of Art. 118, we have

.-.ton (4 -5)=^?=.^^^^
^ ^ AR AM+MR

QMj-PN
^AM+NQ
QM PN
AM " AM

^^aM
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and observing that PNQ, MQA are similar trianglei,

^M'FN' AM ««»^-«"*l

^ />! D\ tan 4 - tan -B

•••*«»(^-^=i + tan^.tan]fir

Examples.—xxxUL

Prove the following relations :

tana+tanjS . ^ <.„_ o
I ^-Csstan a . tan p.

cot a + cot jS

t_an^t*?EJ= tana.ten(a + j»
cot a -tan fd

tan^ - tan|„t3^ a . tan (a

-

)3)l
^ cot a + tanjS

64-0 </>~^ 2 sin <^
4. tan^-^ +^" '2 cose/, + cos

if-

5. sin <j!>=8in t/* . cos ((/> - ^) + cob ^ . sin (<^- ^).

6. cos (f)=Bm xp . sin (</> + 1//) + cos «// . cos (<^+ iA).

7. (cos a + cos /i) 11 -co8(a + /8)H(8ina + 8in^).8in(a+fl)

^'
sin a + sin ^^^ a-^

jinJa + )8)
"'"

2

9*
gill a- sin )3 gjj^

oj- /J

22.

25.

24.

o+ j8 ^a-j8 2 sin a
, cot-^ + oot 2 cosTT-'i^^ri'
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II.

12.

'5.

16.

17.

18,

19.

31.

22.

8 2 cos a f co*^

cos g - cos /^ ^-a

cot^-tana--?5^in^
cos tt . sm )j

^ COS <^ . Bin ^

tan« a - tan" ff.'in (a +^ sin (a - /fl)

H- tang, tan jg»^<**-@^
'^ C08 a . cos yd*

1-tana tan^=-^^'i^Lr^)
cos a . cos j3^

cot a 4- tan iJ

tSia + cot/J"*^*"-**"^-

tan^x-tan*^

r-tan2x.tan2l,=*^ ^^-^V) • *<^ ^^'H-

cot(.M5V:l|^^

sin ^ + C08 ^-. <v/2 . sin (45* +^
cos ^-sin Q^ ^2 . sin (^- d).

2j.

24.

25.

a6.

27.

tan g ^ tan
j
8 sin (a-ji)

tan g + tan ^S^sinTgTj^*

cot as - cot y sin (y~«)
cot sc + cot y~"8in (y + x)'

cos (-4 -5) + sin (-4 + 10=2 sin (il+46') . cos (B-45').

cos (^ -5)-8in (-4+£) = 2 sin (46* -A) . cos (46° +^
cos (-4+^+8in {A-B) = 2 sin (45* + ^4) . cos (45»+m.

J

» -W%
:

liM

*l
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28. co8(^ + £)- 8m(i4-J5)= 2 8m(46''-^).0Qs(45*'-i^

cot
g-fjg

V COS a + COS /? 2
^ COStt-COS^

tan TzS.
2

30. sec 72' - sec 36"= sec 60'.

'31. sill 108''= (Bin 81' -H sin 9°) (sin 81* -ain jr>

cos 3° -008 33°
32 r—-j^=taii 15'.

• sin 3° + Bin 33

8m33+8m3 , -^a
33. - .,0^:— 06=^ tan \W»
"'*' cos 33 + cos 3

cos 9+ sin 9 . .,«
3.' —TTo—r- -o= tan M

,

•^ cos 9 - sin 9

cos 27° -sir. 27" , ---.
35« "^^—-.—Hi=b=tan IW*.
^^ c(<8 27 + am 27

'36. tanSO^ + cotSCa-aiiBOjIlfi
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XXII, ON THE TRIGONOMETRICAL
RATIOS FOR MULTIPLE AND SUB-
MULl IPLE ANGLES,

126. The angles 2A, ?.A, 4^ .......re called Multiples
of A, and the ar.gles '^, ^, f are called Submultiples
of i4.

We shall first show how to express the Trigonometricai

Etttioa of 2A and ~ in terms of the ratios of A,

227. an2A=Bm(A + A)
'

=3m A.cobA^-cobA, sin A
sssin A . cos A f sin A . cos .4

=2sin^ . cosil.

Qm^=coa{A+A)
=co8 ^ . cos il - sin >4 , fflji J
'^coa^A-Bin^A,

Now we may put 1 -sinM in the place of cor'-'^ (Art 90)
and we then iiave

coa 24 « 1 -BinM -ainM

-l-2-ipM.

Or we may put 1 -cosM in the place of dnM (AiL 90)
and we then have

^ '*

nna 9.A =: onaS J _ /i _ ^»aS a \^v'f Si. — ^i — wo J&f

"coa^il-l+cos'^

i ti>

»
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tan2il=tan(-A + i4)

tanil+tan_i4_
""\- taiTXTtan A

Stanil

,
(Art 124)

128. If we put il i» the place of 2i4, and ^ in tlia place

of A. we have

sin -4 =2 sin ^ . cos ^r,

ctti^=cos''' ^-sin^
2

a -2 sin211
2

-2C082|-1

i

2tan 5-

taDil='

i-Z^

Hence we can enow

great importance.

that
1 - cos -4

1 + cos ^ =tan*-^, a formula of

For:
1 — cos ^ -(l-2sm2 1)

; sm^

i+COSil
l + (2co8-2^-l) 2

r= tatt*^.

cos^

ExAMPLES.—XXXiV.

PiOTe the following relations

:

. _ . 2cotii -

I. «n2X.^~^-^.
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sin 2il cog A A
* i + C082^ • i+C08^~**^?*

3. co8ec-4 + cot^ = cot9.\
91

4. tan^+cotd= 2

8in'2y
"^

6. 2cosec2^=8eCi4 .cosecA"^

&c«„2 iO 2 sec 2^sec^^=-. -,^^\

9.

1 + sec 2^

l-2sin'M 1-tan^
l+siu2^ l+taO*

m cot^-2cot2^=tdnA^^

1 - cos a , a
sin a 2 ^

12. sin2</>= ^-^^^"^^tt"^.^
cosec^ f^

01 2 ~ sec* <&
13. eos2^=~^.^

.* * «j 2cot^
*• *^°2<^=c-St^-r

15. rina= ./(«"°^«-^\
•^ " VV28ec2o/'

16. cos a _
//8ec 2a + l\

' Vv 2'8ec2tt /

'A
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17.

18.

19-

aa

31.

93.

tana=sC086o2a-- oot 2a,

cotj8== cosec 2j8 + cot 2)3.

fon tA\^•x A\-.-
cos2il

1 -sin 24

cot (45" - il)= sec 24 + tan ai.

l + sina

l + cosa'

1 - sin a
t

I,

1 -cos a
:i(cot|-iy

e .1
2$. tan 0=tan = + = tan ^ . sec^ j.

94.
1 + sing

l-sin^
= (sec^+tan^'

35. sin 24 =
l -tang(45°-4)

26. mn2d=

l+tan'^(45*'-4)*

ten(|+^)-tan(|-g)

tan(^ + ^) + tan(|-^y

Eii'

129. We shall next show how to express the ratios of 3il

in terms of the ratios of A.

m34«8in(24 + 4)

=sin 24 . cos 4 + cos 24 . sin 4

- « (2 sin4 . cos 4) . CCS 4 + (1 - 2 sin* 4) . sbn il

«2 Bin4 . 008^4 +sin 4 -2 sin*4

28in4 . (1 -Bin24)+8in4-2 sinM

i2 Bin4 - 2 8in34 + sin4 ~ 2 sin' it

«3 on4 — 4 sin' 4.
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130. cos 3/4 = cos (2^1 + ^) .

= cos 2i4 . cos il - sin 2il . ain it

« (2 cos2 ^ -
1) cos /4 - (2 sin il

. cos ^) . sin i4

—2 cosM - cos ^ - 2 8in2 ^ . cos ^

-«2 cos" y4 - cos yl - 2 cos A (1 - cos« A)

=2 cos^ A - cos /I - 2 cos i4 + 2 cos'A
= 4 cos' A-Z cos il.

131. Tan 3/1 =
sin 3i4

cos 3^

3 sin i4 - 4 sin" A
4cos"v4 ~ 3 cos Li'

and, dividing by cos^il,

3 sin A
cos'' A

- 4 tan" A

co^ A

3 tan A , sec''' i4 - 4 tan*4
V 4- 3secM

3 tan ^ 0, +_tan2 A) - 4 tan'ii
"4-3 (1 +Tan2 2)

3 tan /I - tan"A
'~r^3l;anM"~ !?;,

8i !

Examples.—XXXV.

In some of these Examples the studei«t may employ with

•dvantage the formulae given in Art. 121.

, . cos 3^- sin 36^ i a • an
I- (l) rr—

.

T ,,_ 7.-= 1 - 2 sm 2$,
in ^+ cos ^

(2) 8in26'+cos0:
2 tan 6 + seed

ITtmi'''^^
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A A
(3) 8inil = tan^ + 28in' g cotil.

2

'•*' cot"^ - cot3l imA- tan 3-4

"

(5) 0084.4 + co84B=211-2sin'''(i4 + B)|jl-2Bin«(>4-B)|

/*\ * />iKO . /i\ t. /iro a\ o sec2^-C082^
(6) tan (46' + ^) -tan (45'-^) = 2. . ^^— .

M cot«6*-tan2^=8,--^^

'

1 - cos 4^

(8) 2 sin -4 . cos 2^4 = sin 3^1 - sin ii.-.

(0) "V—r-riTN-r^ • -^ = tan (w + 1) ^4.^^' sm (n + 2) -4 - sm w-4 ^ '

(10) cos 9i4 f 3 cos 7i4 + 3 cos 5^4 + cos 3-4 « 8 coi'il . co« 6i4.

. X coeec 24[ - cot 2/4 . , .

(11) ^ . .^ . ^tan'A
cosec 2^ + cot 2/1

, , l-8mi4 1/,- il\«
(12) ,— 7=31 1-tan jr),
^ ' 1 + cos^ 2\ 2 '

. V 2 cos 2.4 — 3_ cos 3-4-2 cosA g
^^^' 2cos2i4 + 3~8nr3J+2im:4-^^'*'

(14) tan(45'-^) + tan(45° + /l) = 2sec2il.

a .

(15) eoia - tan s sin a= cos 2a + tan- .sin 2a.

(16) cot"A - tan» -4= 4 cot 2-4 . cosec 2-4. >

(17) cosec a . cot a - sec a . tan a»cosec'2a (oot* a - 8in*«).

( 1 8) cot* a - tan' a =
4 cos 2a
sin2 2a

t'
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(19) coBec« 6 - Bee*&« 4 cob 26 . 00860=* 26. ^

(20) cot<46* + 4V»'°'''*^M-""^,^ V 2/ 2co8ec2i4+8ec3I*

(«) .in(^+0)-.in(^-«).„„(^.(,)-^(S|+(,)

(22) oot(|+e)-tan(|+e)-2cot2ft

(26) tal,(a + ;3)-,
.in', -^fP___^

'^' Bin a . COB a - Bin /? . cos ff

^37) 4 Bin il . Bin (60* + ^4) . sin (60" - i4)= sin 34.

(28) cosec 2^ + cot 4^ + cosec 4^- cot ft

Solve the equationB

;

(I) Bin 2^+ y3 . cos 2^=1. (3) Bin»2^-Bin«^-Bin«H.
4

(5) coB2^+BinM=?
4

(3) sin 5a;
.
cos 3a!= sin 9a; . cob 7a;; (4) 2 sin^ 3^ + 8in2 6^- 2.

(6) co8 3d-co8 6^»Binft

(7) Bin5^- COB 36^- Bin ft (8) taii2a-3tano. v

(9) Bin 2^ + sin ^= COP 2^ + 008 ft (10) sin 7a -sin

a

-3cu

(11) ooBec=^-8ec*^-2co«ec2^+8.x

(is) lili 6^»iin 4^ - sin 2^

J
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132. To find the trigonometrical ratios for an angle of 18*.*

Let ^ = 18'.

Then 2^4 = 36",

and 3i4=54'.

Now the sine of an angle is equal to the cosine of the ooin*

plemeut of the angle :

:. sin 36° = cos 5-.'
;

.'. sin 2A = cos 3^4 ;

,' 28ini4.co8il=4co8'i4-3cosA

Divide by cos -4.

Then 2 sin i4 ««4 cos*A -3,

* 2 8iny4 = 4(l-8inM)-8,

2sin^=4-4 8inM~8,

4 sin^A + 28mA'=l,

fiin^/l + s.sinil—^,
2 4

BmA+-, = ± -^,
4 4

and taking the upper sign, since sin 18° must be positfva^

Bin 18 =-^^^5—

.

4

Hence we can find cos 18°, tan 18', and the other ratioa.

Examples.—xxxvi.

I. Given sin 18°:

faXioB :
'.

^
"

, find the value of the following

(i) Bin36'. (2) 008 36^ (3) sin 64*. (4) cos 64*.

(5) an 72*. (6) tan 72°. (7) sin 90*. (8) col 90*.

* A geometrical proof is giT«n in the Appendix.
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2. Show that

8m(36- + ^) + 8in(72'~^)-8in(36'-^)-8m(72' + ^)= 8inil,

and that

8iii(64"' + ^)+8in(64'-i4)-8in(18°|-^)-6in(18'-i4)=co8A

133. We now proceed to the formula) relating to sub-
multiples of angles, and first we shall prove that

flbOB COS i4 = l-2sin2^ (Art. 128)|

2 sin^ 2=1- cos A ;

. «*«2^ 1-COSil

2 2 '

. -i« -^
. /l-C08il•'""2^± V 2 •

If the value of A be given, we know whether sin ~
poBitive or negative, and hence we know which sign is to be

taken. Thus, if A be between 0' and 360", ^ lies between

0" and 180', and .'. sin ^ is positive : but if A be between

360* and 720°, | lies between 180° and 360', and .'. sin:^

Is negative.

184. We shall next show that

ws =± \/(i±fi^>

A •tcoii«4--l-CQ8^:

i
' n

i'tt

\\

if

. ii

%l
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^«

.'. 2 001* -g >! + C08 il

;

- il 1 + COB il
• Anal ^ •..CM g- 2 ,

il . /l+C08i4
.-.oosg-l V --2—

It the value of A be given, we know whether coe ^ ^^

posiyve or negative, and thus we know which sign is to be

takea. For instance, if A lies between 0" and 180°, cos -5 is

positive : but if A lies between 180° and 360", cos ^ ia

negative.

135. To prove that

Since

and

%eo8^ = ± fJi+dnA± Mjl-iinAf

. A8m ^ = ± >/l +«tn -4 + VI -«»^

coe'-^ + sin^g-l,

2co8^ . Bin-^=sinil

;

A A A A
.*. «08* 2+2 coSg . sin ^ + 8in2 2=1 +Biia A,

nd coB«^-2co8^.8in^ + sin2:^=:l-sinil.

Hence, taking the square root of each aid* «f iMth eqiiA*

tioniy
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. A

and

co8- +«m^-±^l+8iu^^

Therefore, by addition,

2 cos ^ = ± VlTiml ± Vn^SHU,

and, by Biibtraction,

. A
2 sin ^ « ± ^1 :jr^nr^ q: ^1 . giu-2.

136. If the value of A be given, we know the mjgn» of

Bin ^ and cos-, as we explained in the preceding articles.

We also know whether sin | is greater or less than cos^.

Hence, if ^ be known, we can assign with certainty the si.nis
whicli the root-symbols are to have in the intmmdiate equa-

A ' A
cos 2 + sin 2 = ± x/1 +8inl, (1)

cos ^ - sin I = ± J\:-m{A, (2)

and hence we can stjiect the proper signs in the final eqtia-
tions.

For instance, suppose A to lie between 180* and 270*.

A
Then -^ lies between 90° and 135°.

Therefore sin - is positive end cos ~ is negative.

Also, for an angle between 90° and 135° the sine is numeri.
cally greater than the cosine.

Hence we must take the positive sign in equation (1), and
the negative sign in equation (2).

tj M 1.; »l
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EXAMPLES.—XXXVll.

1. Affix to the root-symbola the proper aigna when A

is 16'.

2. Affix to the root-Bymbols the proper signs when A

is 300°.

3. If sin 378'= -^^^^\ detemine cos 189° and sin 189°.

4. If sin 19° . 29'= \, what is the value of sin 9°
.
44'. 30" /

5. If COS 316°= -L, find the value of cos 1 57° .
30'.

137. We mentioned in Art. 114 what are called the Inverse

Trigonometrical Functions, sin"' x, cos"* x, etc. We shall now

give an example to illustrate the method of combining these

functions.

Let a=tan~*|and j8=tan-*|;

then

Now

tan a=^ and tan i8=o*

tlwiii,

^ / . o. tana + tan/j
to"(« + /?) = l-tana.tan^^

1 1

2"*'3

* 28
5

.•.a + jS 45^

tan-»s+ tan-» J=46P.

«
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Examples.- -xxxvlll.

8 4
I. If i4 = sin-*

J.
and B- ain"* g, show that A ^B- 90'.

a. If i4 = tan-'
I, and ^=.taii-' ^, show that A + aB-4ft'.

* Show that sin-* 4i + cot ' 3= 46*,

4. Show that tan-* \ + tan"* J + tan"' \ + tan"* |= 45*.

5. Show that cot-*
I
+ cot-' ^ = 136'.

6 Show that tan-* \ + cot"* \ = cot-' ^.

7. Show that tan-* x - tan** 1/= tan"*
^"^

.

8. Show that 8in"*a;-»-co8"*aB«=90*.

-

9. Show that sin-* ^ + sin** ^ + sin-* |?= |.

ic Show that 4 tan -* ? - tan"*A= ?.



XIV. ON LOGARITHMS.

138. Def. The Logarithm of a number to a given

base is the index of the power to which the base must be

raised to give the number.

Thus ifmma*, X is called the logarithm of ..i to the baae a.

For in8taI2f^e, if the base of a system of logarithms be %
3 is the logarithm of the number 8,

because 8=2';

and if the base be 5, then *

3 is the logarithm of the number 125,

because 125= 5^.

139. The logarithm of a number m to the baae a fa

written thus, log.m ; and so, if m=tt%

Hence it follows that m=a'*''".

140. Since 1=0,", the logarithm of unity to any baae

is zero.

Since a=a^ the logarithm of the base of any system

is um'ty.

141. We now proceed to describe that which la called the

Common System of iogr.rithms.

The base of the system is 10.
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By ft «ysf«m of logarithms to the base 10, we mean a sncces-

aion of valaes of % which satisfy the equation

m«=10»

for all positive values of m, integral or fi^ctionaL

Sadx a system is formed by the series of logarithms of the

natural numbers from 1 to 100000, which constitute the

logarithms registered in our ordinary tables, and which are

tlierefore called UtbuXax logarithmic

142. Now 1«100,

10=101,

100= 10«,

1000- 10»,

and 80 on.

Hence the logarithm of 1 is G^

of 10 is 1,

of 100 is 2,

of 1000 is 3,

and so on.

Hence for all numbers between 1 and 10 the logarithm ia a
decimal less than 1,

between 10 and 100 the logarithm is a decimal between

\ and 2,

between 100 and 1000 a decimal between

2 and 3, and so on.

143. The logarithms of the natural numbers from 1 to 12

stand thus in the tables

:

No. Log

1 0-0000000

2 0-3010300

3 0-4771213

4 0-6020600

6 0-6989700

0*7781613

Aa logarithms are calculated to seven places of dedmalL

(i.T.] «

No.. i-«

7 0-8450980

8 0-9030900

9 0-9542425

10 1-0000000

11 1-0413927

12 1*0791812

sMa'
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144. The iutegjfal parts of the logarithms of numbera

higher than 10 are culled the characteristics of those loga-

rithms, and the decimal parts of the logarithms aie called the

mantissa.

ThuB 1 is the characteristiey

•0791812 the n^antissa,

of the logarithm of 12.

145. The logarithms for 100 and the numbers that succeeu

it (and in somft tables those that precede 100) have no cha-

racteristic prefixed, because it can be supplied by tne reader,

being 2 for all numbers between 100 and lUOO, 3 for all be-

tween 1000 and 10000, and so on. Thus in the tables we

ahallfind

No Log

100 0000000

101 0043214

102 0086002

103 0128372

104 0170333

105 0211693

which we read thus :

the logarithm of 100 is 2,

of 101 is 20043214,

of 102 is 20086002 ; and ao on.

146. Logarithms are of great use in making arithmetical

computations more eaay, for by means of a Table of Loga-

rithms the operation

of Multiplication is changed into that of Addition,

•.. Btrision n..., Subtraction,

••• Involution ..«,».... Multiplication,

••••Evolution Division,

-_ _t-_ii _i i_ ax J. r_.,_ A_4.:ii

147*. "The logarithm of a prod%ict ie- egml to tKi iwm of tht

lof/mUfkfM <if itt factors,
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Let

and

Then

m=ia'

.*. log, mn= a; + y
=log,m + log,a

Hence it follows that

log, mnp= log,m + log, n + log, p,

and similarly it may be shown that the theorem holds good
for any number of factors.

Thus the operation of Multiplication is changed into that of

Addition.

Suppose, for instancb, we want to find the product of 24C
and 357, we add the logarithms of the factors, and the sum ia

the logarithm of the product : thus

log 246= 2-3909351

log 357= 2-5526682

their sum= 49436033

which is the logarithm of 87822, tlie product required.

Note. We do not write logi,,246, for so long as we an;

treating of logarithms to the particular base 10, we may omit

the suffix.

%'
'I

i

148, The logarithm of a quotient is equal to the logarithm oj

the dividend diminished by the logarithm of the divisor.

Let

wid

Then

m=a'j

n=af.

n '

= log,m-Iog,s.

Thna the operation of Division is changed into that of Sub-
traction.
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If, for example, we are required to divide 371*49 by 62'376,

we proceed thus,

log 371 -49= 2-5699471

log 52-376= 17191323

their difference= -8508148

which is the logarithm of 7-092752, the quotient required.

149. The logarithm of any power of a number is equal to the

product of the logarithm of the number Q,nd the index denoting

the power.

Let

Then

m=cfl.

m'=a'";

.•. log,m'= rx ,

= r.log,wi.

Thus the operation of Involution is changed into Multipli-

cation.

Suppose, for instance, we Iiave to find the fourth power of

13, we may proceed thus,

log 13 = 11139434

4-4557736

which is the logarithm of 28561, the number required.

150. The logarithm of any root of a number is equal to the

quotient arising from the division of the logarithm of iU number

by the number denoting the root.

Let

Thfia

m = a".

m'=(fi

.•.log.m'=-

^— Irtcr Mi.
r

Thus the operation of Evolution is changed into Pivisioii,
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If, for example, we have to find the fifth root of 16807 we^ceed thus,
'

5
I

4'2254902
, the log of 16807

•8450980

which is the logarithm of 7, the root required.

151. The common system of Logarithms has this advan
tage over all others for numerical calculations, that its base is
the same as the radix of the common scale of notation.

Hence it is that the same mantissa serves for all numbers
which have the same significant digits, and differ only in the
position ot the place of units relatively to those digits.

For, since log 60= log 10 + log 6= 1 + log 6,

log 600= log 100 +log6 = 2 + log6,'

log6000=log 1000 + log 6=3 + log 6,

It is dear that if we know the logarithm of any number, as 8
we also know the logarithms ol' M„, numbers resulting from
multiplying that number by the powers of 10.

So again, if we know that

log 1-7692 is -247788^

we also know that

log 17-692 is 1-247783,

log 176-92 is 2-247783,

log 1769-2 is 3-247783,

log 17692 is 4-247783,

log 176920 is 5-247783.

152. We must now treat of the logarithms of nnmben
less than unil^.

Siaoe 1=W,
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the kgaritkm of a number

between land •! lies between Oand-1,

between -land -01 -land -2,

between -01 and 001 -2 and -3,

and 80 on.

Hence the logarithms of all numbeTs kss than unity aie

negative.

We do not require a separate table for these logarithm^

for we can deduce them from the logarithms of numbeit

greater than unity by the following process :

log'6 =log^ =log6-logl0 =log6-l,

log-06 =log^Q =log6-logl00 =log6-2,

log •006=log 1^0"^°^ ^"^°^ 1000=log 6-«.

Now the logarithm of 6 is '7781513.

-- Hence

log -6 = - 1 + -7781513, which is written r778161S,

log -06 = - 2 + -7781513, which is written 2-7781513,

log -006= -3 + -7781513, which is written 3-7781513,

the characteristics only being negative and the mantisaji

positive.

153. Thus the same mantisase serve for the logarithms of

all numbers, whether greater or less than unity, which have

the same significant digits, and differ only in the position of

the X ^ace of units relatively to those digits.

ta ir. 1 4- 4-^ ^nc^y.A i^v,a ioVvio oo o rofTistpr nf thft locraritbmf

of numbers which have one significant digit before the decimal

point
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No. liOff

For instance, when we read in the tables 144 I 1683625, to
interpret the entry thus,

log 1-44 is -1583625.

We then obtain the following rules for the cliaracteristi?
to be attached in each case.

. I. If the decimal point be shifted one, two, three... »j

places to the right, prefix as a characteristic 1, 2, 3...n.

II. If the decimal point be shifted one, two, three... n
places to the left, prefi.x as a characteristic 1, 2, 3..."n.

Thtu

and

log 1-44 is -1583625,

.*. log 14-4 is 1-1583625,

log 144 is 2-1583625,

log 1440 is 3-1583625,

log -144 is 1-1583625,

log -0144 is 2-1583625,

log -00144 is 3-1683625.

164, In calculations with negative characteristics we follow
the rules of algebra. Thus,

(1) If we have to add the logarithms 364628 and 2-42367.
«re first add the mantissse, and the result is 1 -06995, and then
add the characteristics, and this result is 1.

The final result is I + 1 -06995, that is, -06995.

(2) To subtract 5-6249372 from 3-2456973, we may arrange
the numbers thus,

-3 + -2456973

- 5 + -6249372

1 + -6207601

the 1 carried on from the last subtraction in decimal places
changing - 5 into - 4, and then - 4 subtracted from -3 »vin«
i aa u result.

Hence the resulting logarithm is 1 •6207601.

\ <
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<JI) To multiply 3-7482569 by 6.

3-7482569

6

12-7412845

the 3 carried on from tlie last multiplication of the decimtt

places being added to - 15, and thus giving - 12 as a result.

(4) To divide 14-2456736 by 4.

Increase the negative characteridtic so that it may btt

exactly divisible by 4, making a proper compensation, thuB,

14-2456736 = 16 I
2-2456736.

Then M:2456736^r6 + 2:|4^

and 80 the result is 4*5614184.

Examples.—xxxix,

1. Add 3-1651553, 47505855, 6-6879746, §-6150026.

2. Add 4-6843785, 5*6650657, 3-8905196, 3-4675284.

3. Add 2-5324716, 3-6650657, 5-8905196, '3156216.

4. From 2*483269 take 3*742891.

c. From 2-352678 take 5*428619.

6. From 5-349162 take 3-624329.

7. Multijdy 2*4596721 by 3.

8. Multiply 7*429683 by 6.

9. Multiply 9-2843617 by 7.

10. Divide 6-3725409 by 3.

11. Divide 14*432962 by 6.

12. Divide 4-53627188 by 9.

1 E ^ llf _ ^1— 11 -..,.. »..,-^1 ^!-»« T\ ^-..v t\ etTei4>AW% ftT ff/irfQ1*1T.I I lUK
iDo. vvc Eshuii Tiu.v uApiaiu no>T » ojouv^ixi ^^ jt--^— .-

calculated to a base a may be transformed into another system

of which the base is 6.
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Let m be a number of which the logarithm is th* flnt
dyatem is x and in the aecond y.

Then

and

Hence

" % logT^*

.*. y^i— -.a.

no

Hence if we multiply the lo^'arithm of any number in the

system of which the base is a by ^
-

, we siiall obtain the

logarithm of the same luiiuber in the system of which the base
is 6.

This constant multii)lier
, , is called The ModuluS o/
log, 6 •'

the systerri of which the base is h with reference to the system of
which the Ijase is o.

156. The common system ? inthms is used in all

numerical calculations, but there .oiaer system, which we
must notice, employed by the discoverer of logarithms, Napier,
and hence called the Napierian System.

The base of this system, denoted by the symbol «, Ib the
number which is the sum of the series

o. 1 1

of which sum the first eight digits are 271828181

157. Our common logarithms are formed from the loga-

liihms of the Napierian system by multiplying each of the

ii-a \ 'ti
I

It *
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latter by a common multiplier called the Modulus of the

Common System.

This modulus is, in accordance with the conclusion of

Art. 166, j---^^j.

That is, if I and iV ho the logarithms of the same number in

the common and Napierian systems respectively,

Now log, 10 is 230268609 ;

•••l^"2-»09^''^3^2»^^«'

and 80 the modulus of the common system is •4342944a

168. To prove that log. 6 x log* a=L

Let x=log.6.

Then 6»<*';

1

%
=log»<fc

Thus log.6xlog4a=xx-

= 1.

169. The fallowing are simple examples of the method ol

applying the principles explained in this Chapter.

Ex. I. Given log 2= '3010300, log 3= '4771213

«ad log 7= -8450980, find log 42.

Since 42 =2x3x7

log 42 r=log 2 + log 3 + log 7

«= -3010300 + -4771213 + '8460980

= r6232493.
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Ex. 2. Given Iog2=.-3()1():J()0 und log 3- '4771213, find

the lugai'iUiiu8 uf C4, 81, and 00.

Iog64= lo^'2»=« lnj?2

log 2 = -30 10300

.-. Iog64=i-80«l800

log8l-l(>«3<«4 log 3

log 3 = -4771213

4

.-,. log 81 = I •0()84862

log 96 = lof,' (32 X 3) = lo{,' 32 + log 3,

and log 32 = lo;,' 2*^= lo<,' 2
;

.-. log 96 = 5 log 2 + log 3 = l-oOrUSOO + -477 1213= 1-9822713.

Ex. 3. (Jiveri log 5 = 098!)700, lind tliu loi,'arithm of
;/(6-25).

log (6-26)^ = ^ log 6-25 =
J
lo- ^^'^^j|*^=

J
(log 625 - log 100)

.i(log54-2) = i(41ogr,-2)

^J
(2-7958800 -2) = -1136971.

EXAMPLES.~-Xl.

1. Given log 2= -3010300, find log 128, log 125, and log
2500.

2. Given log 2 = •3010300 and log 7 = -8450980, find the

logarithms of 50, -005, and 19(J.

3. Given log 2 = -301 0300, and log 3 = -4771213, find t/ie

logarithmgof 6, 27, 54, and 57H. . .

4. Given log 2= -3010300, log 3 = -4771213, log 7

iiuu logcj, in£f u.i, loiT i'uo, ana \iYi, OuuOi.32.
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5. Oivt'ii log 2 =.3010300, log i8=-r2652725 and

log 21 = 1-3222193, find log 00076 and log 31-6.

6. Given log 5 - -6989700, find the logarithioa of 2, -064,

7. Given log 2 = -3010300, flml the logarithms of 5, '125,

•»^ (2") •

8. What are the logarithms of -01, 1, and 100 to the base

10? What to the base -01?

9. What is the characteristic of log 1593, (i) to bast 10,

(a) to base 12 ?

la Given^= ^, '^nd .r = 3?/, find x and y.

11. Given log4 = -602()()()i», log i -04- 0170333 :

(o) Find the logarithms oi" 2, 25, 8:^-2, f OB.'))'*!

^

(6) How many digits are there in the integral part of

12. Given log 25 = 1-3979400, log 1-03 ='0128372 :

ia) Find the lo-;nithms of 5, 4, 51-5. ( ()()4)'~/

(6) How many digits are there in the inlegrul part of

(103)'"?

1 3. Having given lo? 3 - • t77l ?13, log 7 = -8450980,

log ii=l-(»113S)27 :

77 3
find the logarithms of 7()23, .,

-. and j,-.-;^.

14. Solve the ec|uation8

:

(I) «m-^^,

fe) (r4)'=e-25-

(4) a'^W^c.

(5: a''.6*^=c«^.

(6:
^^ a'h^9<f'^.



XV. ON TRIGONOMETRICAL AND
LOGARITHMIC TABLES.

160. We rIiuII give in this Chapter a slio^t description of

the 'J'uldi'H whicli have betn constructed for the purpose of

fiEicilitating trigonouietrical calculations.

The methods by which these tables are fonripd do not fall

within the range of this treatise : we have merely to explain

how they are applied to the solution of such simple examples
as we shall hereafter give.

We shall arrange our remarks in the following order;

I. On Tables of Logarithms of Numbera,

II. On Tables of Trigonometrical Ratios.

Ill, On Tables of Logarithms of Trigonometrical BatioAi

I. On Tables of Lngarithmf! of Nnmhen.

161. These tables are arranged so us to '^isa the niantissss

of the logarithms ol the natural numbers from 1 to 100000, that

is of numbers containing from one to five digits.

We shall now show how by aid of these tables, first, to find

the logarithm of any given nuiiil)ov, and, secondly, how to de-

termine the aumber which corresponds ^ a given logarithm.
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162. When a number is given, to find its logarithm.

When the ^nven number has not more than five digits, we

can take its logarithm at once iVoni the tahles.

When the given nunihor lias more than five digits, we can

determine its" logarithm hy a process which will be best ex-

plained by an example.

Suppose we require to find the logarithm of 6276163.

We tmd from the tables

log (52761 is 4-79T0899,

and
'

log 627G2 is 4-7976988.

Hence

and

log 6276200 is 67976988,

log 6276100 is 6-7976899.

Thus for a difference of 100 in the numbers the difference

of the logarithms is -0000089.

We then reason thus : If wc have to add -0000089 to the

logarithm of 6276100 to obtain the logarithm of (:2762()0, what

must we add to the logarithm of 6276100 to obtain the lor^a-

• rithm of 6276153?

Assuming that the increase of the logarithm is proportional

to the incr("^ise of the number (which is nearly but not quite

teue), we shall have

100 : 53 =-0000089 : that which we have to add ;

53 X -0000089

100number to be added = ' = -0000047 I7v

and therefore, omitting the last two figures,

log 6276153 = 6-7976899 + 0000047

^.C-7976946.

Tf the first of the figures omitted be 5 or a digit higher

than 5, it is usual to increase the
^^^'^'^^'T^f^'^^^^^ZTM

it by 1 : thus if the number to be added had been •000004,67

\v(> should bnve added •(>onO048.
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163. We took in the last Article an integral number, but
the same process will apply to numbers containing decimala.

For suppose we have to find the logarithm of 627-6153 :

we can find log 6^76153 as before, and the only difference t(,

be made in the final result is to change the characterislii
from C to 2; that is,

log 627-6153 = 2-7976946.

U> igaiu, in accordance with Art. 153,

log "000062 76 1 53 = 5-7976948b
'

I

Examples.—xll.
I j

I. Given log 52502 --472() 1 753,

ifference hnd

log 52503 -472()1841,

log 52502-5.

) to the

00, what

he lo,ra-

2.

find

^iven log 3-0042 .-- -4777288,

log 3-0043 = -4777433,

log 300-425.

wrtional

lot quite

3-

find

Given log 3202-5 - 3-5054891,

log 3202-6 -- 3-5055027,

h)g 32-025613.

Id; 4- Given log 23660= 4-3740147,

717, find

log 23661 =4-3740331,

log 236-601.

5- Given log 67502 =^4-8293166,

find

log 67503 = 4-8293231^

log 67-5021.

it higher
- 1 . *i --.-

6. Given log 73335 = 4-8653111

find

log 73336 = 4-8653172,

lo-' 007333533.

ita1

1
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7. Given

find

8. Given

find

9. Given

find

10. Given

find
{

log 65931= 48 im)897,

log 65932 = 4-8190962,

log •0()0{)()G593171.

log 34 077 -1-5324614,

log 34 078= 1-5324741,

log 3407-78.

log 39097= 4-5921434,

log 39098= 4-592 1546,

log 390974.

log 25819= 4-4119394,

log 25820= 4-4119562,

log 2-581926.

164. W}i&n, a logarithm is yiven, to find Ike number to to^iteft

U corregponds.

If the decimal part of the logarithm is found exactly in

the tables, we can talte out the correspomiing number.

Thus if we have to find the number corresponding to the

logarithm 2-8598645, wu look in the tables for the mantissa

•8598645, and we tinil it set down opposite the number 72421,

hence

2-8598045 is the logarithm of 724-21.

Next, suppose that tlie deeinial part of the logarithm is

not found exactly in the tables, and t.liat we have to find the

number correspondiii;,; to the logarithm 3-9212074.

We find from the titbks

log 8340-8 = 3 9212077,

and lo<j 8340-7 = 3-9212025.

Hence a difference of -1 in the numbers gives a difference

of 0000052 in the logarithms.
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to vMik

Then we reason thus : If we must add -1 to 8:j l()-7 for an
exce88 of •()()()0052 above the loKarithm of 83407, what must
we add lor an excess of (3-9212074 -3-9212025) or •0000049 ?

Assuming that the increase of the number is proportional
to the increase of the logarithm, we have

•0000052
: -0000049 = •!

; what is to be added to 8340-7
;

therefore we must add

[0000049 X -1 49 X -1

•00000r)2 '^^'52 '*'^''^94J

fherefore number required is 8340-794.

If the given logarithm be negative, as -(21401355), we
can change it into aiioth(;r of wliich the clianuitMiHtir. only is
negative, thus 3-8598(545, and we can lii.d Wxv. imiuln;r cor-
responding to this logarithm, us before. The niimboj' required
is -008340794.

^

i i

:actly in

g to the

mantissa

;r 72421,

irithm is

find the

lifference

Examples.—xlii.

1. Given log 12954= 4-1124039,

log 12955 = 41124374,

find the number whose logarithm is 41 12431,

2. Given log 462-45 = 2 -6650648,

log 462-46 = 2-6650742,

find the number whose logarithm is 3 665066

3. Given log 34572 = 4-6387246,

log 34573 = 4-6387371,

find the number whose 1 igarithm is 2-5387369.

4. Given log 39375 = 4 595220(j|>

'^376= 4-5952316,

1 is 5-59622b«.
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5. Given log 3-7159 = '5700640,

log 3-7160 =5700757,

find the number whose logai-ithm is 3-5700701

6. Given log 96461 =4-9843518,

log 96462 = 4-9843563,

hud the number whose logarithm is 3-9843542.

7. Given log 25725 = 4-4103554,

log 25726 = 4-4103723,

dnd the number whose logarithm is 7-4103720.

h. Given log 60195 = 4-7795532,

*

log 60196 = 4-7795604,

ind the number whose logarithm is 2-7795561.

Ill

9. Given log 10905-40376257,

loff 10906 = 4-0376655.

find the number whose logarithm is 3-0376371*

la Given log 26201 =4-4183179,

log 26202 = 4-4183344,

find the number whose logarithm is 2-4183314.

II. On Tables of the Trigonometrical Ratios.

165. We have explained in earlier parts of this treatise

how to find the values of certain trigonometrical ratios exactly

or approximately.

Thus we showed that sin 30°= 2, that is, -6 exactly.

Again, tan 60°= v'3, tha*. is, 1-73205 approximately.

Now the valu<*» of all the trigonometrical ratios for a

regular euccession ol angles in the first qnadrant have ben
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calculated and registered in tables. In some tables the angles
Bucceed each other at intervals of 1", in others at intervals of
10", but in ordini.iy tables at intervals of 1', and to the last-
mentioned we sliall refer.

The&o tables are commonly called Tables of Natuml Sines,
Cosines, etc., so as to distinjruish tliem from the Tables of the
noganthms of the Sines, Cosines, etc., of which we shall here-
after treat

We intend to explain, first, how we can determine the
valne ol a ratio that lies between the ratios of two con-
secutive angles given iu the tables, and secondly, how to
determine the angle to which a given ratio corresponds.

166. To find the sine of a given angle.

Suppose we want to determine the sine of 25*. 14'. 20'
having given * *

sin 25'. 14'= -4263056 and sin 25"
.
16' = -4265687.

From sin 25°. 15'= -4265687

Take sin 25°
. 14' -= -4263056

•0002631 is the difference for 1'.

Now if we have to add -0002631 to the sine of 25M4' to
obtain the sina of 25°

. 15', what must we add to the sine of
25°. 14' to obtain the sine of 25° . 14'. 20"?

5 treatise

s exactly

OS for a

ave beer

Assuming that an increase in the angle is proportional to
an increase in the sine, we have

1'
:
20*= -0002631 : that which we have to add j

therefore we must add

20 X -0002631

60

Arilie85M4'.20"

-, or, -0000877;

•4263056 r -0000877

•4263933.
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167. To find the cosine of a given angle.

If we have to determine the cosine of 74* .
46'

.
40*, having

given

cos 74' . 46' = -4263056 and cos 74' 46'» -4266687,

we proceed thus :

cos 74°. 45' = -4265687

cos 74°. 46'= -4263056

•0002631 is the decreaw correspopding to 1',

observing that the cosine decreases as the angle increases from

0° to 90°.

Hence

1': 40" =-0002631 : what we have to take from •4265687;

therefore we toust take away

4 X -0002631

60
= 0001764 ;

.-. cos 74° .
45' . 40"= -4265687 - -0001764

= •4263933.

Similar methods are to be taken to find the values of the

)ther ratios, observing that the hmgents and. secants increase

and the cotangents and cosecants decrease as the angle in-

f'veases from 0° to 90°.

^

1. Given

and

2. uivfia

ftnd

EX AMPL-ES.—XUIL

sin 42°. 15'= -6723668,

Bin 42°. 16' --6725821,

Bin42M6'.16\

Bin /SI . i"* = i7Uic>v»*,

Bin 72M 5 ra •9523958,

Bin 72°. 14'. 6".
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3. Given

find

4. Given

find

5. Given

find

LOGARITHMIC TABLES,

Bill 54°. 35'=8 149593,

Bin 54°. 36'= -8151278,

sin 54°. 35'. 46*.

sin 87'. 26' =-9989968^

8in87°.27'=-99900e8^

sin 87°. 26'. 16".

sin 43M4'= -6849711,

Bin 43°. 15'= -6851830^

sin 43°. 14'. 20".

6. Given cos 41° 13'= -7522233,

008 41°. 14'= -7520316,

find cos 41°. 13'. 26".

ijl

7. Given tan 1°. 22'= 0238573,

tan 1°. 23' =-024 1484,

find tan 1°. 22'. 30".

8. Given

find

9. Given

fmd

'o. Given

find

cot 35°
_
6'= 1-4228561,

cot 35°, 7'= 1-4219768^

cot35°.6'.23".

Bin 67°. 22' =-9229865,

Bin 67°. 23' =-9230984,

Bin67°.22'.48"-\

cos34°.12'=-827080e^

cos 34°. 13' = -8269171:,

cos34°.12'.19"-6.

\.
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168. To find the angle which corresponds to a given tint.

Suppose the given siue to be -5082784.

We find from the Tables

Bine 30°. 33' ='5082901

line 30°. 32' = -5080396

•0002505 difference for 1'.

given sine =5082784

Bine 30°. 32'= -6080396

•0002388

Hence if ~ je the number of Beconds to be added to 30'
.
32'„

•0(K)2505 . -0002388 = 60 . x;

x=^=^^^^«^L^ = 57-2 nearly.
•• ^ 2505 167

^

:. the required angle is 30°
.
32'

.
57"'2.

«

160. To find the angk which corresponds to a yivm com^

Suppose the given cosine to be -6082784,

We find from the Tables

COB 59° . 27'- B082901

cos 59°. 28'

«

-6080396

•0002505 difference for 1',

cos 59°. 27'= -5082901

given cosine= -5082784

•00001 r?

Hence if x be the number of seconds to be added to 69'. 27',

•0002505 : -0000117=60 i »i

:. required angle is 59°
.
27'

. Sf'S.
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Examples, -xllv,

I. Given am 48"
. 47' = '7622233,

Birr 48". 40'=. -7520316,

find the angle of which thu siiio is '752140.

3. Given cos 2"
.
34'= '01)8{)J)(58,

C08 2".33'=-99JK)()})8,

fm<l the iingl(! of which the co.siiie is JJODOOO.

3. Given sin 43M 4' -'(5841)711,

sin43M5'='«85l830,

find the angle of whicjh the HJne Ih •(585.

4. Given cos 32° .31'= 8432351,

cos 32". 32' = '8430787,

find the angle of wliich tiie cosine is 8432.

5. Given sin 24" ll' = '409G577,

Kin24M2'=-40{)I)230,

find the angle of which the sine is •4097559.

6. Given sec 82° . 22'= 7 '528249,

sec 82°. 23'= 75521 69,

find the angle of which the secant is 7'53.

7. Given cos 53"
.
7'= -6001876,

cos 53°. 8' = '5999549,'

find the angle of which the cosine is '6.

8. Gi ven cosec 25°
.
3'= 2*36 1 79,

coaec 25°
.
4'= 2-H6029

find the angle of which the cnsecjint is 2-361.
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Biv

9. Given Bin 73° .
44'= -9599684,

ein 73°. 45'= -9600499,

find the angle of which the sine is '96.

10. Given tan 77M9'= 4-44338,

tan 77°. 20'=: 4-44942,

find the angle of which the tangent is 4-4.

III. On Tables of Logarithms of Tngonometrical Ratios.

170. The trigonometrical ratios, being nunihers, hava

logiiritluus that correspond to them, and these logarithms are

in practice much more useful than the numbers themselves.

Now since the sines and cosines of all angles and the tan-

gents of angles less than 45° are less than unity, the logarithms

of theie sines, cosines, and tangents are negative. In order to

avoid the inconvenience of printing negative characteristics,

the logarithms ol all the ratios given in the tables are in-

(yreased by 10. The numbers thus registered are called The

Tabular Logarithms of the sine, cosine, etc., and they are

denoted by the symbol L, that is, L sin A denotes the tabular

logarithm of the sine of A.

When the value of any one of these Tabular Logarithms is

given, we must take away 10 from it to obtain the true value

of the logarithm in question. ; thus

L sin 25° is set down in the tables as 9-6259483,

,md the true value of the logarithm of the sine f 25° is there-

lore

9-6259483 - 10, that is, - -3740517,

or we might adopt the usual logarithmic notation of Art. 162,

and say _
log. sin 25° =1-6259483.

The Tables to which we refer are calculated for all angles

iu the first qnndraii! nt intervals of 1'.
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171. To find the logarithmic sine of an angle not exactly
given in the tables.

Suppose we have to find L 8in 6*
. 32' . 37*.

Lain 6°. 33'=90571723

Xsin 6'. 32'=90560706

•0011017 difference fori.

Then if x be the number to be added to 90560706 to rive ua
X«m6'.32'.37",wehave

:.X'

60 : 37 = -0011017 : x;

•0011017x37

60
— = -0006794, nearly

j

/. i 8in 6°
.
32'. 37"=9056()706 + 0006794

«=905G75.

172- To find the logarithmic cosine oj an angle not emctl]
ffwen in the tables.

Suppose we have to find L cos S.*?" . 27' . 23*

X cos 8::°. 27'=90571 723

L COB 83°
.
28'= 9-0560706

•0011017 difference for 1'.

Then, if x be the number to be subtracted from 9-0671723 i.

give us L cos 83° . 27' . 23", we have

60 : 23= -0011017 : x;

•0011017x23 ^.•.««.— ^^ = -0004223 nearly;

/. i COB 83* . 27' . 23"« 9 0571723 - -0004223

-9-06676.

Similar methrds must be taken to find the tabular loga*

iitxims of the other tiigonoraetrical ratios : it being remem-
bered that the tangent and secant increase, and the cotangent

and eoflecant decrease, as we pass from 0° to 90°.
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Examples.—xlv.

1. Given /.sin 55°.33'=0J)lG-2f>39,

L8iii55°.34'= 9-9l()3H)G,

find l8iu56'.33'.64".

2. Given h sin 29° . 25'= 9-69 1 2206,

iain29°.26'= 9(;91 M45,

%nd /. sin 29°
.
25'

.
-2".

3. Given /. cos 37° . 28'= 9-899f;n04,

L cos 37°. 29'= 9-8995636,

fn>d Lc,()a37°.28'.3G".

4. Gi ven

find

5. Given

find

6. Given

find

7. Given

find

8. Given

U\

/.Rin 54°. 13' = 9-9091461,

7> sill 54°. 14'= 9-9092371,

/.sin 54°. 13'. 19".

/: tan 27°. 42' = 9-7201 690,

/.tan 1:7°. 43'= 9-7204759,

L tan 27°. 42'. 34".

Ltan5°.13'-6-9G04728,

Ltan 5°. 14'= 8-961 8659,

L tan 5°. 13'. 23".

Lcot3° 37'= 11-1992368,

L cot 3°. 38'= 11 -1972347,

L cot 3°. 37'. 50".

L sin 39'. 25' =9-8027431,

L sin 39°. 26'= 9-8028968,

Lai- 39°. 26'. 10".
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^ Qivda

uod

lo. Given

Bnd

X8in70".34' = 9-97-}r)i5a,

L Bin 7()°
. 35'»9-974oGtt7,

Z.iiu70°.34'.17''.

L cos 88*
. 54' = 8-2832434,

//COB 88°. 65'= 8 •2700 136,

L cos 88°. 54'. 16".

173. To find the angle which correKponiL to a given Tabular

Logarithmic Sine,

Let the given L sine be 8-878594.

We find Irom the tables

/^sin 4". 21' = 8-8799493

L sin 4°. 20'=8-8782854

•0016C39 difference feu 1'.

given L sin = 8-8780540

L8in4°.20'= 8-878:>854

0-0006686

Hence if a; be the number of seconds to be added to 4*
. SC,

•0016639 : 0006686 = 60 : «;

6686x60 «, ,-•*= -16639" - = 24 nearly;

.•. required angle is 4° . 20^ . 24*.

174. To find the angle which corresponds to a given Tabular

Logarithmic Cosine.

Let the given L cosine be 8'878954,

We find from the tables

2/Cos86».39'«8'8799493

L cos 85' . 40"- 8-8782854

'0016639 difference liw V,
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£ 608 85° .
3^' = 8-8799493

given L cosine =8-8789540

"^0009953

Hence if « be the number of aeconds to bo added to

86°. 39^,

•0016639 : •0009953*60 : x ;

9953 X 60 ^^ „ 1

'

,•, required angle is 85° . 39' . 35**8L

Examples.—xlvl.

1. Given X sin 14°. 24' =9-3956581,

L sin 14° 25' =9-3961499,

find the angle whose L sin is 9-3959449.

2. Given L sin 54°, 13'=9 9091461,

Lain 54°. 14'= 9-9092371,

find the angle whoce L sin is 99091760.

.3, Given X sin 71°. 40'=9-9773778, ^., :;

. Lsin7r.41'=9-9774191,

find the angle whose L sin is 9-9773897.

4. Given L cos 29° . 25'= 99400536,

L cos ^9°. 26' =9-9399823,

find the angle whose L cos is 9*9400512.

5. Given L tan 30°. 50'=97759077,

Z,tan30°.61'=9-7761947,

find the angle whose L tan is 9-7760397.

d Given L cotbU'.isa ^Qvoaox!/;?,

X cot 86°. 33'=* 8-7802218^

And ttie angle whose L cot is 8-7814043.
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f. Given isin 24". 8'= 9-61 15762,

L sin 24°
.
9'= 961 18580^

find the angle whose Z sin is 9*6117876.

141

8. Given X tan ir. 39'= 9-3142468^

Z tan ir .
40'= 9-3148851,

find the angle whose L tan is 9-3148011.

9. Given Lcosec 46". 23'= 10-1402787,

L cosec 46°
.
24'= 10-1401584^

find the angle whose L cosec is 101402567.

10. Given L sec 29°
. 54'= 10'062032«,

L sec 29° . 55'= 100621063,

And the angle whose L »uc is iO-UG2U(>M».



XVI. ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE

SIDES OF A TRIANGLE AND THE
TRIGONOMETPICAL RATIOS OF THE

ANGLES OF THE TRIANGLE.

175. A Triangle is composed oi six parts, three sides

and three angles.

Three of these parts being given, one at least of the thi^e

being a side, we ckn generally determine the other three parts.

If only the three angles be given, we cannot detennine the

sides, because an infinite number of triangles may be con-

Btructed with the three angles of the one equal to the three

angles of the other, each to each.

176 We shall denote the angles of a triangle by the letters

A, B,'g ; the sidei respectively opposite to them by the letters

"^'The student must remember the results established in

^^'^^^*
Bin (180°-^)= sin /I,

COB (180° - 4)= - COS A.

A

B— "^
Thus, if AGB be an exterior angle of the triangle AOD,

fanAGB=BmACD,

COR AGB => -COB AGD,

— _»^- -* TT^^r^r^ioa viii 2. on naee 36, are also fie-

quently employed in this and the next Chapters.
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RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SIDES, ETC. 14J

IfT. To show ihat in any triangle

c^a. COB B + b , COB A.

fig. a.

I<et A, B be any two angles of the triangle ABG^ and as one
of them must be acute, let it be -4.

Then, according as B is acute or obtuse, draw GD at right

angles to AB or to AB produced.

Then, in fig. 1,

c=^AD^DB

>=AG . cos A + BG .COB B

^^b . cos A + a . cobB i

and in fig. 2,

c^AD-DB

^AG . COB A- GB . cos GBD

ft . cos i4 + a . cos B, since cos GBD^s -coi ABG.

If the angle at £ be a right angle, the theorem holds good,

BQi then cos i;=cos 9Cr=0, and .*. a . cos B=0, and we have

c= h . cos ^.
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178. To show thai "'n every triangle the ddes are proportional

to the iines of the opposite amgla.

Fig. 1. «g.«.

A * B

Let A, B be any two angles of the triangle ABC, and aa

one of tliem must be an acute angle, let it be A.

Then, according as B is acute or obtuse, di&w CD at right

angles to AB or to AB produced.

Then, in fig. 1,

sin -4=GD

Bin 5= — ;a

BmA_GD GD_GD ajk^
•'• SO~T~ a" h OD I*

•nd in fig. 2,

Binil = -5-,

€D
8ini?=8in(180' -B)«=sinOA =—

,

sinil CD ,GD_CD a__a,

••
sin 5 ha b GD b

If the angle at £ be a right angle, the theorem still holds

good, for then
• A *BmA=p

mnB=li
einil a

sin B~b'
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Siniilarly it may be shown th^t in any triangle

Bin ^ a J sin 5 6

in C c Bin (7

and therefore we conclude that

sin A sin 5 sin C„ . . ^

179. To express the cosine of an angle of a triangle in terms

tifihs tides.

Fig. 1. fig. 2.

D B A r- .«? B

Let Af B "be any two angles of the triangle ABG^ and as one

of them mast be acute, let it be 4'

Then, according as J5 is acute or obtuse, draw GD at right

angles to AB or to AB produced.

• Now, in fig. 1, by Euclid ii. 13,

AG^^AB-' + BG^-^AB.BD,

Kow, from the right-angled triangle BGDy

BD BD
-5^^=008 J5, or—=008 5, or BD^a.am Bx

.-. ft»->c*+<ii«-2ac.co8B.

AffSn^ in fig. S, by Euclid n. 12,

AO^^AB^ +BO^+UB.BD,
m- i^^c^+a^+2c.BD.

[8.T.]

Vor another proof of this ptopositioii^ lee Art 381*
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HD
Now ^=co8 CBD^ - cos (180' - CBJJ) =-coaB]

:. BD= -BG cos B, or BD= -a. cob B',

:. 62=c2+a*-2ac.co8jB.

Hence, in each case.

2ac.co8 5-c2 + a"-Mi

or

So also

and

COB B=

cos A =

COB 0=

c^ + a^-V^

2a6
'

a

If J5 is a right angle, cos B=0, and the theorem still boldfl

true, for then

fc2=a84.c».

180. To show that

Since

A-B a-b
»(* "

2 a + b

a sin ^1 ;

r sm B'

0-6 sin A-•sin B

,0
cots*

a+b sin ^ +sin 5

2 cos

2 sin

2 '

A + B

sm .4-B

cos
A-B (Art. liO

tan

tan

tan

A-B

2

2
since

cot-
.90»-a

tan
A — JS »——1. . cot

a + 2*
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1A1 IT . a + 6 + C
loi. II «=— 2— , we can prove the following results

;

The method of proof wiU be given in the next two Articles

'

1

J 'i I

182. First, to show that

^4=^(:^z^SEg.

C08i4 = l-2 8in2 4,

88in2^=*l-co8^

Now if

"^ 26^- (^^-179)

26c

^fl^-(62^26c + c5

^(pi±b_- c) (a-b + c)

2bc

. a+6+c _ .«=—^2^, 28=a+b+ei

,a+h-c='2s-2c and /^-ft+csrS;?- 91S
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„ . „4 2(«-c).2(«-6)
2^ 25c

'(js-h).{s-c).A /i

We must take the positive sign with the root-symbol,

because A being an angle of a triangle roust »« less than

A A
180°, and therefore ^ less than 90*, and consequently ain

^
is positive. '

183. Next, to show that

C08^ =

Since co? -4=2 cos^ g
- 1

5

/. 2 cos^ - = 1 + cos i4

:14
h'^-{-c^-ofi

2hc

26(; + 62 + c«-a^
' "'26c

(64-C + a) (6j- c_-a)
'

26o

(•1

Now,tf
6 + c + a

•—r-

'

54c4a=2s and 6 + c-a=2«-Sci

o g^_ 2s.2(a- a)

.'. cos
.,A_ 8.{8-a)

^

2

A

he

lo to «1
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184. From the preceding Articles we may «t once deriya
two other formulaB :

'

. .J . r

(1) •m.l = 28in:^.co8:|

.\-.^(izi)^).^:^

2
-•j^. V«.(»-a)(«-5)(«-cX

(>) ton^=8in^4-coB^

• /5zMz3

fi

Wl

s Ml

A 1 '

" ^y . !lii|

Examples.—xlvll.

Prove the following relations when il, 5, (7 are the anirle
of a triangle

:

I. 8in(il+J?)=8ina

3- Bin
._^ + i?

l-=C08g.

2. C08(il+S)= -cosOL

4. COB —s— =8m
2 2*

5. ian-^=cot^. o. cot—=— =tan5.

185. Many other relations may he established by the use
of the important forraulaa explained in Art. 120, and the set
of examples just given. ;

"

Thus, to show that, if i + J5+ C^^ 180',

Binil + 8inJ5 + sin C=4 B
cos — . COS -zr . COS i

2'

kti
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we proceed tbua,

•inil + 8inB=28in^. 008^2^ (Art. 120)

• SB 2 COS g . cos —2— ;

Q A-B „ . G
:, ilii -4 + flin U+siD C=2 cos ^ . cos —^^ + 2 sin ^ • cos

^

C/ A-B, A + B\
2 cos

2
(cos —^ + cos-g-

;

.2 cos 1(2 cos ^ . cos 1) (Art: 120)

^ X />• a
a4 cos: -^ . cos 2 . COS g.

Examples.—xlviii.

I. If A, B, € be tho angles of a triangle, prove the

following relationa

:

• (i) 8in2i4+8in2B + 3in2C^4 3in /I sinfisinG

(2) 48in>l.8inB.8in(7=8in(-^ + B + C)

+ 8in(^-£ + C)-h8iu(yl+/J--C7).

cot-5- + eot ,. • ij

(3) —^
'rr si.A'

cot g- + cot

(4) tan il + ton i> + tan C= tan -4 . tan B . tan 0.

(5) coti4.cotB + cotil.cotC+cotB.cot6'=L

A B G ,A ^B .G
(6) cotY+ cot -g- + cot 2= cot -g . cot -g- .

cot g.

(7) 4 cos il . cos 5 . cos a= - (1 + cos 2yl + cos 2B + cos 2(7).

A P Q
(8) COS i4 + COS £ + cos 0=4 sin -^ . sin g . sin ^+ 1.
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(9) 4 sin ^
.
cos n . cos a- - Jin 2a + sin 25 + am 20.

(ro) 3in yl i-sin B-sin (7^4 sin ^ . 8in|- . cos?

.
in) 8in24 + 8in2JS-8in2Cf=48inC.co8^.co8A

(12) COB ^ + cos J5- C08 (7=4 cos ^ . C08
:J^

. sin ?- 1.

(13) «o«'4 +
«««*^f + <^-^^2 + 28inf sinf.sin^.

(14) «in«4 + 8in«| + 8in3f=i_28i„4.sin-|.ain£
2

2. In a right-angled triangle where G is the right angle^
prove that

(i) 6 + c=a.cot4,
(2) 2 C08ec2>l .cot J5=

0»

Si-

(3) sin
B
^~ V (V) (4) cos

B
V(-2T>

(5)
co8 2/?-co8 2yl

sin 2A =tanil-tani?.

(6) tan 2^ - sec 2B=
6^ ( .

(7) (sin ^ - sin Bf + (cos A + cos J5)«= 4 sin^£

(8) sec 2^ =
62 -a2- (9) a&c= a3.cos^+63.coeA

(lo) cot(B-^)+cot2(-4)-

3. In any triangle prove the following relationi

:

(i) 4liiz^H1^^8in£ sin (^-5) a'-^

(3) tan^ =J^-^^„
0- a cos (/

(4) cot ^ = - . coaec B - cot B,

r i

^ -^K'ti .
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(5)

(6)

a + 6 + c= (a + 6) cob (7+(a + c) cot JB -f (6 + e) cos

X

(a+ 6) 8in 5-«=c . cos —q—.

(a- 6)

2

^-B
2

(7) (a - 0) COR - = c . sin

(10) a' + 6'' + c'=a2(a6.coB(7+ac. 008 B + 6c.co8il). *

(9) c<-a(cosB+8in£.cotilX

(n)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

co8*i4 + coa^P + cos' C^+ 2 cos ^4 . cos J?, cos (7—1,

COS B - C08 >I =

C0Bi4 +003 J?=

a-h

a + ft

2 cos' X2*

2 sin« ^.

a'' sin ^ + a6
.
sin JS + ac . sin C= (a'* + 6* + c*) sin .

cot-^ . cot ^ = 6 + c-a : a-^-e-h*
2 -"2

cot -^ . cot -;r- =
B a+b+e
2 a+h-c

a.oR (B - (J) + b .6m{0 - A) + c.Bm{A-B)^(^

i. If a, b, c be in arithmetical progression, show that

B\ ^ . B
Bin(^ + -2)= 2 8in-^.

5. If ABC be a triangle, and ^D be drawn at right anglei

•„ BG, show that

AD^
fc+o
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lenth'^f'tlf'^r' 1 * *"'°«^' ^^'""^ ^' »' ^2. show that tl.olength of the line bisecting the angle between the two short.,-

tides is 2~,

i«.'«lil
"'' "*"' "*»•""«'. •'"'^ ">«t the triangle i.

8. If cos i4 . cos 5 . Bin a=,"° A-y^m B

(7=90'.
«erX+ sects'

*^^^ ^''"*

'°' ^^ "*aTif^
^^''^ "»^^ *^I«o sin ^ .ain 5= sin' (7, show

9. If 8in» A - sin* B + sin« (7, show that ^ = 90\

f ^!t*!±f

'

a + 6 + c

that the triangle is equilateral

II. If 6'=120', show that c2=a« + a6 + 6«.

^2. If QD bisect the angle G and meet AB in D, show

tan ^/)C=?±* tan g.

11 W O^i; bisect il5, show that

2 ^ 2 4*

I I

'

I

I'

«:
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XVli. ON THE SOLUTION OF RIGHT-

ANGLED TRIANGLES.

186. Let a, h, c be the sides of a triangle and A, B, C the

angles opposite to them. Of these six elements which present

themselves in every triangle three must be known in order

that we may determine the others, and one of these three

must be a side.

187. The tliree angles of every triangle are together equal

to two right angles : t hut is,

Hence, if two of the angles be known, the third will be

known also.

188. Several of the resnits obtained in Chap. xvi. are to

be carefully remembered, and especial attention must be given

to the following formulae, established in Arts. 178, 179, 180.

I. The Sine-rule,
sin A _6m B _ sin (7

a ~ b ~ c '

II. The Cosine-rule, cos A =
26c

III. The Tangent-rule, tan—^—= —, . cot s.
a + b'

2*

189. We may now proceed to explain the method of

•olving right-anglRil trinnu'li'^.
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^

(1) Two sides and an angle,

(2) Two angles and a side. ,

TOen two sides of a right-angled triangle are known wecan detennine the third side ; thus, in this case,

and so a is determined.

a= Vc2-6«,

Next, sin A=^, from which we can find -4.

Lastly, 5= 90' - ^1, and so £ is determined.

191 Next, wUn tm angles and a side are given, oi

First, -=8in A, from which we can find ck

Next, -=co8 A, from which we can find b.

Lastly, £= 90° - ^, from which we can find 5.

192. If ^ be one of the angles of a triansle.'and the valne
Oi sm A be given, we cannot determine the value of A with-
out previously knowing whether A is an acute or an obtuw
ingle.

Hi ^1
^Kt

' ^^^^H
^^H ^ ^^^^^H

^^^1
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Thus, siijipose we know that hvciA^^, one value of il which

siitisfiis mis .••luulion is 30°, hut another value of A wliich

sjitiaHes lli*- i-., mil ion is l.OO", for sinco the hIiic of an angle i«

equal to the sine of the supplement of the angle,

sin 150° = sin (180°- 150°) = sin 30°.

In a rii,'ht-angle(l triangle A, when not the right angle,

viml be acute, and so in the cases we have considered no

ambiguity can occur.

In triangles other than right-angled we shall find only one

case in which we cannot determine with certainty the value of

A from the known value of sin A.

193. We shall now give some Examples of the practical

appliciition of the methods of solution described in the pre-

ceding Articles.

To take the first of the two cases, suppose we have the

following data :

6 = 5, c=13, C=90°.

Then a= ^7-^b^= ^169^25= ^144= 14

and fiin A=^^~ = '9230769.
c i <J

Now, from the tabU-s, we find

sin (57°. 22' =-9229866,

sin 67°. 23' = -9230984.

And hence, hy the method explained in Art. 168, we find

llu! value of /I to be (57° .
22'

.
48"-5.

194. Again, u> t;ike the second case, suppose we have given

c=25, ^=60°, C=90°.

Then
a
-= sin 4
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. J*- V3 . ^ 25 V3
25 2

<S7

....

25 2* ••
^""a"-

Alao, -B=180"'-(^ + 0) = i80''-150'«30».

EXAMPLES.—XliX.

Solve the triangles referred to in the following examplee
by the use of natural sines, cosines, etc., G being a right angle.

1. Given 6=3, c=6, sin 53°. 7'= 7998593,

sin 53°. 8'= -8000338.

2. Given 6= 15, c= 17, sin 28''
. 4 - -4704980,

sin 28°. 5' =-4707553.

3. Given 6=21, c=29, sin 43" . 36= 6896195,

sin 43°. 37' =-6898302.

4. Given 6=7, c= 25, cos 73°. 44'= -2801083,

cos 73°. 45'= -2798290.

5. Given 6=33, c=65, cos 59° . 29'= -5077890,

008 59" 30' r= -5075384.

6. Given c= 13, A =67°
. 22'. 48"'5, sin 67° . 22'- 9229865,

sin 67°. 23' =-9230984.

J, Given c=41,^ = 77M9'.10"'6, sin 77°. 19'--9755985,

sin 77°. 20' ='9756623.

^, >^* T ^.« V - I u, .1^= ^o . on .ID o, COS 4©- . 53'= -6575944,

cos 48'. 64'= -6573752.

I'iMlil
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9. Given c=89, B= 64° . 0'. 38"-8, cos 64'= -4383711,

cos 64M'= -4381097.

10. Given a= 40, ^ = 77M9'. 10"-6, tan 77°. 19'= 4-4433769,

tan 77°. 20' =4-4494186.

195 The process of solution by means of natural sini'S,

cosines, etc., can only Ite ap])lied with advantage to cases in

which the measures of the sides are small numbers.

We proceed to show how the use of logarithmic calculations

assists us in the solution of triangles.

196. It must be observed that a formula is adapted to

logarithmic calculation only when it consists of the product

or quotient of two or more numbers.

For instance, we derive no advantage from logarithms in

finding c from the equation <? = o? \-W, when a and 6 are given.

But if a and c be given, we can apply logarithme with

advantage to find 6 from the e piation

for instance, if a= 644 and c = 725,

}^=(? — a?

= 1369x81;

... log &2=log (1369x81);

.-. 2 log 6= log 1369 + log 81

= 3-1364034 + 1 -9084860

= 5-0448884;

... log 6=2-5224442;

= 333.
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159

197. Let a= 644, c

=

726, 0= 90°.

We first find 6=333, as explained in the preceding Article.

Then a

.*. log sin A = log a - log c.

Now L sin A ia the true log sin A increased by 10, Art. 170,
hence we put here and in all similar cases L sin A -10 in place
of log sin A,

Thus X sin ^ - 10=log a - log c,

X sin ^ = 10 + 2-8088859 - 2 8603380

= 9-9485479.

Now, from the tables,

X sin 62°. 39'= 9-9485189,

L sin 62°
.
40'= 9-9485842.

Hence, by the method ofA it. 1 0S, we may find A = 62°. 39^ 27
nearly ; and therefore B=2T . 20' . 33".

^•it

I'i

EXAMPLKS.—1,

Solve the triangles referred to in the following Eramr.len
by Logarithmic calculations, G 1)eing a right angle :

1. Given a =104, c=185, log a r= 2-01 70333,

log c= 2-2671717, log 153= 2-1846914,

log 289= 2-4608978, log 81 = 1 -9084850,

Xsin 34°
.
12'= 9-7498007, L sin 34° . 13' =97499866.

X Given a=304, c=425, log a =2-4828736,

log c= 2-6283889, log 297 = 2-4727564,

log 729= 2-8627275, log 121 = 2-0827854,

X Bin 45°
.
40'= 9-8544799, L sin 45' . 41'= 9 8546033.
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3. Given o= 840, c= 841, log a = 2-9242793,

log c= 2 9247960, log 41 = 1-6127839,

log 1681 = 3-22r)r)()77,

L Bin 87° . 12'=9-9994812, L sin 87°
.
13'=9-9994874

4. Given a=336, c=625, log a= 25263393,

log c= 2-7958800, log 527 = 2-7218106,

log 961 = 2-9827234, log 289 = 2-4()()8978,

Xsin32°.3r=9-7304148, LBin32°. 32' = 9-7306129.

5. Given a= 1 100, c= 1109, log a= 3041 3927,

log c= 3-0449315, log 141 = 2-1492191,

log 2209 = 3-3441957, log 3= '4771213,

L sin 82"
.
41'= 9-9964493, L sin 82° . 42'= 99964665.

6. Given &=195, c=773, log 6= 2-2900346,

log = 2-8881795, log 748 = 28739016,

log 968 = 2-0858754, log 578 = 2-7(511)278,

L cos 75° . 23' = 9-4020048, L cos 75°
.
24' = 9-4015201.

7. Given 6 = 273, c= 785, log 5= 2-4361626,

log c = 2-80486!)7, log 736 = 2-8668778,

log 1058 = 302 1 1857, log 2 = -3010300,

L cos 60° .
38' = 9-541Gl26, L cos 69°

.
39'= 9-5412781.

8. Given 6 = 600,0 = 641, log 6 = 2-7846173,

logc= 2-8()(KSr)80,

log 1 250 = 3 OOO!) 1 00, log 2 = -3010300,

L cos 18°. 10'= 9 9777938, L cos 18°
.
11' =9-9777523.

9. Given a= 276, 6 = 493, loga = 2-4409'J91,

log 6= 2-6928469,

L tan 29° . 14'= 9-7479125, L tan 29°
. 15'=9'74820B&
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la Given *=396, 6=403, log a = 2'597G952,

log 6=2-6053050,

L tan 44°
.

29'-9 9921670, L tan 44°
. 30' =9-9924197.

198. We shall now give a few Problems to ilbistrate the
practical use of the methods of solution of triangle* explainedm this Chapter.

EXAMPLES.—H.

1. Having measured a distance of 220 feet in a #Jirect
horizontal line from the bottom of a steeple, the angle of ele-
vation of its top was found to be 46° . 30'. Kequired the height
of the steeple.

®

Given log 220=23424227, L tan 46°. 30'- 10 0227500,

log 2 31835 =3651727.

2. A river AC, whose breadth is 200 leet, runs at the foot
of a tower OB, which subtends an angle BAG of 25°. 10' at
the edge of the bank.

Required the height of the tower, given

log 5= 6989700, L tan 25° . 10'- 9 6719628,

log 9397 = 3 9729928.

3. A person on the top of a tower, whose height is 50
feet, observes the angles of depression of two objects on tlio

horizontal plane, wliich are in the same straight line with the
tower, to be 30° and 45°. Find their distances from each other,
and from the observer.

4. At 140 feet from the base of a tower, and on a level
with the base, the angle of elevation of the top was found to
b€ 54°

, 27'. Find the hei<'ht of the towei t. -—
I'd', Luviug given

[S.T.]

tan 54°. ii7'= 1309364.

I I
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5. A peraon obperves the angle of elevation of a hill to be

32'. 14', and on approacliing 500 yards nmrer, he olwurves it

to bo 63° . 26'. Find the height of the hill, having givon

tan 32*
.
14' = 63, tan 63" .

26'= 1 -998.

6. A tower 160 feet high throw^s a Bhadow 75 feet long

upon the horizontal plane on which it etanda. Find the sun's

Altitude, having given log 2 = -3010300,

I tan 63" . 26'= 103009994, L tan 63" . 27'= 10 3013153.

7. A tower stanrls by a river. A person on the opposite

bank finds its elevation to bo ()0°: he rectedos 40 yards in a

direct line from the lower, and llicii linds llu; cUiViilion to l>o

50* . Find the breadth of the river, liav iu»; given Ian 50"= 119.

8. A rope is fastened to the top of a building 60 feet high.

The length of tlie rope is 109 feet. Find the angle at which

it is inclined to the horizon.

Given sin 33° . 23'= 5502, sin 33"
.
24' - -55048.

9. A tower is 140 feet in height. At what angle must a

lope be inclined to the horizon, which roaches from the top of

the tower to the ground, and is 221 feet in length \

Given sin 39" .
6'= -63045, sin 39"

.
6'= 6306758.

10. A person standing at the edge of a river observes that

the top of a tower on the edge of the opposite side subtends

an angle of 65" with a line drawn from his eye parallel to the

horizon ; receding backwards 30 feet, he then finds it to sub-

tend an angle of 48". Find the breadth of the river.

Given L sin 7" =908589, L sin 35°= 9-75869.

h sin 48"= 9-87107, log 3= -47712, log 10493= -08089.
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II. Standing Btiaight in front of the comer of a house
which is 160 fe.t long, I obaerve that the length subtends an

angle whose cosine is -—., and its height subtends an angle

3
whose sine is -^; determine the height.

12, Standing straight in front of one corner of a house,
I lind that its length Hubtends an angle whose tangent is 2,'

wliile ItH hcigli!, subtends an angle whose tangent is -
: th«

height 01 the house is 45 feet, tind its length.



XVIIl , ON THE SOLUTION OF TRIANGLES

OTHER THAN RIGHT-ANGLED.

\m ifi the Bolution of triangles other than right-angled,

usually cdlled Oblique-angled Triangles, we mcot

with i'ou. distinct casun, the lullowing being the data.

(1) The three sides, a, 6, c.

(2) Two angles and a side, as A,Gyh.

(3) Two sides and the angle between them, as a, h, 0.

(4) Two sides and an angle opposite one of them, w
a, 6,-4.

Thesi. caaes we shall discuss in order.

Case T.

200. Given the three sides a, b, c.

We first find A from one of the formulsB

cos A =
2hc

Un
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M 1 2 2

The formula cos A =—^yr~ w not adapted to logaritliinic

calculation; but if a, 6, c ronlain less tlian tlmu* <lij,Mt8, we
may use it to find A by aid of the table oi' natural coaiuca.

"bus, il' a= 6, 6=6, c= 10,

««- A 25 + 100-36 „^^^
Too

'^'

And hence we find i4 = 27° . 7' . 36*.

Ij; .

201 When a, 6, c, contain three or more digits, we may
employ with advantage the formula

2 'V «.(s-a) »

from which we have

A
Ltau-^— 10=-|log(s-6) + log(s-c)-log«-log(«-a)|,

n Gand then we may find tau ' or tan ^ by meam 0/ the same

logarithms, thus

5 1
Zftan— -10=2nog(s -a) + Iog(8-c) -logs- log (s-6)|.

For example, let a= 945931, 6=8032-29, c=8242-58.

Then «= 1286709, «-a= 3407-78,

• -6= 8434-80, «- = 4624-51.

A I
Ltan--10=2{log(»-6) + log(a-c)-log«-log(«-a)}

-=|{ 3-6843785 + 3-6650657- 4*1094804 - 3-5324716J

- - -1462539

;

^ A
;.X tan ^=9-8537461.

ssii:
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Whence ^« 36*. 31'. 47"6,

and ii^Ti'.a'.as*.

Similarly we may find 1?= 63" . 26', and (7= 66'
.
30'

.
25".

202. When A has been found, we can find Li t'loni the

velation

sin JB 6

Sin i4 a'

and then Q may be found from the relation

203. If we are required to find only one angle, as i4, w«

may take the formula

. A
8in^

1(8 -h) {8 -j)

irheie
a + h + e

' 2 •

Taking the example given in Art. 200, we have

11 1

.A / ' 2
""

2
^ _ / 11

.

"""¥ V rsTTo^ ~ V200'

.'. Xsin 4 - 10= 5^0^' 11-H 200{

=lj 10413927 -2-30103001;

/.Lain 4-= 10 --6298186

= 9-8701814.

A
And hence we find from the tables -5-=»13°.33'.48', and

Si

fthns we know that the value of A is 27°
.
7'

.
36".
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Casb II.

204. Oiwn iMoo angles md a tide, A, 0, b.

First, B^ 180- -(A + G), from which we cuu Ihid R
f^ . a nnA ,. , . .

T „ . 1 c Bin (7 „ ...

205. Here; wo have no difHculty, and w(« Hh»U r^oroly give
au cxHiniyle to illiistrute the na'thod of lindiiig u • < the

a Hill i4 , ,
. „ ,

h'^muB' ^ ", ^, Ti ure known.

Let h= 40, A - 1 2° . 4( )', B==7r. IC.

Then log a= log 6 1- /. si n ^ - L hI n B

- 1-6020600 + 9 3409963 - 9 9690137

-=9540426,

whence a-9 nearly.

^
206. It is in practice an easier method to write the equa-

tion thus,

a=6.8in .4.co8ec£',

80 as to save a subtraction of decimals.

Thus, taking the same Example, we have

loga= log 6+ L sin /t + L coaec 7^-20

•=1-6020600 + 9-3409963 + 100109863 - 20

c= -9540426.

I f
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Case III.

207. Gimn two sides and the angle betvfeen them, a» by Gl

We may find c from the formula

Then from .—^ = - we can find A.
sin G c

Lastly, from B= 180° - {?. f C), we can find B.

Or wc may proceed to find A and B before we find c, thm:
by the formula established in Art. 180,

^ A~B a-b ,0

and from this we can find
A-B

2 •

equations by which we may (Iciciiiiine A and B,

Then, as we know that —^-^90*-^, we shall have two

Then we can find c from the equation -= ^!"-^
^ a smA'

208. The first formula given,

c2= a2 + ft2_2a0.cosO,

is not adapted to logarithmic calculation.

We imist taki^ tht'n. in all cases where a and 6 are not
email intcgera, the iurmula

. A-B a-h ^G
tan —-- = =..

, .cot
•I a + b 2'

for finding the v.il IMS 11
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Suppofle then we have given

a=12-9e, 6=9-78, (7= 57' . 48' . 32",

we proceed thus

:

Ga-6=3-18, a + 6=22-74, ^=23°.54M6*.2

Then

A^B
Ltan-^-10=log(a-6)-log(a + &) + Zcot?-10,

A —B
^ *«»—2~ = log 3-18 - log 22-74 + L cot 28"

. 54' . 1«»

- -502427 1 - 1 -3567905 + 10-2579579

-9-4035945.

A B
Whence -^- = 14M2'.46*.

Also
A +B
2

= 61°
.
5'

.
44" (the complement of ^)

;

t6g

.-. ^=i75M8'.30",

£-46'. 52'. 58*

The other formulee of this case require no special remark.

209. Though the formula c^^a^ + h^-2ah . to9 G i« not
adapted to logarithmic calculation, we cui; tiud c from it (in
any case where we do not require the values of il and i? also)
by the following process :

«*«a2+62-2a6.co8a

-o«+ 62 - 2a6 . (l - 2 8in«?)

»fl^+6»-2a6 + 4a6.8in2
(J

2

•(a-6)«.
[

1 +
4a6

sin»
fl

\vmit
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Now, since the tangent of an angle may be of any magnJ

tude, there is some angle (Buppose 0) such that

. «« Aah . „(7
tan" 0=/ -,-vi . sin* ^

.

(a - by 2

Knowing a, 6, we can apply logarithms to find fronr

this equation.

Then, from the equation

o«=(a fty-ill + tan'^l,

that is, c*=(a-6)".8ec"-^6',

we Clin apply logarithms to find c.

An angle in trod need, as in this case, to assist the solution

of an ecpiation, by breaking it up into two or more equations,

is called a Subsidiary A nijle.

Cask IV.

210. Given two ddcs and an arigle opposite one of themt

tkfh, A.

C

-;— . = , from which we have to determine B.
sin A a'

If we can find J5, we have

(7« 180' ^{A+ B), from which we can find 0,

e sin (7

a sin^i
, from which we can fin'1 r,
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211. Tims the solution of this case depends on tho possi-
bility of determiuiug B from the eriuation

sin B b

sin A a
(1).

Now since we know a, 6, A, wo obtain from this equation'

8ini?=a known numerical quantity (2).

But, as has boen explained in Art. 74, we cannot deter-
mine tho value of Ji from a frjvcn valiu; of Hin 7i, unless we
know whetlier B is greater or Ichs than iH)\

The only way in which we can tell whether the greater or
the smaller value of B which HatJHficH equation (2) is to be
taken, is by knowing that a is greater than h. In that case A
18 ako greater than B, un.l therefore B must be less than 90",
oti.^rwise A-\rB would not be less than 180', which is impoi*.
siblo.

^

212. Tills, which is called The Ambigumu Oom, may be
ihowu geometrically in the following manner.

If from we can draw a line OD equal to OB, to meet AB
produced on the side of B, both the triangles ABO, ADO have
the given parts a, b, A.

We can always draw OD^OB, iolongoiAO i$ greater them
BO, for then a circle deecribed with centre and radius OB
wii. cut AB produced in two points both on the sam« side
of A,

f ,
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213, The following is a more complete discussion of Th%

AmMgtunts Case,

a known numerical quantity.sin J5=
a

Now, provided h sin A be not > a,

6 sin i4 . . ,
18 not > 1,

a

and this numerical quantity is a possible value to be the sine

of an anijle.

We have now two cases.

I. If & sm il < a,
a

< 1, and there are two angles

which have this value for their sine, supplonientary to one

another, and therefore one acute and one obtuse.

Now when a is > &, ^4 is > B, and therefore we cannot

take this obtuse value for B, for then A and B would be

toj^ether > two right angles.

But when tt is < 6, .4 is < B, and we can take both the

acute and the obtuse value for B, and then we shall have two

corresponding values for C, and two for c, and thus we get

two triangles having the given parts the same.

II. If &8in^-a, sin^=l, and B has only one value,

viz. 90°.

Of course, if a -^6, B=^ at once, without iising the equation

. 6 sin yl

8in7?= ^^ at all.

This ambiguity can be exhibited geometrically as foUowl

:

Fig. 1. ^8- 2.

C

UtCAX<^A, ACmh
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Draw CD i^erpundicular to AX, then C/;= 6 Bin A. With
centre Cund rudiun equal to a descnbe u circle.

Now provided OD be not > a, tliis circle will meet AX.

I. \i OD < a;, this circle will meet AK in two points,
ijj, and j5j. ^ '

Now when a is > ft, ^, and R. will fall on the opposite .side's
ot A as m fig. 1, and we have; cnly one tiia.iKh,, vi/ CAH
having the given angle A, and the «ide« 6V1, 6'i^„ ecmal tli
6 and a.

^

But when a is < 6, J5, and B, will fall on ihe same side of
/I as in tig. 2, and we have two triangleH, viz. iJAH^ (!AB
having the given angle A and tiie Hides C% and 67^^ ,,,nal
to a, and the side AG equal to ft, and in Miis case 67/ A is
flupplementary to Cii.X and therefore to its e.^ual . B^A.

"

II. If C/;= a, the circle will meet AX in one point only
VIZ. at D, and GAD will Ut tiic icquiiHwl triangle.

Of course, if h-~-a, B., wiU coincide with A and we have
only one triangle GAB^.

214. The formulae to be used in this case are simple, and
we have only to give instances of cases. (1) ambiguous, (2) in
which no ambiguity exists.

(i) To take a very simple case, suppose

a=5, 6=6, ^ = 30°.

Then ^in B^b^
sin A. a *

.-. anB^.-. sin .4 -? x -= -^ = -6
a 5 2 10 "•

Ox 3G'. 52'. ir, and sine :i43\7'.48" is the supplempnt of
36 . 62'. 12", it also has for the value of itp aiue. Thus there
is an ambiguity in the result.

to

.
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Next, suppose a=178-3, 6=145, i?=41M0'.

Then sin A - , sin B ;

/. L sin A —log a - log 6 + L sin B
= 2-2511513 - 2-1613680 + 9-8183919

= 9-9081752.

Hence ^ = 54°. 2'
. 22" or 125° . 57' .

38".

(2) Now if we change the values of the sides a and 6 we

shall get

i sin ^=9-7286086;

.-. ^=32°.2r.54",

and the supplement of A cannot belong to the proposed tri-

angle, because if A were 147°. 38'. 6", then, eince B is greater

than Aj A and B would be togetlier greater than 180", which

is impossible. So in this case there is no ambiguity.

216. The following are applications of the principles laid

down in this chapter.

Examples.—111.

1, Find A from the following data :

(1) Given a= 37, 6= 13, c= 40, sin 67°
.
22'= '9229865,

sin 67°. 23' =-9230984.

(2) Gven a= 101, 6=29, c= 120, sin 43°
. 36'= -6896195,

sin 43°. 37' =-6898302.

(3) Given a=37, 6= 13, c=30, log 9 = -9542425,

log 13 = 1-1139434,

L sin 66° . 18' =9-9200994, L sin 56^ . 19'=9-9201836.

(4) Given a= 409, 6= 241 , c= 600, log 723= 2-8591 383,

log 360= 2-5563025,

X sin 29° .
51' =9-6969947, L sin 29' .

52' =9-6972148.
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and & we

posed tri-

is greater

yd% which

;iples laid

229865,

230984.

S896195,

B898302.

1836.

^591 383,

)563025,

2148.

2. If a=5780, c=7639, 5=43°. 8', find A and C, having
given

log 185-9= 2-26928, log 13-419= M2772,
L cot 21°

.
34'= 10-40312, L t^z. 19° . 18' . 50"= 9-54468.

3. if^=4r.l3'.22", £=71M9'. 5", a=56, find 6, hav-
ing given

log 55= 1-7403627, X sin 5= 9-9764927, Lain 4 = 9-8188779,

log 79-063= 1-8979775.

4. If 5=84°. 47'. 38", 0=41°. 10', c=145, find b, having
given

log 145 = 21613680, L sin 41°. 10'= 9-8183919.

L sin 84°
.
47'

.
38"= 9-9982047, log 219-37 = 2-3411808.

5. If a =567-2341, 6=351-9872, 5=31° .27'. 18", find -4.
having given

log a= 2-7537623, log 6= 2-5465269,

2/ sin 5=9-7175280, L sin 57°. 14'= 9 9247349,

L sin 57'
. 16'=9-9248161.

6. When 0=30°, 6=16, c=8, is the triangle ambiguoiM
or not

)

7. Simplify the expression cos ^1

=

—lLsJIl in tjjg ^ase of

an equilateral triangle.

8. Given log3 = -4771213 and X tan 57°. 19'. 11"= 10-1928032,
show that, if one angle be 60°, and the two sides containing
it as 19 to 1, the other two angles are 117" 19' 11* and
2°. 40'. 49*.

*
* '

9. The sides of a triangle are 2, ^6, and 1 4- ^3 : find the
angles.

z\j, Ai «, -J-, ij liavi tjccii given to soive a Liiuugiti, fvhere
is less than a, and if Cj, Ca be the two values found for deter-
mining the third si<ie, prove that b^ + Ci. Ca= a2.

m
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11. Two sides of a triangle are to each other as 9 : 7,

and the included angle is G4°. 12'; detennine the other angles.

Given log2 = -30103, i tan 57°. 54'= 10*2025256,

XtanllM6'=9-2993216; L tan IIM 7' =92999804.

12. The sides a, 6, c of a triangle are as the nurabew
4, 5, 6. Find the angle R
Given log 2 = -3010299, i cos 27". 63'=99464040,

log 6= -6989700, L cos 27° . 54'= 9-9463:i71.

£3. Tf in a triangle ABO, BC=70, ^1(7=35, and lAGB
*««W*.r)2'. 12", find the remaining angles.

Given log 3= -4771213 and i cot 18°. 26'. 6" -10 477 12 13.

216, Up to this point we have supplied the student with

all the materials required for the solution of each example.

But as he ought to have some practice in making extracts

from the tables, we siiali suppose him to be in possession of a

set of tables, and we sluiU now give a series of cxamiilcs by

which he may test his ability to apply the formuiuu lor the

solution of Triangles.

Examples.— lili.

Solve the triangles f(jr which the following parts are given,

1. a=4, &=3, 0=90°.

2. 6= 55, c=73, C=90'.

3. a =272, 6=225, 6'=90*.

4. 6= 399, c= 401, 0=90'.

5. c=445, ^ = 10°.52'.50"-4, C=9(f.

6. c=629, ^=46°.59'.49"-7, (7=90\

7. c«=449, £=5r.25'.ii"-7, a=9a

8. c « 349, B= 58°
. 57' . 6"-4, 0= 90'.

^ a=620, .4 -66°. 2'. 52", a=90'.

10. 6= 31 , ^ = 86°
.
18'

. 1 7", (7= 90'.
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as 9 : 7,

tr angles.

25256,

9804. Solve tho t

numbers
parts are give

i040,

I. as

3371.
2. o=

J lAGB 3. a=

771213.

4. a=\

5. a='

611 1 with

example,

extractH

don of a

6. &= S

7. 6=1

ii|»!('s l»y

) iur Uie

8. a=]

9. a=4

la 0=2

II. 0"1
e givBlL

IS. a=4

13. a =2

14. a= 2

15. o»a

16. a»l

17. a-4

18. a«2

19. d-S'

Examples.—liv.

Solve the triangles, not right-angled, for which the following

197, 6=53, c=240.

509, 6= 221, c=480.

533, 6=317, c=610.

= 565, 6=445, c= 606.

409, 6= 241, c = 182.

= 29, ^=43-.36M0"l, C^-= 124\.')8'. SS"'!!

149, ^ = 69°
.
59'

. 2"-5, G= 70°
. 42' . 30*.

101, 6=29, a=32M0'.53"-8.

401, 6= 41, C=96°.5r.20"l.

= 221, 6= 149, (7=30°. 40'. 35".

" 109, 6= 61, C= 66" . 59' . 25"-4.

=445, 6=83, (7=87°. 55'.

=229, J=109, (7=131°. 24'. 44*.

, 6=169, (7= 104°. 3'. 51*.

, 6=169, (7= 15°. 22'. 37".

6=37, il = 18'
. 55'. 28"-7. find JL

, 6-666, il =44' . 29'. 63", find B.

-212-6, 6*=836-4, il = 14°.24'.26", find JL

-879-6, 6«664'8, il-40*.32M6'', find B.

M. a-M69'31, 6-803229, i4-7r.3'.34*''7yfllldJL

I ji



XIX. MEASUREMENT OF HEIGHtS AND
DISTANCES.

217. In this chapter we shall give examples of tlia applica-

tion of Trigonometry in determining heights and distances.

The problems which occur most frequently in practice, in

addition to those given in Chap. VIII.' are the following :

(1) To imd the height of an object standing on a horizontal

plan^f when the base of the object is inaccessible.

A B P

Let PQ be a tower^ of which the base P is maccessfbl&

Measuia a distance AB in the same horizontal plane with P,

Observe the angles of elevation QBP and QAP.

Then we can determine the height of the tower^ lot

QP^QB.ainQBP,

and ^^
Sin BQA

mAB. sin QAP
7m {QBP- QAP)*

17i.l.& I^X/X
8ir(Qi>'P-Qiif)'
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(2) Tq find the height of an oJject whose foot is inaccembU
when a dvrect hue between the observer and the base cannot bi
meamred.

Suppose PQ to be a tower standing on the bank of a river,
and i? to be a point on the opposite bank. Suppose 'he
ground lo rise suddenly IVoni B, so that no distance in a direct
line with BP can be nieusiiied.

Measure a line AB up the rising ground.

Observe tJie angles QAB and QBA.

Then in the triangle QAB two angles anK the side AB are
known, and therefore we can find QB.

Then if we observe the angle QBF we may determine QP.

(8) Tofind the distance between two inaccessible oh'ects.

Let A and B be the objects.

Measure a line CD, and suppose A, B, C, B to he in one
plane.

Then if we observe the angles ACD and ADD we can
determine AG, because we know two angles and a side in tlie
triangle ACD,

\\

im
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fSo HEIGHTS AND DISTANCES.

Again, if we observe the angles BGD^ BDG we can deter

mine BG, because we know two angles and a aide in the tri'

angle B(JD.

Thus knowing AG and BG and the included angle AGB
(which is ihe difference between the known angles AGD^ BGD),

we can determine AB.

(4) To find the distance of a ship from the short.

A B

Let S be the position of the ship.

Measure AB, a straight line between two points on the shora

Observe the angles SAB and SBA.

Then we can determine the distance of S from A, for

sin SBAAS=AB.

==AB.

sin ASB

sin SBA
lin {ISO" -ASB)

mn SBA
Bin {SAB + SBA.)'

818. In the first twenty-one of the examples that we
shall now give the results may be obtained without the aid <ti

Tables,
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Examples.—-iv.

1. Wishing to know the height, of an inaccessible hill I
took the angle of elevation of its top to be 60°, I then
measured 100 feet away from the hill and found the angle of
elevation to be 45°. What is the height of the hill ?

2. Each of two ships, which are a mile apart, finds tlw
angles subtended by the other ship and a tort to be respectively
35 .

14' and 42"
.
12'. Find the distance of each from .he fort.

Given 8in 36°
.
14'= -577, sin 42' . 12'= -671, sin 77° . 26'= -976.

3. Each of two ships, half a mile apart, finis the angles
subtended by the other ship and a fort to be respectiveiv
85°

.
15' and 83°

.
45'. Find the distance of each from the fort

Given sin 85°
.
15'= -9965, sin 83° . 45'= "9940, sin 11°= -1908.

4. Find the angle which a flag- staff 5 yards loner and
standing on the top of a tower two hundred yards high subtends
at a point m the horizontal plane 100 yards from the base of
the towar.

Given L tan 34'= 7-9952192, L tan 33'= 79822534,
log 102= 2-0086002.

5. The angle of elevation of the top of a steeple is 60°
from a point on the ground. That of the top of the tower on
which the steeple rests is 45° from the same point. What
proportion does the height of the steeple bear to that of the
tower ?

6. On the bank of a river there is a column 200 feet high
supporting a statue 30 feet high. The statue to an observer
on the opposite bank subtends the same angle as a man 6 feet
high standing at the base of the column. Find the breadth
of the river.

7- A pole is fixed on the top of a mound and the angles
of elevation of the top and bottom of the pole are 60° and 30°,
show that the length of the pole is twice the height of the
nionnd. IS I,.

J

1' 1'
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8. A person at a distance a from a tower v.rliich stands

on a horizontal plane, observes that the angle of elevation a

of its highest point is the complement of that of a flag-staff

on the top of it Show that the length of the flag-staff is

2a . cot 2a.
^

9. If the distance of the person from the tower is un-

known, and if, when he recedes a distance c, the angle of ele-

vation of the tower is half of what it was before, ahow that

the length of the flag-staff is c . cosec a . cos 2a.

10. Two spectators at two given stations observe at the

same time i)[i's. altitude of a kite, and find it to subtend the

same angle a at each place. The angle which the line join-

ing one station and the kite subtends at the other station is /?,

and the distance between the two stations is a : find the height;

of the kite.

11. Two towers stand on a horizontal plane, and their dis-

tance from each other is 120 feet. A pei-son standing succes-

sively at their bases obsei'ves that the angular elevation of one

is double that of the other ; but when he is half-way between

them their elevations appear complementary to each other.

Show that the heights of the towers are 90 and 40 feet respec-

tively.

12. 4, JB are two inaccessible points in a horizontal plane,

and C, D are two stations, at each of which AB is observed

to subtend the angle 30°. AD subtends at G 19M5', and

GD
AG subtends at D 40° . 45'. Show that AB= -j^.

13. The length of a road in which the ascent is 1 foot in 5,

from the foot of a hill to the top is 1§ miles. What will be

the length of a zigzag road in which the ascent is one foot in 12 ?

14. Two objects, A and B, were observed to be at the

same instant in a line inclined at an angle 15° to the east of

a ship's course, which was at the time due north. The ship's

course was then altered, and after sailing 5 miles in a N.W.

direction, the same objects were observed to bear E. and N.E.

respectively. Required the distance of A from B.
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15. The elevation of a tower at a place A due south of it

is 30'; and at a place B, due west of A, and at a distance
a from it, the elevation is 18° : show that the height of tho
tower is

V(2V5 + 2)-

16. A circular ring is placed in a vertical plane through
the sun's centre, on the top of a vertical etaff whose heigh , is
eight times its radius; and the extremity of the shadow of the
ring is observed to be at a distance from the foot of the staff
equal to the staff's height Determine the altitude of the sun.

17. The hypotenuse c of a right-angled triangle ABC is
trisected in the points D, E: prove that if OD, GE be joined,
the sum of the squares of the sides of the triangle GDE

18. A person stands in the diagonal produced of the squaie
base of St. Mary's Church tower, at a distance a from it,

and observes the angles of elevation of the two outer comers
of the top of the tower to be each 30", and of the other 45*.
Show that the breadth of the tower is a V(3± V^).

19. A tower standing on a horizontal plane is surrounded
by a moat which is just as wide as the tower is high. A
person on the top of another tower whose height is a and
whose distance from the moat is c, observes that the first

tower subtends an angle of 45'. Show that the height of the

first tower is ——

,

a-c

J.O. A and B are two points 100 feet apart, and G is a point
equally distant from ^ and 5; what must be the distance of
G from A and B that the angle AGB may be 150° ?

21. A headland G bore due north of a ship at A : and after
the ship had sailed 10 miles due east to J5, the headland bore
N.W. Required the distance of the hpflrllnTifl frnm A <^^a -u

iUi
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22. The aspect of a wall 18 feet high is due south, and

the ^ ^ib of the shadow cast on the north side at noon is 16

feet. Find the sun's altitude.

23. At a distance of 200 yards from the foot of a church

tower, the angle of elevation of the top of the tower was oh-

served to be 30°, and of the top of the spire of the tower 32°.

Find the height of the tower and of the spire.

24. The distances of three objects, ABQ, in the same

horizontal plane, are ^B=3 miles, £0= IS mile, A0=-- 2 miles;

from a station D in GA produced the angleABB-W .
47'

.
20*

is observed : find the distance of B from J5.

25. In an oblique triangle A, B, G, given /_ ACB= 139°
.
58',

^ilJB(7=22°.18', £(7= 840-5 yards, find by how much AB
differs *"rom a mile.

26. In an oblique-angled triangle ABG, given AB= 2700 a,

^^ = 50°. 20', and ^£=110M2', find £C

To determine the height of the top (7 of a mountain, a base

AB of 2700 feet was measured in the horizontal plane, the

angle sul)tended by GB at A was observed to be 50°. 20', the

angle subtended by AG at B was observed to be 110°
.
12', and

the angle of elevation of G from B was observed to be 10°.7'

;

find the height of the mountain.

27. A flag-staff 20 feet high stands on a wall 40 feet high.

At a point E on a level with the bottom of the wall the flag-

staff sqbtends an angle of 10°. Find the distance of E froai

the wall.

28. From the top of a hill the angles of depression of two

consecutive milfj-stones on a straight level road are found to

be 12° . 13' and 2° . 45'. Find the height of the hilL
.

29. From the top of a tower by the sea-side 150 ft. high,

it was found that the angle of depression of a ship's hull was

36° . 18'. Find the distance of the ship from the foot of the

tower.
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30. Given a= 6383-53, 6 = 3157-76 hjkI C=37°.26', find
the other parts of the trian,<,'le.

31. From each of two ships a mile apart the angle which
if< subtended by the other ship and a beacon on shore is

observed : these anodes are 55° and iSr .2Jiy, Determine the
distances ol' the ships from the beacon.

32. From the lower window of a house the angle of ele-

vation of a church tower is observed to be 45°, and from a
window iiO feet above the former 40°. How far is the house
from the church ?

33. A line AB in length 400 yards is measured close by
the side oi" a river, and a point Q close to the bank on the other
side is ol served from A and B. Phe angle GAB is 50°, and
GBA 65°, find the perpendicular breadth of the river.

34. Two railways intersect at an angle of 35° . 20' : from
the point of intersection two trains start together, one at the
rate of 30 miles an hour

; find the rate of the other train, so
that after 2^ hours the trains may be 50 miles apart. Show
that there are two velocities that will satisfy this condition,
and calculate approximately either of them.

35. A base line of 600 yards was measured in a straight
line close to the bank of a river, and at each end of the line
the angles were observed between the other end and a tree
close to the edge of the river on the opposite side of it : these
angles were found to be 52°

. 14' and 68°
. 32'. Find the breadth

of the river.

!U

36. The angle of elevation of a tower 100 feet high, due
north of an observer, was 50° ; what will be its angle of eleva-
tion after the observer has walked due east 300 feet ?

37. A flag-staff, 12 feet high, on the top of a tower, sub-
tends an angle of 48'. 20" to an observer at the distance of
100 yards from the foot of the tower: required the height of
thy toweri

\
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38. At the foot of a hill a visible object has an elevation

of 29' . 12' . 40", and when the observer has walked 300 yards

up the hill away from the object, he finds himself on a level

with it. The slope of the hill being 16°, and the places of

observation in a vertical plane with the object, find the dis-

tance of the object from the first place of observation.

39. ABy AG are two railroads inclined at an angle of

60° . 20'; a locomotive engine starts from A along AB at the

rate of 30 miles an hour : alter an interval of one hour, another

locomotive engine starts from A along AG Q.t the rate of 45

miles an hour: find the distance of the engines from each

other, three hours after the first started.

40. A church tower stands on the bank of a river which is

150 feet wide, and on the top of the tower is a spire 30 feet

high. To an observer on the opposite bank of the river the

spire subtends the same aii^le that a pole six feet high sub-

tends placed u])right from the ground at the base of the tower.

Show that the approximate height of the tower is 285 feet.
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XX. PROPOSITIONS RELATING TO THE
AREAS OF TRIANGLES, POLYGONS,
AND CIRCLES.

219. Expressions for the area of a trianglt.

The area of a triangle is eciual to half tlie rectawgle con-
tiiinecl by one oF flie sides and the perpendicular drawn to
meet that side from tlie opposite angle.

Let ABG be the triangle, and as one of the angles A, B
must he acute, let it be A. Draw a perpendicular fron G to
aeet AB or AB produced in D.

Then, ai-ea of triangle ABC^l. AB . ^^^

^.AB.AG.smA

1
•Wjj cb . sin -A

5

,
',51

•t ill
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that is, the area of a triangle is equal to half the product of two

tidea and ilie sine of the angle between them.

ik\aOf since siu i4 = .. V« .(«-<*)(«- 6) (« - '')> ^^y ^^' ^^'^^

J 2 - —
area of triangle AB(j = -„ch .j- . ^8.{8-a) {a- b) (i - c)

= ^8 ; (« - a) (« -• 6)"^ -c),

which gives an expression for the area in terms of the sides.

For this expression the symbol used is S.

220. To find tlie area of a regular polygon in term of it

Let EA, ABf BF be three consecutive sides of f regulu)

polygon of n sides, and let each of them =a.

Bisect the angles EAB, ABF by the lines OAy OB meeting]

inO.

Draw OB at right angles to AB.

Nov angle AOB^-^-f

and
iSTT

angle ilOB*— (Eucl i. 15, Cor.);

/. angle AOR=-.
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H«DW area of polygon = n times area ot triangle AOB
^n.AR.RO
^n

. AB . AB . cot AOB

n.^.-.cot^

na'^ IT
' I- . cot -.
4 n

*n teims of the sides of the triangU.

1:

Let be the centre of the circle rlescribed about the triangleA BO, and R its radius. *

Through draw the diameter GD and join BD.
^^Then GBD, being the angle in a semicircle, is a right

And ^Z^C^ angle GAB in the same segment=^
Now

that ii^

CB
^^= Bin BDO,

a
= 8in^

;2B
.'. a=2R.BmAi

a
.'. jB=

2 sin A'

But,byArt. 184,sin^ = ? 5f:
oc 'be

• 7?
^^
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Note. Since ^^= «in ^. and similarly 2;^=«nB, aod

-l = 8in G, we denve another proof of the Theorem
25 '

fi\nA_su\B_^6inO

"a"" b c

222. To find the radim of a circle inscribed i/n a trioflngUm
itrms of the sides of a triiiv^le.

6" D C

Let he the centre of the inscribed circle, and r its ra'Uafc

Then o'=area of ABG

.area of BOG + area of COA + area of AOB

OD.BG OE.AG OF.AB
—-2— +—^^+ S

ra r6 £»

r

.

a + 6+c

mm
B

• • • A
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823. To fmd the radii of the circles escribed^ that is which
touch oru of the .fides of a triangle and the other sides prodiued.

Let be the centre of the escribed circle that touches th»
side BG and the other lidea produced, and let the ndiua of

this cinsle be r^.

Then quadrilateral ABOC= tn&ngle AOC+tnangUAOB

and quadrilateral -450(7= triangle ^50+ triangle BOO

.-. AOC+AOB=ABG+BOG,

AO.OE AB.OF „ BG.OD"0+ • u ,
2 2

•• 2 ^ 2~ ^T'
h+e-a

fi«*"flfj

A(i-a)ri-fif;
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Simiiarly it may Ve sLown that if r^, r^ are the radii of th«

cirekt touchirg AG and AB respectively,

S

• V?,

•*
'

•__

'<'»^.

4/.

8

S24 S\? find the mta of a regular polygon inser^d in a

Let he the centre of the circle, r the radiiia of the clicle

AB a side of the polygon.

Join OA, OB.

Theo area of polygon=w times area of triangle AOB

^^n.^AO.OB, sin AOB (Art. 219)

1 . Sir
•» . 5 . r . r . sm —

-

Wf^ Sir

2
8;n

i»

"' • ^
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225. To find the area of a regula/r polygon described about a
circle.

Let be the centre of the circle, r t'le radius, AB a side of
-he circumscribing polygon.

Draw the radius (^i2 at right angles to ilR

A R B

Then aiea of polygon =«n times area of triangle AGS
'^n.OB. AR

'"n.OR.OBtanAOM

w.r.r. tan

-

n

—iir^. tan-.

926. To find the area of a circle.

Taking the figure and notation of the preceding Article,
area of circumscribing polygon= w times area of triangle AOB

^n.-.AB.OR

<iw I

'^0L'x7..AB

« o 072 X perimeter of polygon.

Now if the number of sides of the polygon be indefinitely
increased and the loiiLali mI ..irii pi(]e indennitely diminished
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the perimeter o: the polygon coincides with the circumference

of the circle, and the area of the polygon is the same as the

area ol" the circle ;

;. area of circle= ^ OB x circumference of droto
2

227. To jmd the area of a guadrOat&ral which can he inseriM

in a cireli in, terms of its sides.

B

Let ABOD be the quadrilateral. Join AO.

Let^B=a, BC=b, GD=c, DA=d,

Then, area of figure=area of A^lBa+area of AilDO

=ia6.8inB+Hcd-8in7).
2 ^

Now the angles at B and D are supplementary (Eucl. HL

22);

/. BinB=8ini)(Art. 101);

.'. area of figure= ^ (a6 + C(2) . em B.

We have now to express sin B in terms of the sides of the

Now,in A.ABG, ^Cf2=a2 + 62-2a6.cosB,

ftud, in A ADO, AG^^c^^d-'- 2cd
.
cos D,
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Heace^ observing that

cos I>= - cos 5 (Art. 101),

0^+62- 2aft . cos J5=c2 + d2 + 2c(i . coa B ;

a2 + 62_g2_^2
;. co8£=

2(a& + cd) '

...«n«£=l-^±i'-^«l-'^"
J2(a6 + c,0{2

^ (2a6+ 2a?)2 - {g} + ^
' - c^-gy

4(a6 + cd)* '

/. (area of figure)2=i . (a6 + cS)'^ . sin^ 5

•~. j(2a5+2c(«+a2+62-c2-d2)(2a6 + 2ci-a«-6«+e»+d2)j

y^. {(a + 6+c-d)(a + 6- c + d)(6 + d + a-6) (c + d-a + fc)|

,

16

and if «Ba+6+c+d

(atea of figure)2=i .
|
(2s - 'Id) (2s - 2c) (2s - 26) (2s - 2a)

}

= («~i)(s-c)(s-6)(«-o);

of figure= VI (« - a) (s - 6) {,« - c) (s - (i)|.
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228. On the Dip of the Horizon.

Suppose the earth to be represented by the circle ABG, with

centre 0.

Let EB be a tangent from the eye of an observer, looking

from a height AE, to the earth's surface at 5, and let EAC be

a straight line through the earth's centre.

If we draw a horizontal line EH, the angle HEB is called

•* The Dip of the Horizon.'*

Then since EA is very small as compared with AO, and

therefore the arc AB very small as compared with the circum-

ference of the earth, lAOBha very small angle.

Hence at spots of small elevation the Dip of the Horizon^

which is equal to /.il05, is very small.

The distance of the horizon at sea may be approximately

found by the foUovnng rule

:

Three times the height of the place of observation in feet is equal

to twice the square of the distance seen in miks.

This rule may be proved thus :

Let AE be an object whose height in feet is/, =^15 ^"^^

SB a tangent to the earth's surface whose length is

miles ism.

JiO the diameter of the earthsi»8000 miles nsirly.
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Then sq. on 5ii = rect. GE, EA (Eucl iii. 36);

5280/5280

"5280 ^"^"^y

229. To ^wiio t}iai if he the circular measure of a positive
angle leas than a right angle, si7i, 6, 6, and tan 6 are in ascending
order of magnitude.

Let Q be the centre of a circle, QE a radius cutting the chord
PF at right angles, TT a tangent to the circle at E.

Then

liet t!»e cfrcnlar measure of the angle EQP be §$

PM
QP'

PE
QP'

sin 6=

^^o TE TE

;
" n • ^' '^ grcalBi Kiittu j-Jh ftixT lefig tlMm

rii;, PM, PE, TE are in ascending order of magnitude

Therefore sin ft>, f), tan ^ ar<^ in ascending order of Tna^rnitudo.
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The assumption which we here make that PE is inter-

mediate in magnitude between PM and TE requires some

explanation.

Suppose PF to be a Bide of a regular polygon of n wdes

iajBcribed in the circle.

Then TT will be the side of a regular polygon of n sides

described about the circle, and QE will bisect PF and TT.

Now the perimeter of the inscribed polygon is always less

than the circumference of the circle, as we explained m Art.

10 and we might show by a similar process tl.ut the perimeter

of 'the circumscrilxMl polygon is always greater than the cir-

eumfereiice of the circle.

Now PM= the 2wth part of the inscribed polygon,

/pp__ circunisciibed ......

p^_ circumlerence

;

/. FE is in magnitude intermediate between PM and TE.

S30. To shMO that when 6 is indefinitely diminished,

e
tin 6

= 1.

Since sin d, 6, tan are in ascending order of magnitude,

g Q s^ are in ascending order of magnitude,
' ' cos d

sm

Divide each by sin 6, then

_? L_ are in ascending order of mflgnitude ;

Bin 6* COB 6

...^ lies between 1 and ^^sin 6
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Now when 6'=0,

and therefore

therefore when ^aO,

C0B^=1,

1

cos

9
sind

1;

1.

Examples.—Ivl.

1. The angle included between two sides of a triangle

whose lengths are 10 inches and 12 inches is 60*: find the

area of the triangle.

2. Two sides of a triangle are 40 and 60 feet, and they

contain an angle of 30": find the area of the triangle.

3. What is the area of a triangle whose base is 4 feet, and
altitude \\ yards 1

4. What is the area of a triangle whose sides are 6, 6, 6

inches respectively ?

5. If a= 625, &=505, c=904, what is the measure of th«

area of the triangle 1

6. If a=409, 6=169, c=510, what is the measure of the

area of the triangle ?

7. If a =577, 6=73, c=520, what is the measure of the

area of the triangle %

8. In a right-angled triangle area=«.(«— c), G being the

right angle.

9. If a=52-53, 6=48-76, c=44-98, log 146-27 =21651568,

log 56-31 = 1-7505855, log 48-75= 1-6879746,

lnt»/n-9i =i-fiifinn9fi lo<r 9 = -.'?mo3no

log 1-0169487= -0072990, fiii-l tlie Tueasure of area.

ii
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10. The sides of a triangle are in arithmetical progression,

and its area is to that of an equilateral triangle of the same

perimeter as 3 : 6. Show that its largest angle is 120°.

11. In the rectangular sheet of paper ABCD, the angulai

point A is turned down so as to lie in the side CD, while the

crease of the paper passes through the angular point Bt show

that the area of the part turned down is

\J^,AB-^l{AB^-BO^)\.

12. Show that the area of a triangle

a''. sin B.B,mO
2sin(ii + 0)

•

13. In any triangle the area

B
. sm ^ I -r—

9 Vsin

V ^
.)•ESin -X- . sm -jr- . oiii _ « —.— . I

-.—^ T -^

—

2 2 2Vsm^ sin 5 sm

14. If the radius of the inscribed circle be equal to half

that of the circumscribed circle, the triangle is equilateraL

15. In any triangle

,, . A . B-Q
(b - c) cos -o-=» • sm —5—.

16. if the points of contact of a circle inscribed in •

triangle with the sides be joined, show that the area of the

triangle so formed

17. The diagonals of a quadrilateral are in length a, 6

respectively, and intersect at an angle A, Show that the area

of th^ quadrilateral

18. The area of any triangle

a^-h^ sin >4 . sin B
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1

19. In an isosceles right-angled triangle, show that the

radius of one of the equal escribed circles is equal to the

radius of the circumscribed circle.

20. In any right-angled triangle, G being the right angle,

cot (5 - ^) + cot 2 (^ + ?) =0.

31. The area of any triangle

2a&c B
« J- A r;. • ^<^s o • cos ^ . cos -^.
a-\-b-\-c 2 2 2

aa. In any isosceles triangle, G being the vertical angle,

area x 32 cos* ^ = sin 2A ''2a + c)\

2y, The length of a perpendicular from A to BO
_6^8inC;+^^^in5

6 + c

! i

34. Taking the notation adopted in this Chapter, prove
the following relations

:

(.) r=—

g

a

(a) »•=

cot J + cot =

2i2 . sin ^ . sin ^ 5 . sin 5

J——,
cos s ^'

(3) »'l'

a

tan-g+tang

(4) ri=4U . sin „ cos ^ . cos 5.

(5) »*i+'*q + r8s*ic(5 + cos/J+eos S+co«(7).

(6) i2 + r=sri2(co8i4 + cos£ + cos.'^\
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25. Show tlmt the area of a regular polygon inscribed in a

circle is a mean proportional between the areas of an inscribed

and a circumscribed regular polygon of half the number ol

sides.

26. The distances between the centre of the inscribed and

those of the escribed circles of a triangle ABO are

4i2.sin2, 4Bsin2, 4iJsin5,

IS being the radius of the circumscribing circle.

27. The points at which the lines bisecting tb* anglei

i4, By G of" a trian<j;le cut the opposite sided are joined. Siiow

that the area of the triangle so formed bears to that of the

triangle ABO the ratio

„ . A . B .

2 am -- sin ^ din 5Z Z Ji

"W^ cTTI TTB-
cos ~2 - . cos 2 .cos -,

2

28. If Ti, rj, Ts be the radii of the escribed circles, and t the

ami-perimeter of the triangle, show that

.2^s'-rjr^ + r.jr^ + riri

29. If -4, B, 0, D, be a quadrilateral capable of being

inscribed in a circle, show that -4(7. sin A = B1) . sin B.

30. Show that the distances from the centre of the inscribed

circle to the centres of the escribed circles are respectively

equal to

a h c

T S' d'
cos-g cos 2 cos

2
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31. f ia the radius of a circle inscribed in a triangle AMJ\
show that ABOo=r cos -^ cosec -5- cosec 5.

32. If i?, r be the radii of the circles described about and
inscribed in the triangle ABG, and $ the semi-perimeter of the
triangle, prove that

tan4 + tan^ + tanf+-= 4i2(l + l + iY
2 2 2 r \a c/

33. -45(7 is a triangle inscribed in a circle, and a point P
is taken on the arc EG : show that

P-4 . sin .4 =P5 . sin 5 + P(7 . sin a

34. Given the distances rfi, d„ d^ from llie angles of the
point at which the sides of a plane triangle subtend equal
angles, find the sides and area.

35. If the lengths of three lines drawn from any point
within a square to three of its angular points be a, 6, c, find a
side of the square.

36. The areas of all triangles described about the oamft

circle are as their perimeters.

37. If a, b, c be the sides of a triangle, and a, )8, y the
perpendiculars upon them from the opposite angles, show that

*^'-ii^-^-i y^ _hc ae ab

J87 ay"*" a/8 ~a2"*"6»
"•"<>»•

38. A person standing on the sea-shore can just see the
top of a mountain, whose height he knows to be 1284*80 yards.
After ascending vertically to the height of 3 miles in a
balloon, he observes the angle of depression of the mountain's
summit to be 2"

. 15'. Find the earth's radius.

Given log 3= -4771213, L cot 2M5'= 11-4057168,

log •73=1-863229, log 7986-4=3-9023533,

log 76-3561 = 1-8828381.
'
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39. If an efjuilateral triangle have its angular points in three

parallel straight lines,of which the middle one isperpendicularly

distant from the outside ones by a and 6, show that its side

.2 ^(?!±-^).

40. In a triangle ABG, AG= 2Ba. If CD, CE respectively

bJRL'ct the angle G and the exterior angle formed by producing

A (J, prove that the triangles GBD, AGD, ABG, GDE have their

incaH as 1 : 2 : 3 : 4.

41. If 12, r be the radii of the circles described about and
in the triangle ABGy the area of the triangle

mtRr (sin A + sin B+ sin 0).

42. In the ambiguous case prove that the circles circum-

scribing the triangles will have the same radius. If the data

be a— 605, 6=>564, £<=>50°. 15', find the radius of the circum-

scribing circle.

43. The angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle

tiikt'ii in order, when multiplied by 1, 2, 2, 3, respectively, are

in Arithmetical Progression ; find their values.

44. If froTn any point P in a circle lines are drawn to the

extreniiLirs A, B, and to the point of contact G of a side (4

the circumscribing square, show that

(1 + cot PGA )^^ ( 1 4- cot PGB)»

cot PBA cot PAB '

45. If R, r, r„ r», r, are the radii of the circumscribed,

iriflcribed anc escribed circles respectively of a triangle, and

one of the angles, then 4B cos 0=r + r, + rt-r,

46. If r be the r^l. -u of the circle inscribed between tl\e

l)»ise of a right-an!;k<'"i. -rfpTigle and the other two sides pro-

iluced, and / the radius of the circle inscribed between the

altitude of the triangle and the other two sidea produced,

ahow that the area of the triangler./.
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47. From the top of the peak of Tenerille the dip of the
horizon is found to be 1'. 58' . 10". If the radius of the earth
be 4000 miles, wluit is the height of the mountain ?

48. What is the dip of the horizon from the top of a
mountain 1^ miles hiah. the radius of the earth being 4000
miles ?

49- A lamp on the top of a pole 32 feet hij^h is just seen
by a man 6 feet in height, at a distance of 10 miles; find the
earth's radius.

50. ^ flhip, of which the height from the water to the
summit ol the top-mast is 90 feet, is sailing directly tovardu
an observer at the rate of 10 miles an hour. From the time
of its first appearance in the offing till its arrival at the station

of the observer is 1 hour 12 minutes. Find approximately
the earth's radius.

51. If the diameter of the earth be 7912 miles, what is the
dip of the sea-horizon as seen from a mountain 3 miles in

height ?

52. The angle subtended at the sun by the earth's radius
being 8"-868 and the earth's radius being 4000 miles, show
that the distance of the sun from the earth is approximately
03000000 miles

53. If the distance of the moon from the earth be 241118
miles, show that if the earth's radius is 4000 miles it sub-

tends an angle of 57' . \"'h nearly at the moon.

54. The tops of two vertical rods on the earth's surface,

each of which is 10 feet high, cease to be visible from each
other when 8 miles distant. Prove that the earth's radius is

nearly 4224 miles.

55. What is the limit of deviation in order that a circulai

target of 4 feet diameter may be struck at a distance o<

200yardat

56. Explain how it is that a shilling can he placed before
the eye so as to hide the moon.
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. 12' . 20"-3, P= 2°

. 47' . 39"-7.

4. 6=527, ^ = 32°.31'.13"-5, 5=57°.28'.46"-5.

5. 6=141, ^ = 82°, 41', 44", jB= 7°.18M6".

6. a=748, u4 = 75°
.
23'

. 18"-5, 5= 14° . 36'. 41*-6.
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7. a= 736, il « 69' . 38' . 66"-3, B= 20'
,
21'

.
3*-7.

8. o= 2()0, il=-18M0'.5(r, B-7l'.49M(r.

9. C-B65, i4 = 29M4'.3(r'3, £=60°.45'.29''7.

la c-666, il=44".29'.63'', B=46'.30'.7''.

U. (Pago 161.)

I. 231-835 feet 2. 93'97 feet.

3. 36'6...feet; 70-7...feet; 100 feet 4- 196 feet nearly.

5. 460 yds. nearly. 6. 63°. 26'. 6". 7. 88 yds. nearly.

.

8. 33°.23'.66"'7. 9. 39° .
5'

.
47"'9. 10. 10493 feet

II. 46 feet ix 150 feet

111. (Page 174.)

1. (i) 67'.22'.48"-5. (2) 43" . SeMO^-l.

(3) 112°.37'.ll''-6. (4) 29°.51'.46"-1.

2. il = 49°. 7' . 10", C= 87* . 44' .
50".

3. 6= 79063. 4. 6= 219-37.

5. 57M4'.2r or 122°.45'.39".

6. ^ No, for B= 90°. 7. cos ^ = |. 9. 45', 60°, 75

II. 69°,10'.10"and46°.37'.50". 12. 66°. 46'. It

13. ^ = 116° . 33' . 54", £= 26°
.
33'

.
54".

nil. (Page 176.)

I. c-:6, il-53°.7'.48"-4, £=36°.52'. 11''6.

1. a= 48, 4 =41° .
6'

.
43''-5, ^= 48°

.
53'

.
16"-5.

i" 7.^0



r-7.

feet nearly,

yds. nearly.

.

104-93 feet

lO"-!.

46"-l.

45', 60°, 75"

i6°.46Mt

•6.

;"-5.

ANSWERS.

3- c = 353, i4 «&(•'. 24'. 8*1, B»30'. 35'. 5l"-9.

4. o - 40, /( = 5-
.
43'

.
29" 3, £ - 84M6' . 3(r-7.

5- a«84, 6 -437, //= 79' . 7'
.
9''-6.

6. a = JGO, 6 = 421), i? = 43'
. 0' . 1 0"-.3,

7. a-280, 6«351, i4-38'.34'.48"3.

8. a- 180, 6 = 299, >1 =3r.2' .
6.3" 6.

9. 6 = 231, <r = 5G9, Zy=23'. 57'. 8*.

la a«480, c = 4SI, iy-3'.4r. 43*.

•19

1. A

2. /I

3- A

4. .4

5. A

6. a

7. a =

8. e-

9. c=

lo. c =

TI. C =

12. C =

13. C=

r4. c

IIV. (Page 177.)

=3r
.

63'
.
2G"-8, 7i = 8M0' . 1 0"-4, 6^= 139- . 66' . 1 C"-8.

- 84°
.
32'

.
G0"-5, Z? = 25'

.
36'

. 30"7, G= 69' . 50' . 38"8.

= 76M8'.52", 2y=35M8'.0"-9, C= 68°. 23'. 7"- 1.

= 62'.51'.32"-9, 5= 44°. 29'. 53", C=72'. 38'.34''1.

-KW-.S'.U", 2;=17\3'.41"-5, C'=12'.48'.4"-6.

-101, c=120, 5=ir.25'.16"-3.

= 221, c= 222, i?=:39M8'.27"-5.

= 78, /l-136-.23'.49"-9, i)>= IT . 25'. IG'a

= 408, ^=77M9'.10''-6, i?=5-.43'.29"-2.

= 120, ^ = 110* .
0'

. 57"-5, /?=39M8'.27"-5.

102, ^ = 79'
.
36'

. 40", J5= 33°
. 23' . 54"-6.

450, ^ = 8r.27M6", 5= 10". 37'. 44*.

312, ^ = 33\2.r.54"-6, i?=15Ml'.2r-4.

.3.32-97, ^=45°.46'.16"-5. 7^ = 30°
. 9' . 52* 5.
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,5. c-aO, ^-lS4\46'.36''-6, B=29'.6l'.4e'-4.

16.
B=67\22'.48''lorll2'.37Mr9.

17.
5=62'.5r.32'-9orll7'.8'.27M.

18. 5=78M9'.24''orl0r.4(y.36*.

19.
£=75M8'.28"-2orl04'.4r.31'-a

20. B-63°.26'.0'-0.

Iv, (Page 181.)

,. 236-602...feet 2. 1210 yds. and 1040-6 yd*

3. 4596 yds. nearly and 4584-48 yds. 4- 33'- 4a-.

5. V3:l. 6. 107 feet nearly. 10. | sin a. sec ^
4

13. 4mile8. 14. .H3 - x/3^ lu ^«. 10 tan-»j.

2a 61-76...feet. 3i. 10 ai.a 1411...miles.

22. 48°. 22'. 23. 115-47 yds. and 9-603 yd*.

24. 6-71307...mile8. iS- ^^ y^^-

26. 6236-549 ft. ; 109547 tt 27. 8528 ft or 28-14 ft

28. 108-64 yds. nearly. 29. 2042 ft.

3a il = 116M3' 20\iJ = 26'.20'.40",c=4325-26.

31. 1 mile and ^23497 mile. 32. 124-3 feet

33. 306-4178 J
ds. 34. 34-42284 or 14-524 miles an hottl.

35. 613-7045 yds. l^-
17'.4r.50'.

37. 134 yds. 38. 169-4392 yd..

39. 76-5455 miles.
'



ANSWERS. 2tl

48'.

1 a. Bee/H

yck.

»r 2814 ft.

Ivi. (Page 199.)

I. 30V3 8q, in. 2. 600 sq.ft. 3. 7| aq. ft.

4. 12 sq. in. 5. 151872. t, SOCOU

7. 12480. 9. 1016-94b7.

area

=

~- (d^d.^ + ^1(^3 + d^d^).

38. 3992-S35 miles. 42. 3G6-785....

Gtt 77r IItt lOir
43- 17* ,7» -j-f-j -TTf* 47. 2-36 miles.

48. r.26'. 49. 401 7-79...miles. 50. 4224 milci.

SI. 2M3'.60". 55. tan-i-OOi

6.

feet

68 an hoili.

".47.50^.

9-4392 yds.



APPENDIX.

1. To find the trigouo7netrical ratios for an angle of 18*.

Take the figure and constniction used by Eucl. iv. 10 in

describing an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at

the base double of the third angle.

Hence i BAD= l of 2 rt. /.•=-?- of 180"*=36°.
5 6

Bisect BAD by A E, which will bisect BD at right angletb

Let AB— w, /16'=n, and .'. 31)= n.

Then, since reel. AB, L'C=sq. on AG,

m,{m- v) = n^
;

.. m^-~mn + ~. =-r-;
4 4

V5 +

1

n

m yn -r r
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^.

AB m 2 ' m'

.-. «» 18-= -^^-. ;

.'. multiplying numerator and denominator by V6- 1,

sin 18°= V5-1

So the other ratios may be found.

2. To explain geometrically why in determining tin ^
A

or cos
2 /row co« A, we get two, hut fr(m dn A four different

values.

^

Let A he an ancrle whose cosine is known, and describe
I'AM, the least angle which has the given cosine.

UiikQP'AM = PAM.

tv. 10 in

angles at

angletb

Then A must be an an^le whose bounding lines are ^iW

T\f^''/^ ^' '^^' ^^^^ ''' '^ '""«t ^'^ either the unKleMAP or the angb MAF, or some angle formed by adding
(or taking) a multiple of four right angles to (or from) one of
these.

Now bisect MAP, MAP l,y AQ, ACT. and produce QA,
%fA to I\, K. *

A
Then

^ must have AM and one of the four QA, RA. BA.
^^ for its hounding lines.
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Now the ratios of all these angles are of the same ma^itude

and can only differ in sign, there being a pair of angles which

oave each ratio + and a pair—.

.'. in determining from the cosine we get two values.

Next, let A be an angle whose ^' is known, and desenbe

"bSAF tiie least angle wliicli has the j^-ven sine.

Make MAP equal to the eupplement of UAP,

Then A must be either MAP or MAV^ or some angle

formed by adding (or taking) a multiple of four right angles

to (or from) either of these.

Bisect these angles as befoie

Then -^ must be an angle which has MA and one of the

four QA, RA^ Q'i4, KA for its bounding lines.

Now those which have either QA or UA as one of their

boundaries have ratios equal in magnitude but opposite in

sign. So also for those having QA or WA as one of their

boundaries ; but the magnitudes of the ratios of the former

Sets differ from those of the latter.

.*. the ratios of . may be either of two sets of magnitndea

\nd of either sign, and therefore liax'e fmir difTerent, values
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